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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

 

 

Sanatorium Reserve, within Rotorua City, is part of the fourth largest area of geothermal 

habitat in New Zealand (Wildland Consultants 2009).  The site provides a unique restoration 

opportunity within the heart of a city, containing both threatened land environments, a 

number of threatened bird species, and an At Risk plant species.  The geothermal habitat in 

the project area is nationally significant from an ecological perspective (Wildland 

Consultants 2005a) as it comprises very good quality examples of nationally uncommon 

geothermal vegetation types.  Rotorua Lakes Council (RLC) commissioned Wildland 

Consultants Ltd to prepare a management plan that will guide the restoration and 

enhancement of approximately 70 hectares of the reserve, creating a drawcard for residents 

and visitors to the city (a city ‘gem’).   The vision for the site is: 

 

The ecological integrity of Sanatorium Reserve and Sulphur Point is 

restored so that it can be enjoyed by visitors using a high quality, low 

impact network of tracks and other facilities. 

 

The plan includes timings and costs of works to be undertaken, and considers flora, fauna, 

habitats, and special ecological features, such as the geothermal features and existing bird life 

on the site.  The plan also takes into account the amenity features and sports fields within the 

site, safety considerations around people’s access to the site, options for the disused landfill 

area within the reserve, the cultural significance of the site, and management of ecological 

issues such as weeds and pest animals. 

 

The ecological values of Sanatorium Reserve are associated with the geothermal and wildlife 

habitats present.  The ecological values of the geothermal habitats are high, and in general, 

the vegetation is of good quality.  Ecological values of the site are being compromised by 

invasion of weed species, including woody weed species, particularly silver birch, pine, and 

wattle species, and dense areas of arrow bamboo which exclude all other vegetation.  These 

areas have expanded significantly in the last thirty years (c.f. Beadel 1986).  Other threats to 

the ecological values of the site include pest animals, particularly cats which prey on bird 

populations, fire, vegetation clearance (including formal and informal track clearance), and 

rubbish dumping.   

 

A concept plan has been developed to provide a guide to what restoration of the entire site 

could look like.  This plan makes the most of some areas being easier to restore than others, 

and thus looks at different land use for parts of the site.  

 

A number of management issues are outlined in the plan, and the site is then divided into 

fifteen management units.  Management needs of each unit are outlined, along with 

monitoring requirements.  Priorities for management and a timeline to undertake restoration 

within five years are also provided.  While the restoration may appear relatively complex, 

parts of the site are in good condition and restoration will be quite straightforward.  The most 

urgent needs are: 

 

 Weed control, particularly within the burnt areas to ensure they recover back to an 

indigenous vegetation cover, and where weed densities are currently low in the 

geothermal vegetation. 
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 Preventing vehicle access to parts of the site. 

 Tidying up along the track widening to prevent further weed invasions. 

 Commence arrow bamboo control. 

 

Management Units 1, 4, and 5 are of the highest priority for management.  Whilst weed 

control is required across the site,  areas 1, 4 and 5 have the lowest weed densities and will be 

the easiest to restore.  Several large arrow bamboo infestations will be difficult and expensive 

to remove, but removal of these will help to rapidly restore the ‘wow’ factor to the site. 

Control of arrow bamboo needs to begin within year one as it could take up to five years to 

completely remove the large infestations from the site.  Other areas with geothermal 

vegetation present are also high priority areas for control, including Areas 6 and 8. The order 

in which activities are instigated in the rest of the project area is less important, although 

restoration of Management Unit 11 should also begin soon as it requires substrate restoration 

as a first step.   

 

Future options for the composting plant and BMX Club are proposed, but other options could 

also be considered and once determined, an implementation plan developed.  Future land use 

of these areas should not compromise the restoration goals of the remainder of the reserve.  A 

concept plan is proposed that reduces sports field space, but which maximises the ecological 

potential of the site.  Other activities that will enhance the site are proposed, such as rubbish 

removal, removal of some clubrooms and installation of facilities such as public toilets, art, 

interpretation panels and picnic tables.   

 

Pest animal control is recommended to ensure the ongoing survival of the unique bird 

populations at the site.  Many tourists visit the site to observe the bird populations.  

 

The annual costs of this restoration have been estimated as follows.  The costs below do not 

include non-ecological initiatives outlined in the Plan, which will be an additional cost to the 

Council, if undertaken. 

 

Year 
Approximate Annual Cost ($) 

(Excluding GST) 

1 147,950 

2 96,150 

3 110,900 

4 53,200 

5 80,050 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Sanatorium Reserve (77 ha) lies within Rotorua City, on the margins of Lake Rotorua, 

including the area known as Sulphur Point.  The reserve is bounded by Lake Rotorua 

to the north, Te Ngae Road to the south, Puarenga Stream to the east, and the 

Polynesian Spa and Energy Events Centre to the west (see Figure 1).  A Department 

of Conservation reserve (Sulphur Point Wildlife Sanctuary) is situated adjacent to this 

reserve.  Together, the geothermal habitat in the reserve, Sulphur Point, and the 

geothermal habitats on the eastern side of the Puarenga Stream (Ngapuna), comprise 

the fourth largest area of geothermal habitat in New Zealand (Wildland Consultants 

2009).   

 

A reserve management plan was prepared for the site in 2006 (Rotorua Township 

Reserves Management Plan 2006), and it is now timely to relook at management 

options for the reserve.  The reserve was to be significantly affected by the Eastern 

Arterial Highway upgrade, with the road to have cut through much of the sports 

fields, the BMX track, and carpark area.  However, this upgrade is no longer going 

ahead.  In the meantime, the BMX Club is relocating to a new site within the city, 

while the composting plant will also be closed down in the near future.  Opportunities 

for changes to current land use thus exist within the site.  Continuation of the Te Ara 

Ahi cycle trail through the park has also provided new opportunities for the site.  

 

The site provides a unique restoration opportunity within the heart of a city, 

containing both threatened land environments, a number of threatened bird species, 

and an At Risk plant species.  To be successful, an urban restoration project should 

address a range of values that serve a range of needs, both ecological and social.   

 

Rotorua Lakes Council (RLC) commissioned Wildland Consultants Ltd to prepare an 

ecological management plan that will guide the restoration and enhancement of 

approximately 70 hectares of the reserve (see Figure 1), creating a drawcard for 

residents and visitors to the city.  The plan includes timings and costs of works to be 

undertaken, and considers flora, fauna, habitats, and special ecological features, such 

as the geothermal features and existing bird life on the site.  The plan also takes into 

account the amenity features and sports fields within the site, safety considerations 

around people’s access to the site (such as sight lines on shared cycle/walkways), 

options for the disused landfill area within the reserve, the cultural significance of the 

site, and management of ecological issues such as weeds and pest animals. 

 

 

2. VISION 
 

The ecological integrity of Sanatorium Reserve and Sulphur Point is restored so 

that it can be enjoyed by visitors using a high quality, low impact network of 

tracks and other facilities. 

 

By 2022: 

 

 Geothermal vegetation and fauna habitats within Sanatorium Reserve and the 

Sulphur Point area have been restored as a special Rotorua City gem, linked to 
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other tourist destinations such as Kuirau Park, Government Gardens, and the 

Redwoods, as an integral part of a unique visitor experience. 

 Visitor infrastructure has been installed, such as viewing platforms, providing a 

safe and enjoyable visitor experience. 

 Areas outside of the restoration areas have been enhanced, including areas around 

the sports clubs.  

 

 

3. RESTORATION OBJECTIVES  
 

Objectives: 

 

 Vegetation at the site is returned to its unique geothermal composition, free of 

weeds. 

 Birds and other indigenous fauna thrive at the site, and pest animal numbers are 

low. 

 A network of low impact cycling and pedestrian access paths provide safe visitor 

access to the site.  

 The site is safe for all users. 

 A unique visitor experience is provided through both the ecological restoration 

and other initiatives that enhance the visitor experience.  

 

This will be achieved by: 

 

 Restoration of the ecological integrity of the site through pest plant and animal 

control, and indigenous plantings as required. 

 Identifying points of interest and providing advice on how to create access and 

make the most of ecological gems. 

 Incorporation of low impact cycling and walking tracks without compromising 

ecological integrity. 

 Providing features of interest for visitors.  

 

 

4. METHODS 
 

Digital and hard copy information relating to the ecology of the study site was 

compiled and reviewed, together with GIS layers and digital aerial photographs.  Hard 

copy field maps were prepared, showing the project area boundary on aerial 

photographs.  

 

A site survey was undertaken on 14 February and 11 April 2017.  Vegetation types 

and habitats were identified, described, and mapped (Figure 2), a plant species list was 

compiled (Appendix 1), and the location and extent of pest plant species were 

recorded (Appendix 2) and mapped. Incidental observations of indigenous and exotic 

bird species and pest animals were also made.  

 

A survey of the composting plant was not undertaken as it is fenced and access was 

not arranged. 
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5. GENERAL SITE DESCRIPTION AND BACKGROUND 
 

The project area (c.70 ha; extent shown in Figure 1) encompasses the fringes of Lake 

Rotorua from Sulphur Point in the north to the Puarenga Stream in the east, and is 

bounded by Te Ngae Road to the south and west.  The sports fields and clubrooms 

within the reserve were included in the site boundary.  The wastewater treatment plant 

and the Polynesian Spa area, including the area immediately adjacent to the lake edge, 

were excluded from the project area (Figure 1).  

 

The land is administered by Rotorua Lakes Council as Sanatorium Reserve, although 

a small section behind the Energy Events Centre is administered by the Department of 

Conservation as a wildlife sanctuary (see Figure 1).  The area of Lake Rotorua 

bounded by the reserve is a wildlife refuge, administered by the Department of 

Conservation. 

 

A large portion of the project area is sports fields, carpark and clubrooms.  The natural 

areas are characterised by geothermal activity, including sinter deposits, hot pools and 

steaming vents.  The vegetation is generally typical of that found in geothermal 

habitat, being a mixture of geothermal kānuka (Kunzea tenuicaulis), kānuka (Kunzea 

robusta), mānuka (Leptospermum scoparium), mingimingi (Leucopogon fasciculatus) 

and tūrutu (Dianella nigra).  The quality of the vegetation in the north of the site is 

generally very good, with few weed species present.  Exotic vegetation dominates the 

edge of Te Ngae Road and alongside part of the Puarenga Stream.  Scattered woody 

weeds are present within the geothermal vegetation, and patches of arrow bamboo 

(Pseudosasa japonica) are scattered throughout the site. 

 

There have been many fires in the site over the last 100 years.  Most recently, on 

8 November 2015, a large fire occurred in the geothermal vegetation in the middle of 

the site, followed by a smaller fire in December (20 December 2015) adjacent to the 

Puarenga Stream.     

 

Sanatorium Reserve has been highly modified by human influence.  Sports fields were 

developed at Puarenga Park in the 1950s.  Prior to clearance this area would likely 

have been a mixture of geothermal vegetation and wetland.  The city’s wastewater 

treatment plant, with an associated composting plant, lies roughly in the centre of the 

reserve, and has occupied the same site since the 1930s, when it was just a septic tank.  

The wastewater treatment plant site had its reserve status removed in 1932.  Previous 

uses of the reserve include rubbish dumping (more detail is provided below), bathing, 

sulphur mining (166 tons of crude sulphur was extracted in the first few months of a 

three year operation, beginning in 1916), wastewater treatment, roading and sports 

fields development.  Two hot pools which were used for bathing from 1895 were 

bulldozed in 1952, being deemed unsafe for further use.  There is no visible evidence 

of where these pools were at the site.   

 

Various sports clubs lease land at the site, including the BMX Club (although they are 

not renewing their lease and are moving to a new location next year), Rotorua 

Archery Club, Mid-Island Gymnastics Club, Rotorua Smallbore Rifle and Airgun 

Club, Sulphur City Rod and Custom Club Inc. and the Whakarewarewa Rugby Club.  

The sports fields are mainly used by the Rotorua Junior Football Association (they 
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have not built clubrooms, but apparently an area of land is designated for future 

construction) (Rotorua Township Reserves Management Plan 2006). 

 

The current walkways through the reserve, connecting the lakefront with the Redwood 

trails in the Whakarewarewa Forest, were constructed between 1995 and 1997, after 

seeking ecological advice on its placement, and resource consent for its construction.  

The walkway avoids the main delta, which as well as being too dangerous, would 

disturb wildlife. 

 

A rubbish tip was officially established at Sanatorium Reserve in early 1959, and was 

officially closed at the site in July 1970, although some timber trade waste was still 

able to be dumped for a longer period of time.  Car bodies and timber waste are some 

of the known materials to have been dumped at the site, although given the era in 

which it operated, it could be assumed that all kinds of industrial and domestic waste 

were dumped here.  The tip operated as a series of trenches, about four feet deep, 

which were filled with rubbish, then compacted by bulldozer and covered over with at 

least two feet of fill (obtained when digging the next trench).  A series of fires towards 

the end of the tip’s life created a public outcry; the fires, starting in sawdust, created 

dense, choking smoke over the city.  The approximate location of the tip site is shown 

in Appendix 3, although there are no exact records of its location and it could actually 

be bigger than indicated here. It can be assumed that the land beneath the site is still 

highly contaminated.  For the purposes of restoration, the vegetation and substrate of 

the area can be assumed to be highly modified.  However, so long as restoration does 

not disturb the substrate by more than a 20 cm planting depth, the old tip site should 

not present an issue.  The use of heavy machinery to remove pest plants from the site 

will need to consider the potential location and extent of the tip site, as it may not be 

safe to cross the area with heavy machinery in case of gas pockets underground.   

 

 

6. ECOLOGICAL CONTEXT AND SITE HISTORY 
 

6.1 Geology 
 

The Rotorua basin was formed approximately 220,000 years ago by volcanic 

eruptions - centred around Ngongotahā - that created ground collapse and a caldera 

which was partially in-filled to form Lake Rotorua.  Fifty to 100 metres of lake 

sediments overlie ignimbrite, lava flows, and Rotorua City rhyolite domes.  A number 

of faults are present within the caldera including Puarenga, Whakarewarewa, 

Pohaturoa, Roto-a-Tamaheke, and Ngāpuna (Environment Bay of Plenty 2005).   

 

Rotorua Geothermal Field lies at the southern end of the Rotorua caldera and covers 

20 km
2
 of the geothermally-active Taupō Volcanic Zone.  The field includes 

c.1,550 individual surface features (Cody 2003), with major surface expressions of 

geothermal activity at Whakarewarewa-Arikikapakapa, Government Gardens-

Ngāpuna-Sulphur Bay, and Kuirau Park-Ōhinemutu.  Sanatorium Reserve forms part 

of the Government Gardens-Ngāpuna-Sulphur Bay complex.  

 

The Tarawera eruption in 1886 had a large impact on the reserve, with huge amounts 

of ash and debris being washed down the Puarenga Stream, forming large sand banks 

on both sides of the stream mouth, that are still present today. 
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6.2 Ecological context 
 

The project area is located within the Rotorua Lakes Ecological District, comprising 

the catchments of the Rotorua lakes system, with Lake Rotorua as the main feature.  

The landform of the reserve is relatively flat and low-lying, sloping gently from 

Te Ngae Road to the lakeshore.  Rotorua Lakes Ecological District is a distinctive 

volcanic landscape of plateaus, terraces, and rolling hill country that comprise a 

matrix of farmland, indigenous forest, and exotic plantation forest.  Residential 

settlement is concentrated on lake margins and rural lifestyle properties are common 

in the Rotorua basin.  Various geothermal surface expressions, and related vegetation 

and habitats, are characteristic features of the area. 

 

6.3 Vegetation history 
 

Indigenous forest almost entirely covered Rotorua Lakes Ecological District 

c.700-800 years ago.  Before human occupation, vegetation would have included tall 

forest of rimu (Dacrydium cupressinum), northern rata (Metrosideros robusta), tawa 

(Beilschmiedia tawa), and kamahi (Weinmannia racemosa).  The original vegetation 

of the reserve would have been a mixture of mānuka, kānuka, geothermal kānuka, 

mingimingi, bracken (Pteridium esculentum) and tūrutu.  Wetland areas would have 

contained raupō (Typha orientalis), Carex geminata, and other indigenous reed and 

sedge species.  Threatened plants, characteristic of geothermal areas, may have been 

locally present. 

 

Early Māori, during at least 600 years of occupation, cleared and burned more than 

half of the primary forest, leaving a mosaic of indigenous scrub, shrubland, fernland, 

forest remnants (including considerable areas of secondary forest), and cultivated 

land.  Wetlands had not been reduced by drainage, although they may have been 

altered by occasional fires.  Geothermal areas had not been reduced in extent although 

they would also have been affected by fires and human occupation of sites such as 

Whakarewarewa and Ōhinemutu. 

 

Subsequent European occupation has resulted in major depletion of natural features in 

the landscape.  At present, approximately 69,000 ha of Rotorua Lakes Ecological 

District comprises built-up areas and infrastructure, agricultural and horticultural 

production, plantation forest and exotic shrubland, leaving c.61,000 ha in indigenous 

vegetation and lake waters within the ecological district (Landcover Database 

Version 3.0). 

 

6.4 Geothermal vegetation and habitats 
 

Geothermally-influenced landscapes are dynamic ecosystems that place constraints 

and stress on naturally-occurring vegetation.  Increased heat and lowered pH levels in 

geothermally-active soils influence vegetation composition and structure (Burns and 

Leathwick 1995).  The dominance of geothermal kānuka, mānuka, and mingimingi 

within areas of heated soils suggests that these species have adapted to geothermal 

environments (Burns and Leathwick 1995).  Geothermal habitats are historically rare 

ecosystem types in New Zealand (Williams et al. 2007).  Since human settlement, 

geothermal ecosystems have been reduced in area and function and are now 
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recognised as being high priority for protection.  Geothermal ecosystems also provide 

habitats for threatened species and represent areas of high biodiversity value 

(Holdaway et al. 2012).  Geothermal streamsides, geothermal heated ground, and 

geothermal hydrothermally altered ground, which are all found within the Sanatorium 

Reserve, are classified as ‘Critically Endangered’ ecosystem types (Holdaway et al. 

2012). 

 

The project area is in the Rotorua Geothermal Field.  Geothermal habitats in the 

Sanatorium Reserve site comprise c.18.2% (i.e. nearly one-fifth) of geothermal 

vegetation in the entire Bay of Plenty Region.  The geothermal habitat in the study 

area is nationally significant from an ecological perspective as it comprises very good 

quality examples of nationally uncommon geothermal vegetation types (Wildland 

Consultants 2005a and 2005b).  Parts of the study area also provide habitat for 

Threatened and At Risk bird species.  The site is also part of the fourth largest 

geothermal site in the central North Island, based on site assessments for inventories 

of geothermal sites for Bay of Plenty Regional Council (Wildland Consultants 2005a) 

and Waikato Regional Council (Wildland Consultants 2014).  Sulphur Bay is also a 

significant attraction for visitors to Rotorua. 

 

The geothermal feature adjacent to Te Ngae Road on the sports fields (known as 

Puarenga Park) comprises 0.8 ha of indigenous geothermal vegetation surrounding a 

hot thermal pool and an area of sinter.   

 

The Puarenga Stream delta is an area of extensive fumarolic activity.  High gas and 

heat flows through alluvial sands have produced sulphur deposition and cementation.  

Hydrothermal explosions are common and occur relatively frequently.  This area is of 

high importance due to the extent and intensity of fumarolic activity which is found in 

few other places in New Zealand (Rotorua Township Reserves Management Plan 

2006).  It is also particularly dangerous due to high temperatures and instability.   

 

6.5 Wildlife 
 

Sulphur Bay was declared a game reserve in 1904, and was made a wildlife sanctuary 

in 1967.  The silica flats and lake margin areas are very important habitat for birds, 

with some 62 species of birds being recorded in the area, of which 45 are indigenous.  

Many species are periodic users, coming in the spring and summer to breed, or in the 

late summer/autumn to moult or overwinter (Rotorua Township Reserves 

Management Plan 2006).  

 

6.6 Maori history 
 

The previous management plan (Rotorua Township Reserves Management Plan 2006) 

notes that there is little recorded history for this part of the reserve.  Te Arikiroa, 

located on the lake edge at the southernmost point of Sulphur Bay, was the site of a 

battle between Ngati Tangaroamihi and Ngati Tama, with the dead and dying so 

thickly strewn that they resembled inanga (Galaxias maculatus) cast on the shore; 

hence the battle name, Waiwhitiinganga.  The cause of the battle was the death of a 

pet lizard, Kataore, belonging to Ngati Tangaroamihi. 
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The following summary of the site history was provided by Ben Manley, Rotorua 

Lakes Council.  

 

The Sanatorium Reserve, in its original state taking in what is today the Government 

Gardens, was originally part of a number of reserves gifted by Ngāti Whakaue for the 

establishment of a township under the Fenton Agreement in 1880. 

  

One of the early inhabitants in this area were the Ngāti Tama, who lived on Pukeroa 

Hill and at Ohinemutu. Their lands stretched from the Puarenga Stream to Te Koutu. 

They were named after Tamaihutoroa, who had left his kinsman of the Te Arawa 

waka at Maketu to travel inland to follow Ihenga and settle along the shore of Lake 

Rotorua-nui-a-kahumatamomoe. One day the people of Ngāti Tama slayed a taniwha 

named Kataore, who was a pet belonging to the Chief of a nearby Iwi, Tangaroamihi 

of Ngāti Tuarotorua. Ngāti Tuarotorua allied themselves with other iwi and defeated 

Ngāti Tama along the shoreline of Arikiroa Beach, on what is now the Sanatorium 

Reserve near the mouth of the Puarenga Stream in a battle referred to as Te 

Waiwhitiinanga, or the “Waters of Jumping White Bait” on account of the withering 

bodies of the dead and dying strewn across the lakeside battlefield. 

  

Ngāti Tama were forced to flee, abandoning their hold on the lands in and around 

Ohinemutu and Pukeroa Hill. Subsequently Ngāti Tuteata become the dominate iwi 

living on Pukeroa Hill along with their Tuhourangi allies until the area fell under 

conquest by the combine might of Ngāti Rangiwewehi, Ngāti Uenukukopako and 

Ngāti Whakaue. From that time on Ngāti Whakaue were the iwi that occupied what 

become known as the Pukeroa-Oruawhata block, between the Puarenga Stream and 

the Utuhina Stream, including what is now the Sanatorium Reserve. 

  

While cultivations were not grown in the Sanatorium Reserve in traditional times due 

to environmental conditions, the odd residence was built and the area was sometimes 

used for catching birds for their feathers. In the far eastern part of the reserve, at a spot 

known as Papunitanga, there was once a carved rahui or memorial called Te Ahiwaru 

after a man of the same name. 

  

Title to Pukeroa-Oruawhata, including the Sanatorium Reserve, was awarded to Ngāti 

Whakaue on 28 June 1881. An order identifying 295 persons, of Ngāti Whakaue, as 

the owners of Pukeroa-Oruawhata was subsequently made on 27 April 1882. 

  

A ‘nominal’ partition of the Pukeroa-Oruawhata Block was undertaken in 1884 to 

calculate the shares of owners in order to divide income from leased land. One of the 

proposed partitions took in the area West of the Puarenga, passing along Arikiroa 

Beach to a point known on the shoreline known as Pupuritanga (near where the 

Sudima Hotel is today), and then down to a point on the Puarenga Stream known as 

Te Rahui. This area was called Waiharuru, presumably after an old urupa of that name 

which existed towards the Te Arawa Race Course. 

 

6.7 Reserve designation history 
 

The Department of Lands and Survey controlled the thermal area from 1895 until 

1916 (Rotorua Township Reserves Management Plan 2006).  In 1916, the Department 

of Tourist and Health Resorts took over, and granted the three year lease for sulphur 
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mining of the site.  Part of the site was taken over by the Ministry of Works and 

Development in 1938 for use as a depot, and was subsequently on-sold instead of 

being returned to the reserve as it should have been under the Public Works Act.  

However, part of it was later returned in 1968 and leased to the YWCA.  The 

Sanatorium Reserve, along with the Government Gardens, was vested in the District 

Council in 1983.  Te Ngae Road was upgraded in 1986 to its current position, through 

part of the reserve (Rotorua Township Reserves Management Plan 2006). 

 

 

7. VEGETATION AND HABITAT TYPES 
 

The majority of the site comprises geothermal vegetation, sinter and wet areas.  Sports 

fields and associated buildings comprise the next largest land unit. Vegetation types 

present at the site were mapped (see Figure 2) using previous mapping of the site 

(Beadel 1986 and 1996; Wildland Consultants 2005a, 2005b, 2007, 2010a, 2010b, 

2010c and 2011), 2016 aerial photographs, and a site visit.  Note that both kānuka and 

geothermal kānuka are present throughout the reserve, and also will be present as 

hybrids between both species.  Type descriptions are provided below.  

 

1. Kānuka dominant forest (c.1.43 ha) 
 

Several emergent pine (Pinus sp.) trees to seven metres in height occur over 

kānuka forest.  Geothermal kānuka is present in the understorey, along with 

tūrutu and mingimingi.  Tradescantia (Tradescantia fluminensis) is present 

alongside informal vehicle tracks.  Silver birch (Betula pendula) is occasional. 

There is also an exotic-dominant narrow strip adjacent to the golf course 

access way, which includes two specimen trees (Sequoia sp.), silver birch, 

ornamental cherry (Prunus sp.), blackberry (Rubus fruticosus agg.), and 

willow (Salix sp.) species.  

 

2.  Mingimingi-geothermal kānuka scrub (c.1.97 ha) 
 

Mingimingi scrub with geothermal kānuka up to three meters tall.  Tūrutu is 

common in the understorey, although there are also extensive areas of bare 

geothermally influenced ground beneath.  

 

3.  Mingimingi-mānuka scrub (c.11.11 ha) 
 

This vegetation type is the most extensive at the site.  The canopy is 

dominated by mingimingi and mānuka.  Abundant tūrutu, bracken, 

Histiopteris incisa and Hypolepis distans are present, along with occasional 

geothermal kānuka.  Silver birch, alder (Alnus glutinosa), pines, silver wattle 

(Acacia dealbata), black wattle (Acacia mearnsii), grey willow (Salix cinerea) 

and crack willow (Salix fragilis) are emergent in places.  Small patches of 

dense arrow bamboo occur throughout this type. 

 

4. Manuka-kānuka-mingimingi shrubland (c.1.06 ha) 
 

This type comprises mixed shrubland mainly dominated by mānuka, but also 

with small areas where mingimingi, kānuka, and geothermal kānuka are 

dominant.  Tūrutu is common in the understorey. 
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5. Mingimingi-mānuka seedlings (c.2.06 ha) 

 

A previously burnt area that is characterised by burnt dead standing trees and 

shrubs (including several very tall poplar trees), with a ground cover of 

humus, and mānuka and mingimingi seedlings.  Occasional weed species are 

present including a patch of montbretia (Crocosmia ×crocosmiiflora), 

climbing rose (Rosa sp.) and blackberry. Other weeds, including arrow 

bamboo, are also likely to be present in this area.  

 

6.  Limosella lineata herbfield (c.0.02 ha) 

 

Low turfs dominated by Limosella lineata occur along the lake margin.  

Glossostigma elatinoides is locally common with some arrow grass.  A very 

small patch of herbfield around Juncus edgariae includes Eleocharis pusilla, 

Lilaeopsis novae-zelandiae, Isolepsis distigmatosa, and Myriophyllum 

propinquum.  

 

 

Plate 1: Limosella lineata herbfield on the lake edge, adjacent to raupō. 

 

7.  (Alder)/raupō reedland (c.0.08 ha) 

 

Scattered alder occur over a raupō reedland, adjacent to the lake shore. 

 

8.  Carex geminata dominant sedgeland (c.0.10 ha) 

 

Carex geminata to c.1 metre tall forms the dominant cover in a sedgeland with 

occasional alder on margins.  There are local patches of Yorkshire fog (Holcus 

lanatus) and lotus (Lotus pedunculatus).  One patch of montbretia occurs on 

the margins. 

 

9.  (Silver birch)/kānuka-geothermal kānuka-mingimingi scrub (c.3.93 ha) 

 

Scattered silver birch, grey willow and occasional pines are emergent over 

kānuka, geothermal kānuka, and mingimingi which form a dense scrub cover.  
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10.  Bracken-mingimingi-tūrutu fernland (c.0.04 ha) 

 

An area of fernland dominated by bracken, with scattered mingimingi and 

tūrutu present.  

 

11.  Kānuka-grey willow-crack willow-arrow bamboo/broom-blackberry 

forest (c.0.74 ha) 

 

This area is dominated by kānuka with small stands of crack willow and grey 

willow, and small but dense patches of arrow bamboo.  Broom (Cytisus 

scoparius) and blackberry are locally common.  Other common species 

include pines, silver birch, and wattles.  

 

12. Nonvegetated raw-soilfield and geothermal water (c.16.75 ha) 

 

Heated bare soils, sinter, geothermally influenced streams and pools, and 

mudpools.  

 

13. Mixed indigenous and exotic shrubland (c.0.87 ha) 

 

The vegetation alongside the Puarenga Stream is variable, but is characterised 

by exotic trees to approximately seven metres tall, including alder, willow, 

silver birch, ornamental cherry and eucalyptus over gorse, broom, blackberry, 

tūrutu, mānuka, bracken and Carex geminata.  Some fairly large patches of 

Carex geminata-dominant sedgeland to c.1 m tall occur alongside the stream, 

with occasional grey willow and alder on sedgeland margins.  An area of 

raupō reedland occurs within this type, with Carex geminata, kānuka, 

Histiopteris incisa and broom on the margins.  Occasional ornamental cherry 

saplings also occur here. 

 

14. Tasmanian blackwood-blackberry-pampas shrubland (c.3.89 ha) 

 

Tasmanian blackwood (Acacia melanoxylon) to 10 m tall is dominant along the 

edge of Te Ngae Road, with an understorey of taupata (Coprosma repens), 

tūrutu, and Tasmanian blackwood seedlings.  Tradescantia  is present in large 

patches, otherwise leaf litter dominates the ground cover.  Nearest the road 

margin, there are several, presumably planted, tōtara (Podocarpus totara) and 

rewarewa (Knightia excelsa) trees up to 5 m tall.  Occasional planted akeake 

(Dodonaea viscosa) is also present.  Other species present include blackberry, 

gorse (Ulex europaeus), and exotic conifers.  Ivy (Hedera helix) is present on 

the ground towards the western side of this type.  Patches of arrow bamboo 

occur towards the Te Ngae Road edge and the margin of the geothermal 

vegetation.  Away from the road edge, the vegetation is dominated by 

blackberry, with Japanese honeysuckle (Lonicera japonica) also present.  

Willows, black wattle, silver wattle, and pampas (Cortaderia selloana) are 

interspersed throughout, along with dense patches of arrow bamboo and 

Oldham’s bamboo (Bambusa oldhamii).  A gravel storage area is adjacent to 

the disused BMX tracks, and includes a bank covered in kikuyu grass 

(Cenchrus clandestinus).  
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15. Eucalyptus forest (c.3.24 ha) 

 

Large eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.) trees to 15 m tall form a canopy, with 

occasional pines to 12 m high over a low understorey of gorse, blackberry, 

tūrutu, mingimingi, bracken, kānuka and eucalyptus seedlings.  Occasional  

harakeke (flax; Phormium tenax) and ornamental cherry are also present.  Part 

of this type was burnt recently, but this has not affected the eucalyptus trees.  

In small patches, where eucalyptus trees are not present, the vegetation is of 

lower stature and comprises gorse seedlings, occasional mingimingi seedlings, 

and broom.  A patch of blackberry covers an area of approximately 20 m by 

10 m.  Patches of other weed species such as montbretia also occur in this 

vegetation type.  Occasional whekī (Dicksonia squarrosa) and pines are 

present near the sports fields.  

 

At the entrance of the main path into this area, several large maritime pine 

(Pinus pinaster) are beginning to collapse.  The understorey here comprises 

rank exotic grasses and scattered to dense broom, blackberry and bracken, 

along with areas of dense bracken fernland. 

 

16. Exotic treeland (c.0.65 ha) 

 

Behind the Sudima Hotel, large planted trees of alder and silver birch to seven 

metres tall are present over mown exotic grass.   

 

Planted trees of ginkgo (Ginkgo biloba), silk tree (Albizia julibrissin) and 

Leucadendron sp. occur in the Polynesian Spa carpark area. 

 

17. Arrow bamboo scrub (c.1.82 ha) 

 

Arrow bamboo forms extremely dense patches to up to four metres in height.  

Occasional alder and silver wattle are emergent above the bamboo canopy.   

 

18. Kahikatea-rhododendron-silver birch plantings (c.0.5 ha) 

 

Along the edge of Te Ngae Road, planted kahikatea (Dacrycarpus 

dacrydioides), rhododendron (Rhododendron spp.), silver birch, and cabbage 

tree (Cordyline australis) up to 6-8 metres tall occur over tūrutu, water fern 

(Histiopteris incisa), Hypolepis distans, with local whekī and silver fern 

(Cyathea dealbata).  Mānuka and mingimingi also occur in places, where the 

vegetation is denser and close to the geothermal feature.  Occasional kamahi is 

present (probably planted), along with planted kōhūhū (Pittosporum 

tenuifolium). 

 

19. Gravel carparks, roads, and buildings (c.4.29 ha) 

 

Gravel carparks, roads, and buildings are present in the northern and southern 

parts of the site. Planted specimen/shade trees around the rugby clubrooms 

include alder, plane (Platanus sp.), and robinia (Robinia pseudoacacia).   
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20. Topsoil storage area (c.1.71 ha) 

 

This area is characterised by stockpiles of topsoil with an associated 

herbaceous weed flora, including broad-leaved dock (Rumex obtusifolius), 

Euphorbia sp., inkweed (Phytolacca octandra), Californian thistle (Cirsium 

arvense), broad-leaved fleabane (Erigeron sumatrensis), bindweed (Calystegia 

lathyris), Chinese mugwort (Artemisia verlotiorum), montbretia, fennel 

(Foeniculum vulgare), reed sweetgrass (Glyceria maxima), and rank grasses.  

There are several drains, alongside which the vegetation is dominated by 

blackberry, broom and grey willow.  Pine (mainly black pine (Pinus nigra) 

although other pine species may also be present), silver birch and willow trees 

are common on the margins of this type, comprising up to 40% of the 

vegetation cover.  A row of planted Tasmanian blackwood occurs adjacent to 

the composting plant fence.  Arrow bamboo is locally common here also.  

 

Other inorganic debris is also present within this habitat type, such as rock 

piles, and old council parks infrastructure such as picnic tables.  

 

21. Exotic grasses grassland (sports fields) (c.14.22 ha) 

 

The sports fields are predominately exotic grasses, although mānuka and 

mingimingi seedlings (mown) create up to 80% of the cover close to the 

geothermal vegetation margins. Scattered exotic trees have been planted on 

the fields including alder, plane, and robinia, and a small group of tōtara trees 

have been planted near the Puarenga Park geothermal feature.   

 

22. BMX track (c.1.54 ha) 

 

A constructed BMX track and an abandoned BMX track occur in this area.  

Planting of harakeke has occurred within the track area, and at least one large 

grey willow is also present.  The remainder of the site is covered in rank 

grassland that is periodically cut.  

 

23.  Planted garden and lawn (c.0.21 ha) 

 

A planted garden compromising various specimen trees including phoenix 

palm (Phoenix canariensis), various rhododendrons, and other exotic species, 

such as oleander (Nerium oleander).  Ornamental cherry, Japanese spindle tree 

(Euonymus japonicas) and arrow bamboo are also common throughout.  

Mulch covers the ground.  Areas within this type, particularly towards the road 

edge, are kept as lawn, with occasional specimen trees present.  

 

 

8. FLORA 
 

Fifty-three indigenous species and 149 exotic vascular plant species have been 

recorded at the site.  These are listed in Appendix 1.  Geothermal kānuka (listed as At 

Risk-Naturally Uncommon in de Lange et al. 2013) was the only nationally 

Threatened or At Risk species recorded.  Two species, Hypolepis distans and 

Eleocharis pusilla, are considered to be regionally uncommon (Beadel 2014). 
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Caleana minor (Threatened-Nationally Critical) occurred in the area in the early 

1900s (Wildland Consultants 2009), but has not been found at the site in recent 

surveys.  The number of exotic species present at the site is high, but most of these 

species are present in confined areas of the project area, and there are large tracts of 

geothermal vegetation with only scattered weeds present (see Section 12.1). 

 

 

9. FAUNA 
 

9.1 Birds 
 

Five bird species classified as Threatened by Robertson et al. (2013) are known to 

breed at or near the site: black-billed gull (Larus bulleri; Nationally Critical), banded 

dotterel (Charadrius bicinctus bicinctus; Nationally Vulnerable), New Zealand 

dabchick (Poliocephalus rufopectus; Nationally Vulnerable), red-billed gull (Larus 

novaehollandiae scopulinus; Nationally Vulnerable) and Caspian tern (Hydroprogne 

caspia; Nationally Vulnerable) (Wildland Consultants 2009: Sachtleben 2010).  Three 

At Risk species are known to use the site: pied stilt (Himantopus himantopus 

leucocephalus; Declining), little black shag (Phalacrocorax sulcirostris; Naturally 

Uncommon), and black shag (Phalacrocorax carbo novaehollandiae; Naturally 

Uncommon) (Wildland Consultants 2009: Sachtleben 2010).   

 

Other Not Threatened indigenous species that utilise the site are little shag 

(Phalacrocorax melanoleucos brevirostris), New Zealand scaup (Aythya 

novaeseelandiae), black-backed gull (Larus dominicanus dominicanus), pūkeko 

(Porphyrio melanotus melanotus), shining cuckoo (Chrysococcyx lucidus lucidus), 

welcome swallow (Hirundo neoxena neoxena), tūī (Prosthemadera novaeseelandiae 

novaeseelandiae), bellbird (Anthornis melanura melanura), North Island fantail 

(Rhipidura fuliginosa placabilis), and grey warbler (Gerygone igata).  Introduced and 

Naturalised species recorded at the site are mallard (Anas platyrhynchos), myna 

(Acridotheres tristis), blackbird (Turdus merula), song thrush (Turdus philomelos), 

goldfinch (Carduelis carduelis) and house sparrow (Passer domesticus) (Wildland 

Consultants 2009). 

 

9.2 Lizards 
 

A targeted survey for reptiles was beyond the scope of this project, but Bioweb 

Herpetofauna Database records within five kilometres of the reserve include those for 

elegant gecko (Naultinus elegans), forest gecko (Mokopirirakau granulatus), and 

ornate skink (Oligosoma ornatum), some of which could be present at the site.  

Speckled skink (Oligosoma infrapunctatum) is present about six kilometres away on 

Mokoia Island.  All of these species are classified as At Risk-Declining by 

Hitchmough et al. (2016). 

 

9.3 Aquatic fauna 
 

The Puarenga Stream forms the eastern boundary of Sanatorium Reserve.  Freshwater 

invertebrate species recorded in this waterway include kōura (Paranephrops 

planifrons) and freshwater shrimp (Paratya curvirostris).  Freshwater fish species 

recorded in Lake Rotorua include common smelt (Retropinna retropinna), common 
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bully (Gobiomorphus cotidianus), longfin eel (Anguilla dieffenbachii), and the 

introduced rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) and brook char (Salvelinus 

fontinalis).  Longfin eel is classified as At Risk-Declining by Goodman et al. (2014).  

The stream within the reserve, and the lake edge, are both heavily influenced by 

geothermal activity and are unlikely to provide habitat for freshwater fish due to the 

high acidity (pH c.3.5) of the water (Alison Lowe, Rotorua Lakes Council pers. 

comm.). 

 

9.4 Bats 
 

A bat survey was beyond the scope of this project.  However, long-tailed bats 

(Chalinolobus tuberculatus) have been detected on the Scion campus, Sala Street 

(K. Borkin, Wildland Consultants, pers. comm.) and thus possibly utilise parts of 

Sanatorium Reserve.  Bats require trees with cavity-forming growth habits for 

roosting and are thus possibly roosting in the large eucalyptus trees adjacent to the 

Puarenga Stream.  Survey of bats should be undertaken, particularly before any 

potential roost trees are removed as part of the restoration process. 

 

9.5 Terrestrial invertebrates 
 

A terrestrial invertebrate survey was beyond the scope of this project.  Active 

beehives were located within the wastewater treatment plant fence and in the council 

stockpile area behind the composting plant. 

 

9.6 Pest animals 
 

Rabbits (Oryctolagus cuniculus cuniculus) were commonly seen in grassed areas.  

Possum (Trichosurus vulpecula) sign was seen behind the composting plant in April.  

Other pest animals likely to utilise the site include cats (Felis catus; most likely feral, 

although some could be domestic), ship rats (Rattus rattus), mice (Mus musculus), 

hedgehogs (Erinaceus europeaeus occidentalis), and mustelids (stoat (Mustela 

erminea), ferret (M. furo), and weasel (M. nivalis vulgaris)).  Dama wallaby 

(Macropus eugenii) sign was not seen, although they could occur at the site as it is 

connected to Whakarewarewa Forest. 

 

 

10. ECOLOGICAL VALUES 
 

The ecological values of Sanatorium Reserve are associated with the geothermal and 

wildlife habitats present.  

 

The ecological values of the geothermal habitats are high, and in general, the 

vegetation is of good quality.  Geothermal vegetation is of high significance as it is a 

naturally uncommon ecosystem type and provides habitat for an At Risk plant species.   

 

The wildlife sanctuary is a breeding site for at least five threatened bird species.  The 

greater site (including Sulphur Bay and the geothermal area on the eastern side of 

Puarenga Stream, supports the fourth largest area of geothermal habitat in New 

Zealand.  
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Ecological values of the site are being compromised by invasion of weed species, 

including woody weed species, particularly silver birch, pine, and wattle species, and 

dense areas of arrow bamboo which exclude all other vegetation.  These areas have 

expanded significantly in the last thirty years (c.f. Beadel 1986a&b, and Wildland 

Consultants 1996, 2003).  Other threats to the ecological values of the sites include 

pest animals, particularly cats which prey on bird populations, fire, vegetation 

clearance (including formal and informal track clearance), and rubbish dumping.   

 

 

11. CREATING THE ‘WOW’ FACTOR 
 

The unique values of the Sanatorium Reserve site are the bird populations, the 

geothermal vegetation and features, and the landscape views across the lake and to the 

museum buildings.  The geothermal vegetation and features in particular form an 

amazing tourist destination when they are linked with Kuirau Park, Government 

Gardens, the geothermal features along the Puarenga Stream, Whakarewarewa 

Village, Te Puia and Hemo Gorge.   

 

The trail, Te Ara Ahi, could be improved by: 

 

 Being given special signage to follow, with a smart-phone app to encourage use.   

 Birdwatching sites and species to see could be included within an app; this could 

be a good target market for electric bike hire operators.   

 A shorter walking loop for keen birdwatchers could be signposted and promoted 

with an app.   

 Seating and/or a small hide structure could be located in an appropriate area (close 

enough to see nesting birds, but far enough away not to disturb them).  

Birdwatching tourists are an untapped market for the Rotorua City and 

Sanatorium Reserve in particular.  

 

The current path network allows visitor access to the majority of the geothermal 

features present at the site, and we don’t recommend the creation of more paths.  

However, a low tower type viewing platform (about 1.5 m high) could be constructed 

to allow better viewing of the sinter area, with views out to the lake and beyond (see 

Figure 3 for a concept plan showing this location).  This could be considered as part 

of a bird-watching loop, and positioned within the currently burnt vegetation to 

minimise ecological damage during its construction.   

 

To create a really unique space within the city, existing land uses within the reserve 

should be questioned.  Opportunities are currently being created at the site with the 

relocation of the BMX track and the closure of the composting plant.  Figure 3 shows 

a site concept plan that makes the most of the ecological features of the site, while still 

retaining amenity features.  This concept plan takes advantage of the ease with which 

some areas could be restored to indigenous vegetation, regardless of their current land 

use.  Some areas of the site will be difficult and expensive to restore, and it may be 

more appropriate to use these areas for sports activity instead. 

 

Restoration of areas of indigenous vegetation around the sports fields will be 

straightforward and not costly.  Areas of indigenous vegetation could be slowly 

increased in size, simply by stopping any mowing and/or spraying in a strip alongside 
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the current vegetation.  The size of the strip can be determined on the ground by 

noting the extent of currently mowed indigenous seedlings.  The non-mowing strip 

can be progressively moved as the vegetation expands.  A biannual check for weed 

species should be undertaken in the restoration areas, and any weeds found should be 

controlled.  Some may be easily hand-pulled during the search.  Increasing the area of 

geothermal vegetation in this manner will ensure that the natural character of the site 

is preserved, and a unique and threatened plant community is expanded within the 

city.  Restoration of this nature is possibly unique within New Zealand and even 

globally. 

 

11.1 Future use of the composting plant facility 
 

Options for restoration of the composting plant facility will be limited by the higher 

soil fertility and compaction of the ground due to the composting operation.  

However, restoration could be achieved if that is determined to be the desired 

outcome.  The site may be suitable for another land use without compromising 

restoration of the reserve, such as a native plant nursery, or creation of new sports 

fields to mitigate against loss elsewhere.  The current plans for upgrade of the 

wastewater treatment plant and discharge of treated water through the ‘black thermal 

channel’ within the reserve are unlikely to impact the restoration goals for the site, 

although a thorough assessment of effects will be required before impacts can be fully 

assessed. 

 

11.2 Future use of the BMX track 
 

Options for the BMX track could include: 

 

 Retention of the facility with management moving to the Council. 

 Creation of a children’s playground area that incorporates some existing features 

of the BMX track. 

 Complete removal of all the infrastructure including the landforms (including the 

old track) and planting back into indigenous vegetation (this would require 

significant substrate work prior to planting as the soil will be very compacted). 

 Rental of the space to another community/sports organisation such as the archery 

club. 

 Creation of new sports fields to mitigate against loss elsewhere in the park (with 

retention of a vegetated border), or a completely new direction for the space, 

which could include the triangle of weedy vegetation adjacent to Te Ngae Road.  

When planning the use of the space, views from Te Ngae Road (currently 

predominately large Tasmanian blackwood trees which could be replaced with a 

border of indigenous species) and site safety (what will the land use mean for the 

wider park area) should be considered. 
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11.3 The overall concept 
 

In the concept plan shown in Figure 3, areas that will be easiest to restore (i.e. the 

sports fields) have been allowed to regenerate back into indigenous vegetation.  Weed 

control has occurred across the site and the arrow bamboo eliminated.  The BMX 

track and the triangle of vegetation adjacent to Te Ngae Road have become sports 

fields and the archery club could also be located here.  The composting plant has also 

been converted into sports fields.  A community building is proposed as an extension 

of MIGS Gym, with toilet and shower facilities for freedom campers.  A children’s 

playground is located nearby.  Other club buildings have been removed from the area 

and this area landscaped with car parking and appropriate garden spaces (planted with 

indigenous species sourced from within or close to the reserve).  Council should seek 

other design ideas for the spaces that are not shown as highly suitable for restoration 

in Figure 3.  However, it is important to note that if restoration of Management 

Unit 12 (see Figure 5) does not proceed, then Management Units 7 and 14 should be 

restored.  Council should also should note that restoration of the reserve can still 

proceed without changes to existing land-use, should this not be an option. 

 

In addition to the management needs outlined below, the following would need to be 

undertaken: 

 

 Remove the archery club and associated infrastructure from its current location 

and allow the indigenous vegetation to expand back onto the site as described 

above.  Ripping/tilling of the archery range may provide enough disturbance to 

allow indigenous vegetation to recolonise the site.  A small strip could be trialled 

to see if this is necessary.  

 If the archery club needs to be reinstated, it could be located where the BMX track 

currently is.  If required, a firing range for use by the Smallbore Rifle Club could 

also be constructed in conjunction with the archery range, although it may be 

better to cease this activity at the site. 

 All small clubrooms occupying the site could be removed and a community centre 

(with storage room for equipment) constructed in the gravel carpark area, which 

could be used by all sports groups on a booking basis; the facility could also 

include toilets and showers open to campers at the site.  This would reduce the 

number of dilapidated buildings at the site, reducing the number of easily 

accessible hiding places for people, increasing the feeling of safety here, and 

reducing habitat for pest animals. 

 

In addition to the above, inclusion of visitor interpretation, viewing platforms, art, and 

public facilities would also help to create a unique space (see Section 13). 

 

 

12. MANAGEMENT ISSUES 
 

A number of management issues are present at the site.  Some of these issues are not 

strictly ecological issues, but should be managed as part of achieving the restoration 

goals. 
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12.1 Pest plants 
 

Pest plants are arguably the biggest management issue at the site, and threaten both 

the unique indigenous geothermal vegetation and landscape values.  In some cases, 

dense monocultures of pest plants exist, excluding all indigenous vegetation.  A map 

showing the distribution of weeds in the reserve and their approximate densities is 

presented in Figure 4, with GPS locations given in Appendix 2.   

 

Fifteen plant species recorded in the project area are listed as pest plants in the 

Regional Pest Management Plan for the Bay of Plenty 2011-2016 (RPMP; Bay of 

Plenty Regional Council 2011); an additional 29 species were identified as 

environmental pest plants because of their ability to naturalise and compete with 

indigenous flora for habitat.  The control of all 43 species (Table 1) is recommended 

within the project area to protect, maintain, and enhance its ecological values.   

 
Table 1:   Containment, Restricted and Environmental Pest plant species recorded at 

Sanatorium Reserve. 
 

Common Name Scientific Name RPMP Category
1
 

Agapanthus Agapanthus praecox  

Apple Malus ×domestica  

Arrow bamboo Pseudosasa japonica   

Asiatic knotweed Fallopia japonica Containment 

Banksia Banksia integrifolia  

Bindweed Calystegia silvatica   

Black pine Pinus nigra Restricted (Wilding pine) 

Black wattle Acacia mearnsii  

Blackberry Rubus fruticosus agg. Containment 

Broom Cytisus scoparius  

Buddleia Buddleja davidii  

Chinese privet Ligustrum sinense Restricted 

Climbing dock Rumex sagittatus Restricted 

Climbing rose Rosa sp.  

Common alder Alnus glutinosa  

Crack willow Salix fragilis Restricted 

Elephants ears Alocasia brisbanensis Restricted 

Eucalyptus Eucalyptus sp.  

Gorse Ulex europaeus Containment 

Grey willow Salix cinerea Restricted 

Ivy Hedera helix Restricted 

Japanese honeysuckle Lonicera japonica Restricted 

Japanese spindle tree  Euonymus japonicus  

Japanese walnut Juglans ailantifolia Restricted 

Lombardy poplar Populus nigra ‘Italica’  

Lupin Lupinus arboreus  

Maritime pine Pinus pinaster Restricted (Wilding pine) 

Montbretia Crocosmia ×crocosmiiflora  

Ornamental cherry Prunus sp.  

Oldham’s bamboo Bambusia oldhamii  

Pampas Cortaderia selloana Restricted 

Peach Prunus persica  

                                                 

1
  Category of pest species as identified in the Bay of Plenty Regional Council Regional Pest Management Plan 

(RPMP) (BOPRC 2011-2016): (i) Agency pests, (ii) Exclusion and Eradication pests (iii) Containment pests, 

(iv) Restricted pests.   
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Common Name Scientific Name RPMP Category
1
 

Phoenix palm Phoenix canariensis  

Prickly Moses Acacia verticillata  

Radiata pine Pinus radiata Restricted (wilding pine) 

Reed sweetgrass Glyceria maxima  

Robinia Robinia pseudoacacia  

Silver birch Betula pendula  

Silver wattle Acacia dealbata   

Strawberry dogwood Dendrobenthamia capitata Restricted 

Tradescantia Tradescantia fluminensis Restricted 

Tree lucerne Chamaecytisus palmensis  

Willow species Salix sp.  

Yucca Yucca sp.  

 

A number of indigenous species have been planted that would not naturally occur in 

at this site, including taupata and akeake, and these should be removed from the site 

over time and replaced with appropriate indigenous species.   

 

It is likely that other pest plant species will invade or be discovered in the future in the 

reserve.  It is therefore important that regular monitoring for pest plant species is 

undertaken, preferably on at least an annual basis or more often if resources are 

available. 

 

Brief descriptions of the distribution of all pest plant species are set out in 

Appendix 4. Control techniques are provided in Appendix 5. 

 

12.2 Pest animals 
 

Pest animals, particularly rats and cats, are likely to be preying on bird populations at 

the site.  Dogs will also occasionally kill wildlife in the area (the Department of 

Conservation has recently prosecuted a dog owner whose dog was responsible for 

killing a number of threatened birds in the wildlife sanctuary).  Possums are present, 

although the indigenous plant species present are probably not highly palatable to 

them.  Mustelid species are also likely to be present, and may also be adversely 

affecting bird populations.  Rabbits were numerous at the site, and will need to be 

managed if planting is undertaken to restore the site.  Hedgehogs may also be present 

and eating lizards, invertebrates, and birds eggs.  

 

12.3 Geothermal features 
 

Geothermal features within the site do not require additional management, but their 

uniqueness and rareness within New Zealand and globally needs to be recognised.  

Therefore, if geothermal features expand, e.g. onto paths, no attempts should be made 

to alter the feature.  Existing indigenous vegetation cover around geothermal features 

should allow movement of the features to occur without impacting other values.  

 

12.4 Fire 
 

Fire is an ongoing threat to the site.  The area near Puarenga Stream was burnt in late 

2015.  The understorey plants were burnt completely, while the taller established 

eucalyptus trees appear to have survived.  The vegetation is recovering from the fire 

well, and for the most part, indigenous species dominate the seedling cover.  Woody 
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weeds such as gorse, blackberry, and broom are establishing in some parts of the burnt 

area. 

 

Plate 2: Vegetation in the central burn area is recovering well, with a carpet of  
mingimingi seedlings appearing under the burnt branches. 

 

The vegetation of the burnt area in the middle of the reserve (burnt November 2015) 

is also recovering from fire well and indigenous species dominate the seedling cover.  

Pest plants are less common in this area.  

 

Tall, dead standing trees in both burn areas are likely to be a health and safety risk at 

the site for a number of years.   

 

12.5 Rubbish 
 

Wind-blown rubbish is present throughout the site, including in some geothermal 

features.  In places, particularly near Te Ngae Road, larger household items have been 

dumped.  Behind the composting plant, is a storage area for Council equipment and 

resources such as topsoil, rocks, and other debris.  The discarded equipment detracts 

from the restoration goals for the site.   

 

Part of the site was formally the town rubbish tip (see Appendix 3), and rubbish 

associated with the tip site periodically appears at the surface and requires removal.  

 

Much debris and rubbish associated with the archery club was found in the drain 

adjacent to the archery field, and the club should be asked to remove and dispose of 

this properly.   

 

Rubbish dumping was evident in the small area of vegetation between the mini-golf 

complex and Hatuputu Drive.  
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Plate 3: Rubbish from the archery club next to the drain; note the mānuka seedlings  
in the foreground.  This area would quickly regenerate if allowed to recover. 

 

 

 

Plate 4: Rubbish dumping in the area of vegetation adjacent to the mini-golf area. 

 

12.6 Topsoil storage 
 

Large mounds of topsoil and discarded Council equipment are present behind the 

composting plant.  The large topsoil piles are only metres from the main cycle track, 

and have provided the opportunity for a range of weed species to establish here that 

are not common within the main vegetated areas.  This includes Californian thistle, 
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bindweed, Chinese mugwort, montbretia, fennel, and reed sweetgrass.  Woody weeds 

also occur here including willows, silver birch, silver wattle, black wattle, and pines. 

 

 

Plate 5: Storage area with piles of topsoil and discarded material such as old bus stops. 

 

The piles of topsoil expose the site to a new range of weed species that would not 

otherwise be present.  They also change the landform profile of the site.  Storage of 

topsoil is not appropriate at this site.   

 

12.7 Mowing and expansion of geothermal vegetation 
 

Mānuka seedlings are currently being mown along the edge of the sports fields, where 

they are contiguous with indigenous vegetation, indicating that indigenous vegetation 

would rapidly expand into the sports fields if mowing ceased and woody weeds were 

controlled.  A number of warning signs were found almost completely obscured by 

vegetation along this edge, indicating that the edge has slowly crept into the sports 

fields area over time.  The edge of the vegetation appears to be maintained by 

mowing, with no visible signs of spraying, and this practice should be retained 

(i.e. these areas should not be sprayed).  The edges of the sports fields look natural 

and in keeping with the ecological values of the site, and if possible, the spread of 

indigenous vegetation into the sports fields should continue as far as possible without 

compromising the usability of the playing area, unless the full concept plan presented 

in Section 11 is accepted.  New danger signs should be erected where they can be seen 

by the public. 
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Plate 6: Danger signs on the sports fields edge are now almost completely  
obscured by vegetation and should be replaced. 

 

12.8 Old built structures 
 

An old viewing platform that is not obviously connected to the main track network 

was found during the field inspection, including a small bridge over a stream.  

Additionally, the abandoned BMX track (adjacent to the current track) still retains 

several wooden structures.  These structures could pose a health and safety risk to 

reserve users if they are not being regularly checked by Council maintenance staff.  

 

12.9 Buildings 
 

Buildings on-site are associated with various sports clubs.  MIGS Gym and the rugby 

club are both in a fairly tidy condition and positioned away from areas of ecological 

interest.  The archery club is adjacent to a narrow strip of indigenous vegetation and a 

drain containing geothermal waters, and this area is of higher ecological value.  

A shipping container is located on the top side of the drain in an area that would revert 

to indigenous vegetation if the container was not present.   

 

The archery clubrooms themselves are in a bad state of repair, which as well as being 

an eyesore, contribute to an ‘unsafe’ and ‘uncaring’ atmosphere.  A lean-to area is 

filled with discarded rubbish such as old couches.  Gardens around the building have 

not been cared for and contain a number of weed species, such as ornamental cherry.  

Rubbish piles and unmaintained buildings are likely to be a haven for rodent species, 

which will prey on native birds, lizards and invertebrates in the reserve. 
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Plate 7: The archery clubrooms are in a bad state of repair and the lean-to  
is full of rubbish which will provide a haven for rodents. 

 

 

12.10 Wastewater treatment and composting plant area 
 

The wastewater treatment and composting plant area are fully-fenced from the reserve 

area.  However, areas within the fence appear to have unmanaged vegetation, and thus 

are a source of weeds back into the reserve.  Silver birch and willows are common, 

and a large banksia is present at the main entrance.  The wastewater treatment area 

was outside of the scope of the plan, but management of the reserve should still 

include both these areas to prevent weed reinvasion.  

 

12.11 Site safety and visitor experience 
 

At the edge of the sports fields, there are a number of large maritime pine trees, which 

are starting to collapse.  These pose a health and safety risk to users of the path.   

 

A visitor survey was not within the scope of this study, but there is a general 

perception (at least among Rotorua residents), that the site is not safe to visit alone, 

particularly around the sports club area.  The reasons for this are not clear, but 

contributing factors could be the number of informal tracks present, some of which 

are well used, the run down nature of some of the buildings, and the number of people 

who park and/or loiter around the buildings during the day (and possibly night). 
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Plate 8: Large maritime pine (Pinus pinaster) trees that are starting  
to fall over and therefore pose a health and safety issue. 

 

12.12 Vehicle damage 
 

People using four-wheel drive vehicles and/or motorbikes have been accessing the 

sinter part of the site and have damaged an area where they have broken through the 

surface.  There is potential for significant damage to occur to geothermal features at 

the site from vehicles being driven into fragile areas, including by Council staff and 

contractors working on-site.   

 

12.13 Tracks 
 

There are several formal tracks within the site.  The main cycle/walk path is currently 

being upgraded to a high quality cycle/walking path with a hard-packed stone base 

and considerable widening of the track.  This upgrade is being undertaken to meet  

standards for track width and sightlines set by NZ Cycle Trails.  However, issues with 

the current track widening that should be addressed include: 

 

 Cut material is being thrown back into the trackside vegetation.  This is unsightly, 

poses a fire risk, and can potentially prevent the vegetation from recovering and 

filling in light gaps created.  Weeds are very likely to establish in the gaps created 

by pushing slash into the vegetation. 

 In many places the cut vegetation is geothermal kānuka, an ‘At Risk’ species.  The 

extent of cutting of this species should be limited, as well as cutting of all 

geothermal vegetation which is not allowed to be cleared under District and 

Regional Plan rules (Rotorua Lakes Council 2016).  In some places, cutting has 

been close to 0.5 m back from the current track. 
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 Drains have been dug into the trackside to manage water movement.  Where these 

have been dug, excess soil has not been removed from site, but has been left in 

piles.  This is unsightly, and it will take a long time for vegetation to recover 

there, as well as providing an opportunity for weeds to establish. 

 In places, exotic grass species are establishing on the track edge, where previously 

a hedge-like situation of geothermal plants (mainly geothermal kānuka and 

mingimingi) was present.  These track edges are now a source of weed spread into 

the site and will need additional management; however, it would be inappropriate 

to spray them with herbicide due to the risk of killing non-target species and 

potentially forming light gaps for weed species to establish. 

 The wide track reduces the unique visitor experience to this site.  The previous 

track had some shade, which as well as preventing weeds establishing on the track 

edges, provided shade for track users. 

 Some informal tracks have been established by contractors working on the main 

track, which are now being used by others and becoming wider with this use, 

increasing the number of access points to the site and potentially reducing site 

safety and/or allowing additional access ways for vehicles, as well as giving 

weeds an opportunity to establish. 

 An old track has been used as a dumping ground for slash (mainly silver birch 

prunings).  This will be preventing the regrowth of seedlings along this old path, 

and will stop the path area from regenerating back to the original vegetation.  If 

the old path persists, people are likely to continue to try and use it. 

 

 Council has recently replaced the boardwalk into the main reserve area with a 

raised path.  In doing so, a suite of exotic weed species has been introduced to the 

site, including inkweed, gorse, broom and buddelia.  The sides of the path will 

now need ongoing management to ensure that other invasive weed species do not 

establish here. 

 

12.14 Treefern (ponga) fence adjacent to Te Ngae Road 
 

A treefern trunk (ponga) fence is present adjacent to Te Ngae Road.  The fence is in a 

poor state of repair.  The fence is an important part of the reserve, as it was erected to 

provide a noise barrier to the Sulphur Point wildlife refuge against traffic noise when 

Te Ngae Road was realigned to its current position, as part of the resource consent 

mitigation package (William Shaw pers. comm.).  The fence also serves to prevent 

informal access to the site from Te Ngae Road, ensuring Reserve users use the formal 

path network. 
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Plate 9: Piles of excess fill such as this have been left on the track margins, and in  
some cases cover indigenous vegetation.  This is unsightly, and has  

provided an opportunity for weeds to establish. 

 

 

Plate 10: Cut plant material has been left alongside the track during track maintenance  
and widening, creating additional light gaps that may be colonised by weeds,  

as well as being a fire risk and looking unsightly. 
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Plate 11: Slash dumping on the old track is preventing regeneration here. 

  

 

Plate 12: The raised path has allowed a new suite of exotic plants to establish, which  
will require ongoing control and detracts from the visitor experience of the site. 
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Plate 13: Part of the treefern trunk fence that borders Te Ngae Road which is collapsing. 

 

 
13. MANAGEMENT ACTIONS 

 

A number of management issues span the entire site and actions to address these are 

outlined below in Sections 13.1-13.12.  These issues should be dealt with over the 

entire site.  The site has been divided into 15 management units shown in Figure 5.  

Three units have specific management issues.  These units also recognise that some 

areas require further discussion on their future land use (including restoration of the 

sports fields), meaning that this plan can be easily adapted once future land uses are 

finalised.  Some vegetation and habitat types within the project area retain a high 

degree of naturalness and will respond well to selective management of key pest plant 

species.  While pest plants span the entire site, management of these is outlined by 

management unit below.  

 

13.1 Pest animals 
 

Pest animal populations should be monitored to determine where traps should be 

placed in the Reserve for maximum impact and to determine what pests should be 

targeted.  The Department of Conservation has a few DOC 200 traps placed within 

the wildlife sanctuary, but these are not currently serviced.  A series of traps for cats, 

rats and rodents should be strategically placed in a line to protect the peninsula where 

birds breed, in conjunction with the Department of Conservation.  Bait stations could 

also be placed in the indigenous vegetation adjacent to the mini-golf area to reduce 

rodent numbers, as this may be a source population for the wildlife sanctuary.  
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Dogs should not be allowed into the northern part of the reserve (behind the Energy 

Events Centre to the Polynesian Spa) as the risk to wildlife is too high.  Elsewhere in 

the reserve, dogs should only be allowed when on a lead, including on the sports 

fields.  

 

A ‘no cat’ zone encompassing Sulphur Point, Government Gardens, Lake front (from 

yacht club), Rocky Point, and Eat Street has been put in place with Rotorua Lakes 

Council, Rotorua SPCA, and the Animal Rescue & Rehabilitation (ARRC) Wildlife 

Trust based in Tauranga, and funded by Bay of Plenty Regional Council, to deal with 

a massive and growing stray and un-owned cat problem (Rotorua Lakes Council File 

No:  60-14-190\11).  This initiative should be continued, and cat trapping undertaken 

on a regular basis in the reserve.  

 

13.2 Rubbish 
 

Any reserve close to a city, with high visitor use is likely to have an issue with 

rubbish.  A regular rubbish pick up by Council staff along the track margins, which 

probably already occurs as part of reserve management, should be undertaken on a 

weekly or fortnightly basis.  

 

Rubbish associated with tenants, particularly the archery club (see Section 12.5), 

should be removed as soon as possible.  Council may find it valuable to review 

rubbish disposal options with all tenants.  

 

Council should consider holding an annual clean up session to remove large rubbish 

from the site, particularly accessing, where safe, the geothermal features of the site, 

where rubbish can be seen.  It is not recommended that this is undertaken too often, as 

trampling over these features will damage them.  

 

13.3 Track widening and informal path creation 
 

Guidelines for path maintenance need to recognise that the cycle paths are being 

developed to a set national standard, and should include the following:  

 

1. Do not widen current paths without consultation with qualified ecologists. Other 

than the newly widened path, other tracks within the reserve should not be 

widened, but left as part of a more natural experience.   

2. The widened path edges should not be blanket sprayed with herbicide.  Any 

environmental weeds seen on the path edge should be hand-pulled if possible, or 

controlled with targeted use of herbicide only where appropriate, e.g. for bamboo 

infestations. 

3. Where paths have already been widened, go back and remove all slash that has 

pushed into the vegetation on the track margins. 
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4. Ensure that staff or contractors working on track maintenance or other works on 

site do not cut new tracks into the site.  They must use the existing track network. 

5. Where new drains and other earthworks have been carried out on track margins, 

go back and remove all excess fill material from the path edges. 

6. Allow indigenous trackside vegetation to recover from the heavy trimming and 

clearance and then reassess in a year’s time.  No further cutting back should be 

undertaken within this period.  Where exotic grasses have established on the track 

sides since cutting, indigenous vegetation should be allowed to encroach back 

over this to shade it out. 

7. Although most tracks are sufficiently wide enough to accommodate cycles and 

pedestrians, consider appropriate signage at the beginning of each track to inform 

users of their nature, or change to single use tracks (e.g. pedestrians only), with 

appropriate signs (note that the Puarenga Stream Track, which connects to tracks 

within the reserve, is a much narrower dual-use track). 

8. Block informal tracks, where present, at each end to discourage use.  It may be 

appropriate to lay indigenous slash at the entrance to these paths to prevent their 

use, or use rocks and or bunds.  Where informal paths are present off the Te Ngae 

Road footpath, it may be appropriate to install a physical barrier, such as a low 

wooden fence, in keeping with most parks around Rotorua City.  Additional 

placement of large stones, concreted down, may also be necessary to prevent 

access in places. This will help prevent unwanted motorbike and 4-wheel drive 

vehicle access. 

9. No new tracks should be formed in the reserve without consultation with 

qualified ecologists to finalise their placement and design. 

 
13.4 Site safety 

 

Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles are used to 

manage several parks within Rotorua, and are being applied to Sanatorium Reserve to 

ensure members of the public feel safe whilst using the reserve.   

 

CPTED principles that should be followed during restoration and enhancement 

include: 

 

 Access: safe movement and connections; 

 Surveillance and sightlines: see and be seen; 

 Layout: clear and logical orientation; 

 Activity mix: eyes on the street; 

 Sense of ownership: showing a space is cared for; 

 Quality environments: well-designed, managed and maintained environments; and 

 Physical protection: using active security measures. 

(Ministry of Justice 2005) 

 

In natural areas, these guidelines can conflict with ecological values, where they 

involve considerable vegetation clearance to create sight lines.  Sanatorium Reserve is 

a unique geothermal feature and important habitat for a range of avifauna.  Applying 

http://www.justice.govt.nz/publications/publications-archived/2005/national-guidelines-for-crime-prevention-through-environmental-design-in-nz/part-1-seven-qualities-of-safer-places/the-seven-qualities-for-well-designed-safer-places#2
http://www.justice.govt.nz/publications/publications-archived/2005/national-guidelines-for-crime-prevention-through-environmental-design-in-nz/part-1-seven-qualities-of-safer-places/the-seven-qualities-for-well-designed-safer-places#3
http://www.justice.govt.nz/publications/publications-archived/2005/national-guidelines-for-crime-prevention-through-environmental-design-in-nz/part-1-seven-qualities-of-safer-places/the-seven-qualities-for-well-designed-safer-places#4
http://www.justice.govt.nz/publications/publications-archived/2005/national-guidelines-for-crime-prevention-through-environmental-design-in-nz/part-1-seven-qualities-of-safer-places/the-seven-qualities-for-well-designed-safer-places#5
http://www.justice.govt.nz/publications/publications-archived/2005/national-guidelines-for-crime-prevention-through-environmental-design-in-nz/part-1-seven-qualities-of-safer-places/the-seven-qualities-for-well-designed-safer-places#6
http://www.justice.govt.nz/publications/publications-archived/2005/national-guidelines-for-crime-prevention-through-environmental-design-in-nz/part-1-seven-qualities-of-safer-places/the-seven-qualities-for-well-designed-safer-places#7
http://www.justice.govt.nz/publications/publications-archived/2005/national-guidelines-for-crime-prevention-through-environmental-design-in-nz/part-1-seven-qualities-of-safer-places/the-seven-qualities-for-well-designed-safer-places#8
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these guidelines to the site needs to be done in a way which is compatible with 

restoration goals.  This means that vegetation clearance should not be excessive and in 

many places, it may not be possible to create sight lines.   

 

Other efforts that may help increase safety at the site include removal of informal 

tracks to restrict people’s movement through the reserve. Removal of rubbish and 

tidying of clubrooms will help to create a sense of the site being cared for and thus a 

sense of safety.  The use of the carpark area for overnight camping should be 

examined in the context of site safety.  Clubrooms, which with the exception of MIGS 

Gym, appear to be used relatively infrequently, create numerous hidden areas that are 

accessible by vehicle, giving people plenty of easy hiding places.  

 

Within the context of site safety, access to toilet facilities within the reserve needs to 

be considered.  No toilet facilities are open on week days, although a locked block of 

toilets is present on the sports fields.  There is ample evidence of people using the 

vegetation for their convenience and thus consideration should be given to opening 

the existing toilet block during day-light hours, and constructing new facilities within 

or adjacent to the reserve. 

 

13.5 Planting 
 

Few areas within the reserve will require planting, but it would be sensible to begin to 

cultivate a resource of seedlings which could be used as necessary where gaps are 

created through weed control.  Seedlings of mānuka and mingimingi could be lifted 

from a number of mown areas within the reserve and cultivated to a size suitable for 

planting at the council nursery.  Kānuka (tree form) and geothermal kānuka could also 

be cultivated from seed collected within the reserve, ready for planting as and when 

necessary in the next five years.  

 

13.6 Visitor interpretation 
 

New visitor interpretation could be erected at various interest points around the 

reserve, further explaining sites of interest and bird species present.  Smart phone type 

apps, such as those used by Te Puia, could be incorporated into the signage to allow 

people to access further information, such as local iwi stories and greater site history.  

These panels could also link the visitor experience with the longer trail network to 

Kuirau Park and Hemo Gorge.  

 

13.7 Viewing platforms/birdwatching areas 
 

An opportunity exists for a viewing platform that is slightly raised, allowing a good 

view to bird resting/nesting sites on the sinter.  The burn area would be a good place 

to locate such a platform, as the vegetation is still recovering from the fire and hasn’t 

yet established completely.  Raising the platform would ensure view shafts aren’t 

compromised once the vegetation reaches its full height. 

 

13.8 Public art 
 

Installation of public art would extend the Kuirau Park experience to the site, and 

connect it to the full extent of trails that exist, including the Puarenga Stream trail 
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which also contains artwork.  Opportunities exist at the track entrances/exits for art 

installations, and at the edges of current vegetation.   

 

13.9 Playground and toilets 
 

A playground near the sports fields area (or proposed clubroom complex) would help 

to occupy non-sports playing children, helping to keep them out of the sensitive 

vegetation along the sports fields margins. 

 

Toilet facilities should be constructed at either end of the track to reduce unhygienic 

mess.  The existing toilet block on the soccer fields should be opened during the day 

time as a short term solution, to reduce mess behind the BMX track area.  

 

13.10 Cycleways and walking access 
 

The cycleway link from Kuirau Park, the Green Corridor, Government Gardens, 

Lakefront to Sulphur Point and beyond along the Puarenga Stream to Whakarewarewa  

Village, Te Puia, Hemo Gorge section of Te Ara Ahi, the Verry Safe trail, and the 

Puarenga stream trail creates a fantastic geothermally-driven cycle/walking path 

which is accessible to a wide range of abilities.   

 

13.11 Garden plantings 
 

Some gardens managed by RLC are being planted with species which invade natural 

indigenous vegetation; the most notable exotic species in gardens around the reserve 

and wider city is silver birch.  This includes fairly recent plantings of silver birch in 

the Energy Events Centre gardens.  These planted specimens should all be removed 

over time, particularly from gardens close to the reserve, as they will remain a 

constant seed source into the reserve and weed control will be ongoing.  In places, 

they could be removed in stages and replaced with indigenous trees, or removed once 

plantings are established.  Suitable indigenous trees for planting include pōhutukawa 

(Metrosideros excelsa), kamahi, rewarewa, kānuka, titoki, tōtara, and ribbonwood 

(Plagianthus regius).  The trees in the Energy Events Centre gardens should be 

removed first as they are still relatively small and there will be little visible impact if 

they are replaced soon.  

 

13.12 Community involvement 
 

The Department of Conservation has published a teaching resource on Sulphur Bay, 

which encompasses the area from Motutara Point to Puarenga Stream (Paul 2002).  

This resource could be used as a basis for engaging local schools in the restoration 

project.  Other community groups within the city may also be interested in helping 

with aspects of the restoration. 

 

13.13 Management Units 
 

The project area has been divided into 15 management units, shown in Figure 5, to 

easily identify the management requirements of each area and to assist the 

development of work programmes.    
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13.13.1 Management Unit 1: Sulphur Point (behind Energy Events Centre) to 
Polynesian Spa (c.6.9 ha) 

 

Priority for Management:  High 

 

The area north of the Polynesian Spa, behind the Energy Events Centre and into 

Sulphur Point is in fairly good ecological condition.  Two small bamboo infestations 

are present adjacent to the garage building here.  These should be controlled as a high 

priority to reduce the risk of spread into the remainder of the site.  The area around the 

garage should not be used as a dump for excess mulch or soil, given the sensitive 

nature of the vegetation immediately adjacent to it.  Given the closeness to the road 

edge, the bamboo can be removed by mechanical means and mulched or cut with a 

chainsaw and stumps poisoned, with regrowth sprayed when it is approximately 

30 cm tall for as many applications as required to eliminate it from the area.  The area 

left bare following bamboo control will probably recover naturally into indigenous 

vegetation over time, but should be monitored to ensure other weeds do not establish.   

 

Further infestations of bamboo occur around the Polynesian Spa infrastructure area 

and should be removed.  If removal is not possible due to lack of access because of 

high temperatures in the area, then the extent of the infestation should be monitored 

and the bamboo regularly sprayed to ensure it does not encroach any further into the 

indigenous vegetation.  If ground access cannot be achieved then bamboo in this area 

should be controlled using aerial spraying from a drone.  Further investigation is 

required to see if the area can be safely accessed from the Polynesian Spa.  Bamboo is 

encroaching on the path in places, and should be controlled with an appropriate 

herbicide where it can be reached.  

 

 

Plate 14: Arrow bamboo encroaching onto path near the Polynesian Spa. 
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Plate 15: The arrow bamboo infestation visible behind the concrete structure in  
the middle of the photograph will be difficult to access safely for removal. 

 

This is a very high use visitor area and visitor movement should be controlled through 

the use of low barriers around all paths to restrict access into the wildlife sanctuary 

and to prevent trampling of vegetation and the creation of informal paths.   

 

Across the road from the lake edge vegetation, adjacent to the mini-golf and golf club, 

is a patch of kānuka forest, with several pine trees emergent above the kānuka canopy.  

These pine trees should be poisoned standing and allowed to degrade over time into 

the site to preserve the surrounding indigenous vegetation.  These pines will be acting 

as a seed source into the wider reserve, so control is necessary. 

 

A vehicle track present within this area has been used for access to dump rubbish.  All 

rubbish should be removed from this area and a barrier erected to prevent vehicle 

access.  Large rocks have been placed in other areas around this site to prevent vehicle 

access and this would be a good solution here.  Along the vehicle track, tradescantia is 

present and should be controlled as a priority as it will spread and prevent 

regeneration of indigenous vegetation.  Silver birch trees are scattered through this 

area and need to be controlled.  Some fairly large kānuka have been cut down, 

possibly for use as firewood by people using the site to live in.  There is evidence of 

people living in this vegetation, including lighting of cooking fires, which will put the 

site at risk when the vegetation is dry in the summer months. 

 

Summary of Actions for Management Unit 1: 

 

 Remove arrow bamboo infestations. 

 Stop putting garden waste around the garage area and remove piles of old waste. 
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 Install more barriers to control visitor access. 

 Poison pines in the kānuka forest. 

 Control other weeds present such as tradescantia and silver birch. 

 Remove rubbish from site. 

 Block vehicle access ways into the site. 

 Stop people living in the vegetation. 

 

13.13.2 Management Unit 2: Garden edge and lawn (c.0.2 ha) 
 

Priority for Management:  Low 

 

The roadside edge of this area is managed as a garden, rather than a natural area, and 

the current management of this unit may not be consistent with the goals of the 

reserve restoration.  A number of weed species are present in this area including 

Japanese spindle tree, ornamental cherry, and phoenix palm.  These should all be 

removed from the site.  Plants for removal could be tagged by an ecologist for a 

contractor to remove.  Other species present that are less of a weed risk, such as 

rhododendron, could be phased out of the garden area over time or moved to another 

more suitable site in the city, to make this area part of the natural experience and 

reduce future weed issues.  

 

The lake edge area immediately in front of the Polynesian Spa was not inspected as 

part of this survey.  The area of lake edge immediately south of the Polynesian Spa 

contains several woody weed species that will need to be controlled, including arrow 

bamboo, silver birch, and ornamental cherry.  These weeds also need to be controlled 

in the vegetation around the Sudima Hotel end of the reserve.   

 

Garden areas should be replanted in indigenous species in keeping with the ecology of 

the reserve, such as pōhutukawa, kamahi, and tōtara. 

 

Summary of Actions for Management Unit 2: 

 

 Remove weed species present. 

 Replace exotic garden plants with appropriate indigenous species. 

 

13.13.3 Management Unit 3: Polynesian Spa and Sudima Hotel carpark 
(c.0.6 ha) 

 

Priority for Management:  Low 

 

Planted trees of ginkgo, silk tree and Leucadendron sp. in the Polynesian Spa carpark 

area should be removed and replaced with more appropriate indigenous species such 

as pōhutukawa or kamahi, as the exotic trees have the potential to spread into the 

reserve over time.  The Polynesian Spa and Sudima Hotel owners/managers should be 

encouraged to plant species appropriate to the area in the garden areas that they 

maintain.  A list of appropriate species could be provided to management, and plants 

(or seeds) could be sourced from the reserve and on-grown for this purpose. 
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Plate 16: Vegetation around the lake edge between the Polynesian Spa and Sudima  
Hotel is dominated by weed species such as arrow bamboo and silver birch. 

 

 

Around the Sudima Hotel carpark, numerous silver birch and alder trees require 

removal.  A large patch of arrow bamboo at this site also needs to be removed.  This 

could be achieved using a digger with a mulching head to mulch it into the ground.  

Follow up will be required at least twice a year, to control any regrowth.  Regrowth 

should be sprayed with a grass specific herbicide when it is 30-50 cm tall until no 

regrowth is found at the site, and annual monitoring should occur for two more years 

after this.  

 

Along the drain edge of the reserve, willows and alders need to be cut back and the 

stumps sprayed to prevent regrowth.  

 

The ponga fence should be rebuilt in its current position to continue to provide a noise 

barrier from Te Ngae Road traffic.  The silver birch trees adjacent to the fence should 

be removed at the same time. 

 

An opportunity exists for a dramatic entrance/exit to the trail at this end of the 

cycle/walk path, using sculpture, carvings and interpretation signage.  The current 

entrance is highlighted by a large ‘danger’ sign, which, while probably necessary, 

does not encourage use of the walking/cycling tracks.  

 

Consideration could be given to locating a public toilet facility in this carpark area 

(away from view shafts), as many people stop at this site to watch the birds, and there 

are no facilities within easy walking distance. Further seating could be provided for 

birdwatching  here, along with additional interpretation panels. 
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Summary of Actions for Management Unit 3: 

 

 Remove exotic specimen trees and replace with more appropriate indigenous tree 

species. 

 Provide a planting guide to hotel managers for their gardens. 

 Remove arrow bamboo infestation. 

 Rebuild ponga fence adjacent to Te Ngae Road. 

 Create an entrance way to the cycle trail with art installations. 

 Install a toilet facility outside of the reserve vegetation. 

 Install additional seating and interpretation panels for bird watching. 

 

13.13.4 Management Unit 4: Geothermal vegetation (c.25.7 ha) 
 

Priority for Management:  High 

 

This unit is dominated by indigenous geothermal vegetation with some small isolated 

patches of arrow bamboo.  These patches should be controlled as a high priority while 

they are still small enough and low enough to control with herbicide rather than 

mechanical means.  A bamboo-specific herbicide should be used, and the GPS 

coordinates of each patch recorded, so that control is easily repeated at the same sites 

each year.  It is likely to take a number of years of herbicide application to completely 

eliminate arrow bamboo, so it is important that this is one of the first actions 

implemented.  

 

Other woody weeds, predominately silver birch, broom and occasional pine, wattle 

and alder, occur in low numbers but should also be controlled.  A systematic search 

should be made for these species through this vegetation, and all woody weeds 

encountered should be drilled and poisoned.  This search and control operation should 

be repeated each year for the next three years, and biannually thereafter. 

 

Patches of yucca (Yucca sp.) are present adjacent to the track and these also require 

immediate control.  

 

Weed species associated with the new raised path into the reserve should be 

monitored, and controlled as required. Spraying of herbicide along the path edge was 

evident during the April site visit.  This practice should cease and the path sides 

should be planted with tūrutu, to stay in keeping with the geothermal nature of the 

site, while retaining a low vegetation cover without weeds.  This area is only 

c.50 metres long and c.1 metre to either side of the track, so it will not require a lot of 

effort to plant and maintain.  Consideration should also be given to reinstatement of 

the boardwalk through this area; the boardwalk was a better option for protecting the 

geothermal feature that the path travels through, allowing the natural landform to be 

reinstated and allowing the hydrology of the site to return to a more natural state.  It 

also would not create a site for weeds to establish or a passage-way for weed spread.  

 

Pest animal control should be undertaken in this area, although further investigation is 

required on where traps and/or bait stations could be located so that they will be 

effective, but not likely to be noticeable to dogs or children.  The greatest need for 

traps is where cover is sparse.  
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Three large arrow bamboo patches are present within this unit and are discussed in 

Section 13.15 below.  

 

 
 

  

 

Plate 17: A small patch of yucca 
adjacent to the track. 

Plate 18: Herbicide spraying along the 
raised path.  The path edges should 
be planted with tūrutu to prevent 
further weed invasion. Alternatively, a 
boardwalk could be reinstated here. 
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The vegetation in the Puarenga geothermal feature, within the sports fields, is in good 

condition, with only a very small number of scattered woody weeds (silver birch and 

ornamental cherry) noted.  Control of these will be fairly straightforward and should 

be undertaken soon.  There is potential to extend the size of this site, as even with 

current mowing, indigenous seedlings dominate the ground cover (Figure 6).  If 

mowing were to stop, these areas would probably quickly develop into indigenous 

vegetation, without needing additional planting.  However, these areas need to be 

regularly checked for weeds, which should be controlled when present.  Expanding 

the area of geothermal vegetation would be advantageous because it will increase the 

resilience of the site to external pressures, such as weed invasion and changes in 

geothermal activity.  The proposed expansion areas are in depressions, which are 

likely to be very wet in winter, and which could allow a slightly different suite of 

plants to exist at the site, including indigenous orchids.  Increasing the size of the site 

will also reduce mowing effort within Puarenga Park, without affecting the size of the 

sports fields. 

 

There is a viewing area into the geothermal feature on the eastern side of the feature.  

This should be retained, and an interpretation panel could be erected here to explain 

the interesting features of the site to the (sports-going) public.  Visible rubbish should 

be carefully removed from inside the fence. 

 

 

 

Plate 19: Large areas of good quality geothermal vegetation are present in  
this management unit, making it a priority for control. 
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Summary of Actions for Management Unit 4: 

 

 Control woody weed species present in low numbers throughout the area. 

 Control any small patches of arrow bamboo found in a thorough search of the 

area. 

 Plant tūrutu along the raised path, or reinstate a boardwalk here. 

 Undertake pest animal control after monitoring to determine best locations for 

traps. 

 Stop mowing around the Puarenga Park geothermal feature to allow it to increase 

in size. 

 Remove rubbish from the site. 

 Begin removal of the large arrow bamboo patches (see Section 13.13.15). 

 Tidy track by removing cut slash and piles of excess soil. 

 Block access to informal tracks through the area. 

 Prevent vehicles from accessing the area through placement of barriers. 

 

13.13.5 Management Unit 5: Central burnt area (c.2.6 ha) 
 

Priority for Management:  High 

 

This area has the potential to recover well if minor weed control is undertaken before 

weeds establish.  A grid search of the entire burnt area should be undertaken and all 

exotic species controlled by knapsack spraying as they are encountered.  This would 

only take about 60 man-hours, and should be undertaken on a yearly basis until an 

indigenous canopy is achieved.  A number of large exotic trees were burnt in this area, 

and trees close to the track edge should be felled to remove the falling hazard they 

pose.  Some exotic trees are resprouting and should be drilled and poisoned.  

Consideration should be given to felling any of these large dead exotics where they 

pose a hazard to public safety or a future hazard to ground crew who will need to 

access to the area to undertake spot weed control. 

 

Where the management unit is bounded by a dense sward of a new bamboo, foliar 

spraying should be used to ensure this sward does not encroach any further into the 

site, until control of this stand is undertaken.  

 

Summary of Actions for Management Unit 5: 

 

 Undertake weed control throughout the area; 

 Fell any dead trees which present a safety hazard. 

 

13.13.6 Management Unit 6: Weedy geothermal vegetation (c.2.9 ha) 
 

Priority for Management:  Medium 

 

Vehicles have been accessing the sinter part of the site and have damaged the area 

where they have broken through the surface.  Access points for vehicles, including 

motorbikes, should be blocked off, and Council staff or contractors using vehicles 

within the site should only travel on defined paths.  There is nothing to stop vehicle 

access to this sinter area and beyond into the main geothermal features of the site. 
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Cemented-in large rocks, in keeping with the geothermal nature of the site, may be 

useful to prevent vehicle access from Te Ngae Road or informal tracks within the site.  

Gates or bollards could also be installed to prevent vehicle access onto the main track 

areas.  

 

 
 

This area comprises a mixture of indigenous geothermal vegetation and a woody weed 

species cover of around 40%, including large trees of various pine species, wattles and 

smaller statue gorse.  It will require a systematic search for woody weeds which 

should be drilled and poisoned so that they die standing.  Patches of arrow bamboo 

are present close to the powerline track, and these should be controlled mechanically 

where they can be accessed by a machine without damaging indigenous geothermal 

vegetation.  Where this is not possible, the bamboo should be cut with chainsaws and 

removed from site, and cut stumps poisoned to prevent regrowth.  

 

Summary of Actions for Management Unit 6: 

 

 Block vehicle access to the site. 

 Remove any rubbish present. 

 Undertake weed control throughout the area, including of arrow bamboo. 

 

13.13.7 Management Unit 7: BMX track and exotic wattle forest (5.84 ha) 
 

Priority for Management:  Low 

 

The triangle of vegetation between Te Ngae Road and the walking track is virtually all 

weeds.  A taller border of exotic trees adjacent to the road includes a small number of 

planted indigenous species such as rewarewa and tōtara.  Most of the area is covered 

in blackberry, with bindweed, broom, silver wattle, willows, and bamboo throughout.   

Plate 20:  Vehicle damage to sinter. 
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Dumped household rubbish present in the vegetation, including large furniture items, 

needs to be removed.   

 

There is evidence that people are using the vegetation for toileting purposes.  There 

are no open public toilet facilities in this area, in spite of the high use of the area 

during the day.  Four camper type vehicles were parked at the site during the April 

visit (in spite of heavy rain); during the February site visit, we noted people sleeping 

in cars here during the day.  Toilet facilities are present on the sports fields and these 

may need to be expanded and opened during the day/night to prevent a public hazard 

in this area.  Toilet facilities should be carefully considered if the site is to become a 

permitted freedom camping area.  

 

The current BMX track area is in a tidy condition.  As the BMX Club is moving to a 

new site, this site will become vacant.  The site could be maintained as a public BMX 

track, but a disused track adjacent to the current track provides an example of what 

will happen to the main track if it is not maintained well.  Wooden infrastructure that 

remains on this disused track should either be removed or maintained to ensure public 

safety. Weeds, including willows, should be poisoned here.  

 

There is an opportunity to consider the BMX track and the adjacent land as one larger 

site, with regards to future land use.  Removal of the weedy triangle of vegetation in 

this unit and replacement with another land use that is not revegetation, would be 

unlikely to impact greatly on the ecological values of the remainder of the site.  It 

would be appropriate to retain/create a five metre wide buffer strip of indigenous 

vegetation around any new land use here as a screen from the road and the wider 

reserve.  

 

If restoration is the goal of this site, the area should be completely cleared of 

vegetation (via mechanical mulching and blanket spraying of exotic regrowth or 

bulldozed) and replanted with appropriate indigenous species.  The tōtara and 

rewarewa plantings along Te Ngae Road should be retained where possible.  

 

The BMX site will need considerable soil preparation before planting, as the soil will 

be very compacted from the weight of the track above.  It is unlikely that a geothermal 

soil type would be recovered from here; however, the remaining triangle should be 

checked for the presence of geothermal soils. 

 

Where no geothermal soils occurs, planting could include species such as tōtara, rimu, 

matai, miro, hīnau, pōhutukawa and kānuka (tree form, sourced from within the 

reserve), kamahi, karamū, shining karamū, and mānuka.  Plants would need to be 

planted at close spacings to form a canopy quickly, preventing weed invasion.  All 

planted areas would need to be released at least twice a year for up to five years to 

ensure establishment.  

 

Summary of Actions for Management Unit 7: 

 

 Remove rubbish from the area; 

 Decide what the future use of this site will be so that further works can begin; 

 Install a toilet facility (or open the existing facility on the sportsfield); 
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 Remove wooden structures from the old BMX track; 

 Undertake weed control and begin restoration planting around the edges of the 

site, depending on future site use. 

 

13.13.8 Management Unit 8: Geothermal vegetation with various weeds 
(c.1.9 ha) 

 

Priority for Management:  Medium-High 

 

Weeds are present in higher densities than in Management Unit 4, and should be 

systematically controlled.  Woody weeds present in the more intact geothermal 

vegetation should be controlled first, then the weedy margins.   

 

Along the mown edge adjacent to the wastewater treatment site, there is an old track 

with a bridge over a creek and steps up to a viewing platform that overlooks the sinter 

area to the north.  There is an opportunity to make a feature of this viewing site, with a 

maintained pathway and signage; otherwise consideration should be given to the 

removal of the bridge and steps, unless it is being maintained by council staff.   

 

A mown grass strip occurs around the outside of the treatment plant fence, and is 

presumably maintained for security purposes and/or a fire break.  If this strip is not 

required, indigenous plants should be allowed to re-establish here.  If possible, a 

hedge of mānuka could be planted against the fence to screen the plant from people 

using the track.   

 

 

Plate 21: Path around wastewater treatment fence. 

 

Summary of Actions for Management Unit 8: 

 

 Undertake weed control over the entire site. 

 Stop mowing around the wastewater treatment site, unless there is a reason to 

maintain this track. 
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 Plant a screening hedge of mānuka around the wastewater treatment fence. 

 Remove the old viewing platform or create a formal path to it. 

 

13.13.9 Management Unit 9: Eucalyptus forest (c.3.4 ha) 
 

Priority for Management:  Medium 

 

Part of this area was burnt about two years ago; the understorey plants were burnt 

completely, while the taller established eucalyptus trees appear to have survived.  The 

vegetation is recovering well from the fire, and for the most part, indigenous species 

dominate the ground cover.  The tall eucalyptus trees may provide roosting habitat for 

long-tailed bats, so a bat survey should be undertaken before they are removed.  If no 

bats are detected during a summer survey, then they are unlikely to be roost trees.  If 

bats are detected, an experienced bat ecologist should examine the site for potential 

roosts before the trees are felled.  The trees should be carefully removed from the site 

in a staged approach, minimizing damage to the underlying vegetation. 

 

A small patch of gorse seedlings that dominates one area should be controlled 

immediately.  In the open area, blackberry is dominating the regeneration, and should 

also be controlled immediately.  Any woody weeds that establish should be controlled 

on an ongoing basis for the next five (or more) years.  Broom should also be 

controlled here as it will suppress regeneration of indigenous species. 

 

Ornamental cherry also occurs under the eucalyptus trees, along with patches of 

montbretia.  These species should be controlled, along with any other weed species 

encountered. 

 

 

Plate 22: Eucalyptus forest with montbretia and ornamental cherry in the understorey.   
Note the blackened tree trunks of the eucalyptus trees. 
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Summary of Actions for Management Unit 9: 

 

 Undertake weed control over the entire area. 

 Check for bats, then begin a staged removal of the large eucalyptus trees. 

 

13.13.10 Management Unit 10: Te Ngae Road edge (c.0.5 ha) 
 

Priority for Management:  Low 

 

The road edge has been planted in a range of species to provide a screen between the 

sports fields and Te Ngae Road.  Silver birch is a significant weed of indigenous 

geothermal vegetation, and all planted silver birch should be removed.  

Rhododendrons have also been extensively planted along the road edge.  This species 

does not seem to invade indigenous vegetation, but consideration should be given to 

the staged removal of these trees, as they can be replaced by indigenous tree species, 

which are better suited to the natural values of the site. 

 

There is a track for lawnmower access between Te Ngae Road and the driveway into 

the rugby clubrooms.  This has resulted in very narrow bands of indigenous 

vegetation on each side of the track.  Consideration should be given to creating mower 

access elsewhere and planting the access track with indigenous species to create a 

larger area of indigenous vegetation that will be more resilient in the long-term and 

easier to maintain.  The soil along the track is very compacted and would need to be 

tilled before planting.  Indigenous seedlings could be sourced from elsewhere in the 

sports fields, where they are currently being mown.  

 

 

 

Plate 23: Silver birch trees on the road edge should be removed,  
and the site planted in indigenous species. 
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Plate 24: Access track for lawnmower. 

 

Summary of Actions for Management Unit 10: 

 

 Undertake weed control over the entire area. 

 Replant appropriate indigenous species in any gaps created by removal of silver 

birch and rhododendrons. 

 Move the mower access site to directly onto the sports fields, and allow this 

access strip to regenerate in indigenous seedlings. Plant if required.  

 

13.13.11 Management Unit 11: Discard area behind composting  
plant (c.1.3 ha) 

 

Priority for Management:  Medium 

 

The area used by Council to store equipment and topsoil is only metres from the main 

cycle track, and has provided an opportunity for a range of weed species to establish 

here that are not common within the main vegetated areas.  Many of the herbaceous 

species present here require high light and reasonable soil fertility, and thus are not 

very likely to invade elsewhere in the site.  However, some are environmental weeds 

that can spread, and the control of these is important.  This includes bindweed Chinese 

mugwort, montbretia, and reed sweetgrass.  Woody weeds also occur here including 

grey willow, silver birch, wattle species and pines. 

 

The use of part of the reserve as a storage area should be questioned.  The piles of 

topsoil expose the site to a new range of weed species that would not otherwise be 

present.  They also change the landform profile of the site.  Storage of topsoil is 

altering the geothermal vegetation and habitats at the site which are characterised by 

unique soil conditions (heat, acidity, low fertility).  The piles of topsoil should 

therefore be removed completely from the site.  The site will need substrate 
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restoration to return it back to an area in keeping with the rest of the reserve.  Planting 

will be required after this; species to plant will depend on the final substrate after 

restoration (geothermal or otherwise).  Kānuka and/or geothermal kānuka sourced 

from the site should be planted here, depending on the final surface substrate.  Follow-

up weed control will be required for as long as necessary; the extent of weed regrowth 

will also be dependent on the extent of substrate restoration and the amount of fill that 

is removed.  

 

The discarded equipment completely distracts from the restoration goals for the site 

and should be removed or repurposed.   

 

 

Plate 25: Large piles of topsoil are significantly higher than other landforms in the reserve. 
 
 

 

Plate 26: Discarded items on the edge of the reserve vegetation.  Vegetation  
in the distance is part of Management Unit 5 (the central burnt area).  
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An access road is present along the western edge of the composting plant (outside the 

fence), with a locked gate at the gymnasium end.  The locked gate does not prevent 

foot traffic entering the road.  A row of Tasmanian blackwood trees provides a screen 

alongside the composting plant; these trees should be replaced with suitable 

indigenous species, as they will be providing a seed source into the reserve.  

 

Summary of Actions for Management Unit 11: 

 

 Remove equipment and other materials from the site. 

 Remove topsoil from the site. 

 Undertake substrate restoration by scraping the site back to the original sinter 

substrate, if possible. 

 Undertake weed control throughout the area. 

 Plant the area in kānuka and maintain plantings. 

 

13.13.12 Management Unit 12: Sports fields and clubrooms (c.18.1 ha) 
 

Priority for Management:  Low 

 

On the northern edge of the sports fields, consideration should be given to allowing 

the indigenous vegetation to expand as there is only a narrow band of vegetation 

before the sinter feature adjacent to Puarenga Stream.  For the long-term resilience of 

the site to natural changes in geothermal activity, a wider band of indigenous 

vegetation is desirable to make the site more resilient.  Mānuka seedlings are currently 

being mown along the edge of this vegetation, indicating that indigenous vegetation 

Plate 27: From the cycling track, the 
topsoil piles are only just out of view 
behind older, weed covered fill piles. 
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would rapidly expand into the sports fields if mowing ceased and woody weeds were 

controlled.   

 

A number of warning signs were found almost completely obscured by vegetation 

along this edge, indicating that the edge has slowly crept into the sports fields area 

over time.  The vegetation edge appears to be being maintained by mowing, with no 

visible signs of spraying, and this practice should be retained.  The edge to the sports 

fields looks natural and in keeping with the ecological values of the site, and if 

possible, the creep into the sports fields should continue as far as possible without 

compromising the sports fields, unless the decision is made to fully restore this area.   

Exotic specimen trees should be removed from any areas which are allowed to 

regenerate back to indigenous vegetation.  A mown strip between areas of vegetation 

alongside the archery club and the main reserve vegetation should be allowed to 

regenerate back into indigenous vegetation.  If mowing and any spraying ceases here, 

this will occur within a few years as the groundcover is mostly mown seedlings of 

mingimingi and mānuka.  Follow-up weed control should be undertaken annually to 

ensure weeds do not colonise these areas.  

 

New warning signs should be erected along the new vegetation boundary to maintain 

public safety.  Rubbish visible from the boundary should be removed.  There is an 

opportunity for interpretation signage along the edge of the sports fields to increase 

people’s awareness of the uniqueness of this site.  There are also a number of informal 

paths through the vegetation that are both hazardous to people, and which allow 

weeds to establish.  The use of these should be discouraged with well-placed signs, 

and possibly a small amount of planting to discourage use.  

 

 

Plate 28: Vegetation on the edges of the sports fields is being controlled by mowing, 
 with no obvious use of sprays.  This practice should be retained, as a natural  

vegetation boundary is being maintained. 
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The strip of vegetation between the archery club and the sports fields is fenced on the 

sports fields side, but stops where the drain crosses the sports fields and enters the 

vegetation.  The fence should be removed to allow the same natural border to the 

sports fields to be maintained.  The fence also traps rubbish and then makes it difficult 

to tidy this up.  There is also a ‘gateway’ into the vegetation, but no path through this; 

the gateway appears to have concentrated the area in which people are using the 

vegetation as a toilet facility. 

 

A narrow strip of indigenous vegetation occurs between the sports fields and archery 

club, associated with a drain.  The scattered woody weeds that are present should be 

controlled.  This strip is very narrow in places, and consideration should be given to 

expanding the width of this strip to give it some long-term resilience.  The vegetation 

here also acts as a deterrent to what is quite a steep-sided drain, which could otherwise 

be a safety hazard to the sports fields.  The archery club is located on the northern side 

of the drain.  Much debris and rubbish associated with the archery club was found in 

the drain, and the club should be asked to remove and dispose of this properly.  They 

should be made aware of the special nature of the geothermal habitats at the site, and 

further rubbish dumping should not be tolerated.  There is also a shipping container 

located on the northern side of the drain - this area was covered in mingimingi 

seedlings, and would recover to natural vegetation if not mown or sprayed.  The 

shipping container should be removed from this strip and placed within the gravel 

carpark area, and a natural vegetation edge be allowed to develop here. 

 

 

Plate 29: The fence along the edge of sports fields should be removed and  
a natural vegetation edge allowed to develop here. 

 

The archery clubrooms themselves are in a bad state of repair, which as well as being 

an eyesore, contribute to an ‘unsafe’ and ‘uncaring’ feeling atmosphere.  A lean-to 

area is filled with discarded rubbish such as old couches.  Gardens around the building 

have not been cared for and contain a number of weed species, such as ornamental 
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cherry, which should be controlled.  Rubbish piles and unmaintained buildings are 

likely to be a haven for rodent species, which will prey on native birds, lizards and 

invertebrates in the reserve.  Rubbish around the building should be removed, and the 

discarded furniture removed.  

 

Other clubrooms on site are fairly well maintained; however, all reserve tenants 

should be expected to maintain their buildings to a high standard and dispose of 

rubbish appropriately rather than leave it outside.  Rodent bait stations could be placed 

around/under buildings, where they are hidden from public view.  

 

Summary of Actions for Management Unit 12: 

 

 Stop mowing along edges and in-between vegetation fragments to allow the extent 

of indigenous vegetation to expand. 

 Removal of exotic specimen trees from the Park if the above action is 

implemented. 

 Erect new warning signs on vegetation boundary. 

 Remove length of fence along the sportsfield and vegetation boundary. 

 Remove rubbish from site. 

 Remove or tidy clubrooms. 

 Install rodent traps/bait stations under clubrooms. 

 

13.13.13 Management Unit 13: Puarenga Stream edge (c.1.3 ha) 
 

Priority for Management:  Medium to Low 

 

On the sports field side of the path (western side), there are a number of planted 

specimen/shade trees.  These include alder, plane and robinia.  These trees will all be 

providing a weed seed source into the indigenous vegetation (particularly the alder), 

and as such should be removed from the site in a staged manner.  They could be 

replaced with indigenous tree species which are better suited to the natural values of 

the site (such as pōhutukawa, kamahi, kānuka (tree form), tōtara and rimu). 

 

A narrow band of vegetation occurs between the streamside and the cycle path, which 

is a mix of indigenous and exotic species.  Exotics should be systematically removed 

from the stream edge; some planting of indigenous species may be required here.  

Upstream of the reserve, patches of the riverbank vegetation are in good condition and 

can be used as a template for the plant species that should occur here.  This vegetation 

would also be a suitable seed source for propagation of any new plantings.  View 

shafts could be retained at places along the stream bank by planting low-growing 

species.   

 

The restoration of the Puarenga Stream upstream of the reserve and the opposite bank 

of the stream would provide ecological gains to a wider area.  Along the opposite 

bank, consideration could be given to establishing plantings of appropriate indigenous 

species to screen off the industrial area.  Consideration should also be given to 

removal of all exotic weeds from the opposite bank as these will continue to act as a 

seed source into the restored areas if not addressed. 
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At the edge of the sports fields, there are a number of large maritime pine trees, which 

are starting to collapse.  These pose a health and safety risk to users of the path and 

should be cut down soon.  Broom underneath the pines should also be controlled.  

Some planting may be necessary to restore this area; seedlings (mānuka and 

mingimingi) could be sourced from the sports fields and on-grown until large enough 

to plant.  Where bracken occurs, the area will not need replanting, but any woody 

weeds present will need to be controlled.  Tall eucalyptus in this area should be 

carefully felled, minimizing damage to the vegetation beneath, after investigation into 

potential bat roosts in these trees.  These could be removed in a staged manner, to 

minimize the dramatic change to the landscape that will result from their removal.  

 

Picnic tables placed on the western side of the walking/bike track, and a public toilet 

facility near the rugby clubrooms would enhance the visitor experience.  

Consideration could be given to installing a work of art (e.g. a sculpture) and/or 

installing a distinctive entrance sign where the track enters the vegetation proper.   

 

Summary of Actions for Management Unit 13: 

 

 Undertake weed control over the entire area. 

 Infill plant as required to close gaps left by weed control; consider view shafts and 

plant low growing species in places to retain views to the river. 

 Remove shade trees from sports fields and replace with appropriate indigenous 

species. 

 Install a toilet facility near the rugby clubrooms. 

 Install picnic table/seating and or art in the area. 

 

13.13.14 Management Unit 14: Composting plant (c.2.1 ha) 
 

Priority for Management:  Low 

 

The composting plant area is fully fenced from the main reserve area and thus was not 

surveyed during the field visit.  However, areas within the fence appear to have 

unmanaged weedy vegetation, and thus are a source of weeds back into the reserve.  

To fulfil the restoration objectives of the reserve, all weeds must also be removed 

from inside the fence of the both the wastewater treatment plant and composting plant.  

Silver birch and willows are common, and a large banksia is present at the main 

entrance.  A separate management plan could be written for undertaking the 

restoration of the wastewater treatment plant; this could be undertaken in conjunction 

with any assessment of environmental effects that would be undertaken to discharge 

straight into the lake from the site.   

 

Once disestablished, the composting plant could be replanted in a range of indigenous 

species to create a small forest area (the same species mix as proposed in Management 

Unit 7).  However, it will probably never match the vegetation and habitats of the rest 

of the site due to the higher fertility of the soil and lack of geothermal characteristics 

as a result of the composting operation.  Further options for using this area should be 

investigated, with several suggestions explored in Section 11 above.  These options 

will need to recognise that the site was previously a landfill, and that the ground may 

be contaminated.  Any change in land use will need to be mindful of any proposed 

earthworks or disturbance of the top surface of the site, including any substrate 
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restoration undertaken before planting.   The future plan for the site should be 

integrated into the restoration plan once finalised, so that any works undertaken and/or 

future plantings are undertaken in a way which is consistent with the overall 

restoration goals of the reserve. 

 

Summary of Actions for Management Unit 14: 

 

 Finalise a plan for the future use of the site. 

 Integrate the future site plan into the overall restoration plan. 

 

13.13.15 Management Unit 15: Arrow bamboo infestations (1.96 ha) 
 

Priority for Management: Very High 

 

Arrow bamboo infestations that are large enough to see on aerial photographs have 

been mapped as Management Unit 15.  These are dense patches of arrow bamboo to 

three metres tall.  The best method to control bamboo is to use an excavator with a 

mulching head to mulch the leaves and stems in situ, allow the area to resprout, and 

spray the new growth with Amitrole, ghyphosate or Gallant plus penetrant, before the 

regrowth reaches 60 cm tall.  Usually 4-5 applications are required before it stops 

resprouting.  Alternatively, a digger could dig the rhizomes and root mass out and 

these can be disposed off-site.  Some regrowth may still occur and need follow-up 

control.  

 

An alternative method is to hand-cut the stems with a chainsaw, remove the cut stems 

off-site, and then immediately apply herbicide to the stumps to prevent resprouting.  

Further herbicide application will also be required before it stops resprouting.  

 

Direct foliar spraying of bamboo will also be effective for smaller patches, provided 

spray can get to all the foliage; this is unlikely when the stand is tall, unless an aerial 

application method is used.  Two to five applications will be required before it stops 

resprouting. We do not recommend aerial spraying of large infestations unless access 

is a significant issue, due to the amount of dead standing material that will remain on-

site and the fire risk that this will present.  

 

Two large patches of arrow bamboo occur within good quality geothermal vegetation.  

One of these areas is adjacent to the walking/cycling track (see Area F, Figure 3), but 

it would be difficult to get machinery to this site.  A quadbike and trailer could 

possibly get to the site, although it may be difficult to get it over the wooden bridge 

adjacent to the bamboo stand.  Multiple trips would be required to remove mulched 

material from site, and it would take a long time to cut this bamboo by chainsaw.  PD 

workers may be a cost-effective option to remove this infestation using this method.   

 

The smaller area of arrow bamboo to the west is not close to an existing path and a 

path would need to be created through the geothermal vegetation to access it (see 

Point 22; Figure 3).  The issues would be the same as for the larger area; cutting 

would be slow, would require numerous trips with a trailer and quadbike and access 

with the quadbike and trailer could be limited by the wooden bridges, or require a 

much longer route to avoid these.  Any access path created through the geothermal 

vegetation would need to be rehabilitated.  
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Another option for control of bamboo in these areas is mechanical mulching with a 

bobcat mounted mulching head (if it can access these areas).  

 

The largest area of arrow bamboo is adjacent to the council access road that leads 

behind the composting plant (see Area E, Figure 3), where it is growing on the old 

rubbish tip land.  The access road is presumably used by heavy trucks and is safe; 

however, there is a risk that heavy machinery could break through the surface off the 

road here.  The use of a tracked vehicle is recommended to reduce this risk.  Bamboo 

at this site should be mulched on site to avoid double handling.  If the risk is not 

deemed too high, the rhizomes and roots could also be dug out to reduce total control 

time.  

 

The middle patch of arrow bamboo (see Area G, Figure 3) could be accessed by 

creating a track through the topsoil mounds and exotic vegetation, avoiding 

geothermal vegetation where possible.  The same machinery could then be used to 

remove the bamboo as for the larger area.   

 

 

Plate 30: The large eastern area of arrow bamboo  
viewed from the path through the sinter. 

 

 

The large areas that have been cleared of bamboo will probably need to be planted 

with indigenous species about four years after control has started, although it is 

possible that control areas surrounded by geothermal vegetation will recover (or 

partially recover) through vegetation creep.  If this natural regeneration does not 

appear to be happening, then geothermal kānuka, mānuka, and mingimingi plants 

grown from material sourced from the site should be planted in these spaces.   
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Summary of Actions for Management Unit 15: 

 

 Begin control of all arrow bamboo infestations over the site, as soon as possible. 

 

 

Plate 31: Arrow bamboo adjacent to Management Unit 5.  This infestation is likely to be 
continuous with infestation alongside the composting plant. 

 

 

Plate 32: The dense arrow bamboo patch adjacent to the composting plant. 
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14. MONITORING 
 

Monitoring is a key component in measuring the success of management activities, 

particularly when looking at trends over time.  As well as using photopoints to 

monitor changes in vegetation, undertaking surveys for pest plants, pest animals, and 

birds, and monitoring planting sites, it is recommended that comprehensive records 

are kept of all planting and pest plant control operations, track works and pest animal 

control, and any other management action undertaken within the project area. 

 

14.1 Photopoints 
 

It is recommended that a series of permanent photopoints be set up throughout the 

project area to record and monitor any changes.  Photopoints could be used to 

monitor: 

 

 Changes in the levels of pest plant infestation; 

 The removal of mature exotic trees, and the transition to an indigenous vegetation 

community; and, 

 The establishment, and growth, of any restoration plantings. 

 

Photopoint locations can be marked with a stake and/or plastic trail blazer, or by 

recording a GPS point.  The direction and focus of the photograph is determined for 

each photopoint prior to the initial observation, and recorded so that it can be repeated 

as closely as possible for successive photographs.  Each time a new photograph is 

taken, notes are made on the size, density, and extent of the dominant vegetation 

type(s), along with other species, management requirements, and other relevant 

observations, including nesting birds or disturbances. 

 

Photopoints should be established prior to any restoration activities 

commencing.  Typically, photopoints are re-measured annually for the first three to 

five years after works have taken place, after which biennial photographs (or more 

widely spaced) are generally sufficient.  Additional photopoints to monitor particular 

features/management activities can be established as required. 

 

14.2 Pest plants 
 

Regular pest plant surveys are an important management tool for assessing the success 

of control operations, identifying when follow-up control is required, reviewing 

priorities, and identifying any new pest plant species and infestations that may have 

established.  

 

The area most vulnerable to reinvasion by weeds and most important to protect is the 

geothermal vegetation at the site.  It is recommended that a weed survey is undertaken 

in all geothermal vegetation at least annually for the first five years, and a 

comprehensive weed survey is undertaken over the entire reserve at 3-5 year intervals. 
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14.3 Birds 
 

The Department of Conservation undertakes annual monitoring of dabchicks and 

black-billed gulls in the general reserve area (C. Abbott, Department of Conservation, 

pers. comm.). Red-billed gulls (Larus novaehollandiae) have also been sporadically 

included in surveys, along with southern black-backed gull, spur-winged plover, pied 

stilt, black swan, little black shag and black shag (Sachtleben 2010).  The Council 

should partner with the Department of Conservation on these surveys, which include 

five survey areas within the reserve, as well as three areas out to Motutara Point 

(Sachtleben 2010).  This will ensure that annual counts are made, and the results 

shared with Council, which can be used to show changes in populations in response to 

restoration activities at the site such as pest animal control and enhancement of 

habitats.   Survey results could also be used to promote the project and to provide 

interpretive material for the benefit of visitors. 

 

14.4 Pest animals 
 

Pest animal abundance and distributions should be monitored to determine the target 

species and where best to locate traps and/or poison.  Tracking tunnels could be 

placed around key bird nesting areas in September to determine what species are 

there.  The existing Department of Conservation traps in the wildlife sanctuary could 

also be set to explore what trapping rates are like.  Cat traps should also be set for a 

period to explore cat numbers and to determine the best way to control them within an 

urban environment. Once pest animal control is being undertaken, based on the 

monitoring results obtained above, bird counts, as outlined in Section 14.3 above, will 

be the most effective way of measuring the success of the pest animal control.    

 

14.5 Planting 
 

Any areas planted as part of the restoration must be regularly inspected during the 

first three to five years to identify any management that may be required. This 

monitoring period is essential to ensure the success of the plantings. It is important to 

adhere to the following guidelines: 

 

 In the first 12 months following planting operations, inspect the planting every 

two months for plant condition and weed competition; 

 For the first two years following planting, plants should be released from 

environmental weeds and non-invasive grass/weed competition two to three times 

a year by hand-weeding or spraying with selective herbicides; 

 For years three to five following the planting, further releases from environmental 

weeds are required once or twice a year by hand-weeding or spraying with 

selective herbicides; 

 Maintenance is required for five years following planting, or until 75% canopy 

closure has occurred and a minimum plant survival rate of 90% across the entire 

planting area has been achieved; 

 Infill planting to replace plants that have died may be required and should be 

undertaken in years two and three as necessary.  
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15. MANAGEMENT PRIORITIES, TIMINGS AND INDICATIVE COSTS 
 

A five-year plan has been prepared to achieve the ecological restoration goals for the 

reserves (see Table 2).  This timeframe (and therefore some of the costs) can be 

adjusted as required to suit funding availability.  The five-year timeframe means that 

to achieve the restoration goals, much of the work programme needs to start within 

year one.   

 

Other management actions that should be undertaken within this timeframe, but which 

are not ecological, are not included in Table 2 below.  This includes action items such 

as building removal, further land use planning, rubbish removal, and infrastructure 

installation. 

 

Management Units 1, 4, 5, and 15, and the actions within them, are the most urgent to 

undertake; both because actions in these areas will maximise ecological gains, and 

because starting sooner will reduce overall costs.  The burnt area that is recovering in 

Management Unit 9 is also of high priority as weeds will be easier and cheaper to 

control while small.  Management Units 6, 8, and 9 also contain geothermal 

vegetation, and should be the next highest priority for control. Removal of arrow 

bamboo (Management Unit 15) needs to begin in Year 1 as this is continuing to 

encroach and displace nationally significant vegetation and habitats and could take up 

to five years to achieve complete control.   

 

The order in which activities are instigated in the rest of the project area is less 

important, although restoration of Management Unit 11 should also begin soon as it 

requires substrate restoration as a first step.   

 

The most urgent needs within Year 1 are:  

 

 Beginning weed control, particularly within the burnt areas (Management Units 5 

and part of 9) and the geothermal vegetation (Management Units 1 and 4); 

 Determining the best way to deal with the difficult-to-access arrow bamboo 

infestations on site and starting to undertake control of these; 

 Preventing vehicle access to the reserve; 

 Tidying up of the path widening, such as removal of slash and fill piles from the 

trackside. 

 

Cost estimates for labour, chemicals, equipment and supervision are provided at 

commercial rates (excluding GST).  Some tasks may be appropriate for alternative 

labour sources, such as PD workers, with adequate supervision.  Note that works in 

Management Units 7 (BMX track and Te Ngae Road edge vegetation triangle) and 14 

(composting plant) have not been included in the works programme below as it is not 

decided what the future land use for these areas will be.  Restoration of these areas 

will increase restoration costs, and should be undertaken if Management Unit 12 is not 

restored. 
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Table 2: Work programme and costs for ecological restoration of 

Sanatorium  Reserve (costs exclude GST). 
 

Manage-
ment 
Unit 

Tasks Timing Costs 

Year 1  

All Set up permanent photopoints for monitoring 
progress before restoration works commence. 

Before works begin $1,500 

15 Look into access and removal options for large 
clumps of arrow bamboo that are difficult to 
get machinery to.  

Year round $1,000 

15 Mechanical mulching of large clumps of 
accessible bamboo.  

Year round $60,000
1
 

15 Control large clumps of bamboo within difficult 
access. 

Year round $35,000 

15 Control arrow bamboo regrowth from mulching 
operation via knapsack spraying. 

Year round $5,400 

1 Grid search and control of small weed 
infestations (e.g. blackberry).  
Poison any exotic trees standing to prevent 
damage to native vegetation via cut and 
poison, and/or basal treatment methods 
(pines, silver birch, ornamental cherry). 

Sept- March $6,000 
 

4 Systematic search and control of scattered 
weeds (ornamental cherry, silver birch, broom, 
pines, wattles, yucca, and alder) via cut and 
poison method. 

Sept- March $10,600 

4 Cease mowing around Puarenga Park 
geothermal feature.  

Year round Council action 

5 Grid search and control of all exotic species 
(blackberry, pampas, montbretia, climbing 
rose and gorse) by hand pulling, cut and 
paste, and knapsack spraying methods. 
Fell and remove dead trees that are a hazard. 

Sept- March 
 
 
 
Any time 

$8,650 

4  Remove cut slash and excess fill from cycle 
path edges.  

Year round Council action 

11 Remove topsoil and other inorganic debris. Year round Council action 

12 Cease mowing along edges of sports fields, 
allowing vegetation to encroach into sports 
fields to be maintained as part of Management 
Unit 4. Remove fences as necessary. 

Any time Council action 

All  Arrow bamboo - Initial control of small 
infestations via foliar spraying or cut and 
poisoning. Record GPS coordinates for all 
plants controlled and map to ensure no sites 
are missed during follow up. 

Year round $11,300 

4 and 1 Undertake pest animal monitoring and analyse 
results to determine best location for 
traps/poison. 

Year round (ideally 
a full year of results 
would be obtained 
before beginning 
control) 

$4,000 

9 Monitor for bats over summer months to see if 
large eucalyptus are being used as roost 
trees. 

Summer months 
(Dec-Feb) 

$2,000 

 Monitoring and reporting.  $2,500 

Estimated Total Costs for Year 1 $147,950 

Year 2  

1, 4 and 5 Follow up weed control. Sept-March $10,400 

4 Plant raised track edges with tūrutu.  May-August $1,850
1
 

                                                 

1
  Cost assumes machinery can access all large clumps; actual costs could be considerably different depending 

on actual removal method.  
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Manage-
ment 
Unit 

Tasks Timing Costs 

6 Poison exotic trees standing to prevent 
damage to native vegetation by cut and 
poison, and/or basal treatment methods 
(pines, wattles, silver birch). 
Cut and poison gorse and sapling exotic tree 
species (mechanical mulching may be used if 
possible in some parts). 

Sept-March 
 
 
 
Sept-March 

 
 
 
 
$14,100 

8 Poison exotic trees standing to prevent 
damage to native vegetation by cut and 
poison, and/or basal treatment methods 
(pines, grey willow, wattles, silver birch). 
Control exotic species (blackberry, pampas, 
and gorse) by hand pulling, cut and paste, and 
knapsack spraying methods. 

Sept-March $6,050 

9 Control all understorey weed species (gorse, 
pampas, montbretia and blackberry); cut and 
paste ornamental cherries. 

Sept-March $8,200 

9 If required, inspect large eucalyptus trees for 
bat roost potential and develop a plan to deal 
with any roosting bats if necessary, before 
felling. 

Any time Not costed. 

9 Fell and carefully remove eucalyptus and any 
other large exotic tree species. 

Year round $29,250 

11 Initial weed control including willows, silver 
birch, wattle, pines and removal of Tasmanian 
blackwood hedges. 

Sept- March $6,500 

11 Substrate restoration. Any time after initial 
weed control 

Council action 

15 Control arrow bamboo regrowth from mulching 
operation via knapsack spraying. 

Year round $5,400 

All  Arrow bamboo: Follow up control of small 
infestations (foliar spraying or cut and 
poisoning).  Search for and record any new 
sites. 

Year round $6,900 

All Pest animal monitoring and set up of traps. Year round $5,000
 

 Monitoring and reporting.  $2,500 

Estimated Total Costs for Year 2 $96,150 

Year 3 

1, 4, 5, 6, 
8, 9 and 
11 

Follow up weed control. Sept-March $21,850 

2 Fell and remove exotic trees and poison 
stumps (silver birch, phoenix palms, Japanese 
spindle tree, oleander, ornamental cherry, etc). 

Sept-March $6,000 

3 Fell and remove exotic trees and poison 
stumps (silver birch, ornamental cherry, grey 
willow, alder, etc). 

Sept-March 
 
 

$7,000 
 
 

2 Infill planting gaps in gardens. May-August $3,500
2
 

3 Replace specimen trees with pōhutukawa and 
kamahi, etc. (consider future placement of 
toilet block). 

May-August 
 

$6,250
3
 

3 Replace ponga fence along Te Ngae Road. Any time Council action 

4 Releasing and weed control on planted track 
edges. 

March and 
September 

$650
4
 

                                                                                                                                                        

1
  Cost includes first planting maintenance weed control/releasing visit. 

2
 Cost based on planting 25% of management unit. 

3
 Costs include 22 large grade trees (45-65L). 

4
 Cost includes three visits per year. 
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Manage-
ment 
Unit 

Tasks Timing Costs 

11 Plant bare area in kānuka (species sourced 
from site, type dependent on substrate 
restoration results). 

May-August 
 

$35,000
1
 

13 Poison exotic trees standing to prevent 
damage to native vegetation by cut and 
poison, and/or basal treatment methods (alder, 
grey willow, wattles, silver birch). 
Control exotic species (blackberry, pampas, 
and gorse) by hand pulling, cut and paste, and 
knapsack spraying methods. 

Sept-March 
 
 
 
 

$6,000 

15 Follow up control of arrow bamboo from 
mulching operations via knapsack spraying. 

Year round $5,400 

All  Arrow bamboo - Follow up control of small 
infestations by foliar spraying or cut and 
poison. Refer to map and record any new 
sites. 

Year round $6,900 

All Remeasurement of photopoints and reporting.   $1,850 

All Continue pest animal control based on 
monitoring results.  

Year round $5,000
2
 

All Monitor bird populations in the reserve and 
report. 

 $3,000 

 Monitoring and reporting.  $2,500 

Estimated Total Costs for Year 3 $110,900 

Year 4 

1, 2, 3, 6, 
8, 9, 11 
and 13 

Follow up weed control. Sept-March $12,300 

4 Release and weed control on planted track 
edges. 

March and 
September 

$650
2 

2 Planting maintenance and weed control. March and 
September 

$1,350 

10 Fell and remove silver birch and staged 
removal of rhododendrons. 

Year round $8,000 

11 Release plantings. Year round $7,100
3
 

11 Infill planting May-August $4,000
4
 

15 Follow up control of arrow bamboo in mulched 
areas.  

Year round $5,400 

All  Arrow bamboo - Follow up control of small 
infestations by foliar spraying or cut and 
poison. Refer to map and record any new 
sites. 

Year round $6,900 

All Pest animal control.  Year round $5,000
1 

 Monitoring and reporting.  $2,500 

Estimated Total Costs for Year 4 $53,200 

Year 5 

1,2,3,6,8,
9 and 13 

Follow up weed control and release all 
plantings. 

Sept-March $17,450
5
 

10 Infill planting.
 
 May-August $2,000

6
 

11 Planting maintenance and weed control. March and 
September 

$7,100
7
 

13 Infill planting where necessary. May-August $2,600
8
 

                                                 

1
 Cost based on planting 100% of area. 

2
 Cost could be less, depending on methods used. 

3
 Cost includes four maintenance visits per year. 

4
 Based on infill planting at 10%. 

5
 Weed control and planting maintenance will be an ongoing requirement. 

6
 Cost based on planting 10% of management unit. 

7
 Cost includes four maintenance visits per year 

8
 Cost based on planting 5% of management unit. 
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Manage-
ment 
Unit 

Tasks Timing Costs 

15 Follow up control of arrow bamboo in mulched 
areas.  

Year round $5,400 

15 Infill planting where necessary. May-August $26,250
1
 

All  Arrow bamboo - Follow up control of small 
infestations by foliar spraying or cut and 
poisoning. Refer to map and record any new 
sites. 

Year round $6,900 

All Remeasurement of photopoints and reporting.  $1,850 

All Pest animal control.  Year round $5,000 

All  Monitor bird populations in the reserve and 
report. 

 $3,000 

 Monitoring and reporting.  $2,500 

Estimated Total Costs for Year 5 $80,050 

 

 
 Table 3:  Summary of annual costs for ecological restoration components 

(excluding management units 7 and 14) (excluding GST) 
 

Year Approximate Annual Cost ($) 

1 147,950 

2 96,150 

3 110,900 

4 53,200 

5 80,050 

 

 

16. FURTHER RESOURCES 
 

It is recommended that a weed control plan be prepared for the area inside the 

wastewater treatment plant fence to prevent weeds from spreading into the main 

reserve. 

 

Further investigation into the best access options for removal of the large bamboo 

infestations within the geothermal vegetation is required.  This includes more 

thorough consideration of vehicle access options along existing tracks, and 

determining methods of accessing these areas for control without impacting on the 

indigenous vegetation.  

 

Further work should be undertaken on what land use options are the most appropriate 

for the BMX track and composting plant, plus the need or otherwise, to retain 

individual clubrooms at the site.  Options should be developed in consultation with 

the community, and should include consideration of the overall site ecology, visitor 

attraction, site safety and the need for recreation space in the city.  

 

A pest animal control plan that considers and identifies which pest animals should be 

targeted and the exact location of trap and/or bait stations (or a combination of these) 

is needed. This should be based on some base-line monitoring of pest animals within 

the reserve.  

 

                                                 

1
 Cost based on infill planting 50% of controlled area. 
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A bat survey should be conducted over the summer months to determine if bats are 

using the Puarenga Stream vegetation within the reserve.  If bats are detected, a bat 

ecologist should examine the large exotic trees on site for possible roosts before tree 

felling takes place.  If potential roosts are found, a plan to minimise impact to bats 

during felling would need to be created.  

 

 

17. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Sanatorium Reserve is a unique part of Rotorua City, and has the potential to become 

a city gem following restoration.  While the restoration may appear relatively 

complex, parts of the site are in good condition and restoration will be quite 

straightforward.  The most urgent needs are: 

 

 Weed control, particularly within the burnt areas to ensure they recover back to 

an indigenous vegetation cover, and then where weed densities are low in the 

geothermal vegetation. 

 Preventing vehicle access to parts of the site. 

 Tidying up along areas where track widening has recently been undertaken to 

prevent further weed invasions. 

 Commence arrow bamboo control. 

 

Management Units 1, 4, and 5 are of the highest priority for management.  Whilst 

weed control is required across the site, areas 1, 4 and 5 have the lowest weed 

densities and will be the easiest to restore.  Several large arrow bamboo infestations 

(Management Unit 15) will be difficult and expensive to remove, but removal of these 

will help to rapidly restore the ‘wow’ factor to the site. Control of arrow bamboo 

needs to begin within year one as it could take up to five years to completely remove 

the large infestations from the site.  Other areas with geothermal vegetation present 

are also high priority areas for control, including Areas 6 and 8. The order in which 

activities are instigated in the rest of the project area is less important, although 

restoration of Management Unit 11 should also begin soon as it requires substrate 

restoration as a first step.   

 

Pest animal control is recommended to ensure the ongoing survival of the unique bird 

populations at the site.  Many tourists visit the site to observe the bird populations.  

 

Future options for the composting plant and BMX Club are proposed, but other 

options could also be considered and once determined, an implementation plan 

developed.  Future land use of these areas should not compromise the restoration 

goals of the remainder of the reserve.  A concept plan is proposed that reduces sports 

field space, but which maximises the ecological potential of the site.  Other activities 

that will enhance the site are proposed, such as rubbish removal, removal of some 

clubrooms and installation of facilities such as public toilets, art, interpretation panels 

and picnic tables.   
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APPENDIX 1 
 
 

VASCULAR PLANT SPECIES RECORDED IN 
SANATORIUM RESERVE 2017 

 

Key 

 

P  Planted. 

N  Naturalised from planting. 

*  Recorded by Beadel 1986, not found during current survey. 

**  Recorded as found by C. Ecroyd in Beadel 1986, not found during current survey. 

 

 

INDIGENOUS SPECIES 
  
Gymnosperms  

  
Dacrycarpus dacrydioides (P) kahikatea 

Podocarpus totara var. totara (P) tōtara 

  

Monocot. trees and shrubs  
  

Cordyline australis (P)  tī kōuka, cabbage tree 

  

Dicot. trees and shrubs  
  

Coprosma repens (P, N)  taupata  

Coprosma robusta (P) karamū, kāramuramu 

Dodonaea viscosa (P) akeake 

Knightia excelsa (P) rewarewa 

Kunzea tenuicaulis geothermal kānuka  

Kunzea robusta kānuka  

Leptospermum scoparium agg. mānuka  

Leucopogon fasciculatus mingimingi 

Metrosideros excelsa pōhutukawa  

Pittosporum eugenioides (P) tarata; lemonwood 

Pittosporum tenuifolium (P)  kōhūhū, rautāhiri, rautāwhiri 

Pseudopanax arboreus whauwhaupaku, puahou, five finger 

Solanum lacinatum  

Sophora sp. (P)  kōwhai  

Weinmannia racemosa kāmahi 

  

Dicot. lianes  
  

Calystegia sepium subsp. roseata pōhue 

Muehlenbeckia australis puka 
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Ferns  
  

Blechnum novae-zelandiae kiokio 

Cyathea dealbata ponga, silver fern 

Dicksonia fibrosa whekī-ponga, kurīpākā 

Dicksonia squarrosa whekī  

Histiopteris incisa mātātā, water fern 

Hypolepis distans  

Paesia scaberula mātātā  

Pteridium esculentum rārahu, bracken 

Pyrrosia eleagnifolia leather-leaf fern 

  

Orchids 
 

Microtis unifolia agg.* 

Thelymitra sp.* 

 
Grasses  
  

Austroderia fulvida  toetoe 

Lachnagrostis filiformis  

  

Sedges  
  

Carex geminata agg. rautahi 

Carex secta* pūrei, makura, pūreirei, pūrekireki, pūkio 

Carex sinclairii   

Cyperus ustulatus f. ustulatus toetoe upoko-tangata 

Eleocharis acuta spike sedge 

Eleocharis pusilla   

Isolepis distigmatosa  

Isolepis prolifera 

Schoenoplectus tabernaemontani*     kāpūngāwhā  

  

Rushes  
  

Juncus edgariae  wi, wīwī 

Juncus pallidus* wi, wīwī 

  

Monocot. herbs (other than orchids, grasses, sedges, and rushes) 
  

Dianella nigra tūrutu  

Phormium tenax harakeke, flax 

Triglochin striata arrow grass 

Typha orientalis raupō  

  

Dicot. herbs (other than composites)  
  

Glossostigma elatinoides  

Gonocarpus micranthus piripiri 
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Hydrocotyle heteromeria  

Lilaeopsis novae-zelandiae  

Limosella lineata mudwort 

Myriophyllum propinquum  

Persicaria decipiens  tutunawai 

 
 
NATURALISED AND EXOTIC SPECIES 
  

Gymnosperms  
  

Chamaecyparis lawsoniana Lawson’s cypress 

Cupressus sp. cypress 

Pinus nigra  black pine 

Pinus pinaster maritime pine 

Pinus radiata radiata pine 

Pinus sp. pine 

Sequoia sempervirens coast redwood 

  

Monocot. trees and shrubs  
  

Alocasia brisbanensis  elephants ears 

Phoenix canariensis phoenix palm 

Yucca sp. yucca 

  

Dicot. trees and shrubs  
  

Acacia dealbata silver wattle 

Acacia mearnsii black wattle 

 Acacia melanoxylon Tasmanian blackwood 

Acacia verticillata prickly Moses 

Acer sp.  

Albizia julibrissin silk tree 

Alnus glutinosa common alder 

Banksia integrifolia banksia 

Betula pendula silver birch 

Buddleja davidii buddleia 

Chamaecytisus palmensis tree lucerne 

Cytisus scoparius broom 

Dendrobenthamia capitata strawberry dogwood 

Eucalyptus sp. Eucalyptus 

Euonymus japonicus Japanese spindleberry 

Hydrangea macrophylla* hydrangea 

Juglans ailantifolia Japanese walnut  

Ligustrum sinense Chinese privet 

Lupinus arboreus lupin 

Malus ×domestica apple 

Nerium oleander oleander  

Philadelphus intectus* mock orange 

Platanus ×acerifolia London plane 
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Populus nigra 'Italica' Lombardy poplar 

Prunus persica peach, nectarine 

Prunus sp. ornamental cherry 

Rhododendron sp.  rhododendron 

Robinia pseudoacacia false acacia, black locust, robinia 

Rosa sp. climbing rose 

Rubus sp. (R. fruticosus agg.) blackberry 

Salix cinerea grey willow 

Salix fragilis crack willow 

Salix sp. willow 

Tamarix ramosissima** tamarisk  

Ulex europaeus gorse 

  

Dicot. lianes  
  

Calystegia silvatica greater bindweed 

Calystegia sepium × C. silvatica  

Hedera helix ivy 

Lonicera japonica Japanese honeysuckle 

Rumex sagittatus climbing dock 

  

Grasses  
  

Agrostis capillaris browntop 

Agrostis stolonifera creeping bent 

Anthoxanthum odoratum sweet vernal 

Arrhenatherum elatius subsp. elatius  tall oat grass 

Axonopus fissifolius  narrow-leaved carpet grass 

Bambusa oldhamii Oldham’s bamboo 

Bromus willdenowii prairie grass 

Cenchrus clandestinus  kikuyu grass 

Cenchrus macrourus*  African feather grass  

Cortaderia selloana pampas  

Cynodon dactylon Indian doab 

Dactylis glomerata cocksfoot 

Eleusine indica crowfoot grass 

Eragrostis brownii bay grass 

Glyceria maxima reed sweetgrass 

Holcus lanatus Yorkshire fog 

Lolium perenne rye grass 

Paspalum dilatatum paspalum 

Paspalum distichum Mercer grass 

Poa annua annual poa 

Pseudosasa japonica  arrow bamboo 

Schedonorus arundinaceus  tall fescue 

Setaria gracilis  knot-root bristle grass 

Setaria pumila  yellow bristle grass 
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Sedges  
  

Carex ovalis* oval sedge 

Cyperus congestus purple umbrella sedge 

Cyperus eragrostis umbrella sedge 

  

Rushes  
  

Juncus acuminatus sharp-fruited rush 

Juncus articulatus jointed rush 

Juncus bufonius var. bufonius toad rush 

Juncus effusus var. effusus soft rush, leafless rush 

Juncus tenuis var. tenuis track rush 

  

Monocot. herbs (other than orchids, grasses, sedges, and rushes) 
  

Agapanthus praecox agapanthus 

Crocosmia ×crocosmiiflora montbretia 

Sisyrinchium "blue"  

Tradescantia fluminensis tradescantia 

  

Composite herbs  
  

Achillea millefolium yarrow 

Artemisia verlotiorum Chinese mugwort 

Bellis perennis lawn daisy 

Bidens frondosa beggars’ ticks 

Cirsium arvense Californian thistle 

Cirsium vulgare Scotch thistle 

Crepis capillaris hawksbeard  

Erechtites hieraciifolia American fireweed 

Erigeron sumatrensis  broad-leaved fleabane 

Gamochaeta calviceps silky cudweed 

Gamochaeta coarctata  purple cudweed 

Hypochaeris radicata catsear 

Jacobaea vulgaris* ragwort 

Lactuca serriola prickly lettuce 

Leontodon taraxacoides  hawkbit 

Matricaria discoidea  rayless chamomile 

Senecio bipinnatisectus Australian fireweed 

Senecio vulgaris groundsel 

Sonchus asper prickly puha 

  

Dicot. herbs (other than composites)  
  

Amaranthus powellii redroot 

Aphanes arvenis parsley piert 

Brassica sp.  

Centaurium erythraea centaury 

Cerastium fontanum subsp. vulgare mouse-ear chickweed 
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Chenopodium album fathen 

Chenopodium murale nettle-leaved fathen 

Chenopodium pumilio  clammy goosefoot 

Digitalis purpurea foxglove 

Epilobium ciliatum tall willow herb 

Euphorbia lathyris caper spurge 

Euphorbia peplus milkweed 

Foeniculum vulgare fennel 

Linaria purpurea purple linaria 

Lotus pedunculatus lotus 

Lotus suaveolens hairy birdsfoot trefoil 

Lycopus europaeus  gypsywort 

Lythrum hyssopifolia hyssop loosestrife 

Modiola caroliniana creeping mallow 

Myosotis sp. forget-me-not 

Oenothera stricta evening primrose 

Persicaria capitata*  pink-head knotweed 

Phytolacca americana pokeweed 

Phytolacca octandra inkweed 

Plantago lanceolata narrow-leaved plantain 

Plantago major broad-leaved plantain 

Polygonum arenastrum small-leaved wireweed 

Polygonum aviculare wireweed 

Portulaca oleracea wild portulaca 

Prunella vulgaris selfheal 

Ranunculus repens creeping buttercup 

Ranunculus sardous hairy buttercup 

Rumex acetosella  sheep’s sorrel 

Rumex obtusifolius broad-leaved dock 

Sagina procumbens pearlwort 

Silene gallica catchfly 

Solanum nigrum black nightshade 

Solanum tuberosum potato 

Stachys arvensis staggerweed 

Trifolium pratense red clover 

Trifolium repens white clover 

Verbascum virgatum moth mullein 

Verbena bonariensis purple-top 

Viola tricolor 
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APPENDIX 2 
 
 

LOCATIONS (NZTM) FOR SELECTED PEST PLANT 
INFESTATIONS RECORDED IN SANATORIUM 

RESERVE, AND SHOWN ON FIGURE 3 
 

Number East North Pest Plant Infestation 

001 1885935 5774212 Tradescantia 

002 1885565 5773495 Buddleia 

003 1885606 5773390 Broom growing in geothermal vegetation 

004 1885750 5773382 Climbing rose 

005 1885757 5773392 Montbretia 

006 1885735 5772854 Tradescantia 

007 1885660 5772961 Ivy, tradescantia and arrow bamboo 

008 1885906 5773016 Kikuyu grass and crack willow 

009 1885547 5773610 Arrow bamboo 

010 1886086 5773214 Grey willow, broom and blackberry 

011 1886255 5773171 Blackberry, broom and willow 

012 1886313 5773149 Pampas grass 

013 1886352 5773196 Strawberry dogwood 

014 1886403 5773098 Blackberry, gorse seedlings and pampas grass in burnt area 

015 1886418 5772953 Ornamental cherry and silver birch 

016 1886287 5772995 Buddleia, climbing rose, blackberry, broom and oak 

017 1886093 5772942 Grey willow 

018 1886075 5772942 Asiatic knotweed (very small patch) 

019 1886003 5772967 Apple tree and alder 

020 1885997 5773383 Yucca 

021 1885819 5773245 Yucca 

022 1885916 5773412 Arrow bamboo; extent: 1,750m
2
 

023 1885596 5773775 Arrow bamboo, silver birch and ornamental cherry 

024 1885562 5773958 Arrow bamboo; extent: 5 x 7m 

025 1885629 5774031 Arrow bamboo; extent: 1 x 2m 

026 1885794 5772898 Grey willow 

027 1886045 5773372 Yucca 

028 1885791 5773131 Ivy 

029 1885806 5773104 Crack willow and tradescantia 

030 1885821 5773091 Yucca 

031 1885882 5773035 Japanese walnut 
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APPENDIX 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

  

LOCATION OF OLD TOWN 

LANDFILL WITHIN THE RESERVE 
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APPENDIX 4 

 
 

DESCRIPTIONS OF PEST PLANT DISTRIBUTION 
 

 

 Arrow bamboo and Oldham’s bamboo 

 

Multiple patches of arrow bamboo, and in some places Oldham’s bamboo, are present 

throughout the site.  The patches range in size and height, but all are very dense and 

completely exclude other plant species due to the rapid growth of thick rhizomes.  Most 

of the large bamboo infestations are taller than the surrounding indigenous vegetation, 

and threaten the preservation of view shafts within the reserve.  All bamboo should be 

controlled throughout the reserve and the site should be monitored for regrowth from 

roots and rhizomes.  Repeat treatments will be required.  A specific systematic survey for 

bamboo should be undertaken, and the GPS coordinates of all infestations recorded.  This 

will ensure that follow-up control operations target known sites, and that very small 

infestations are dealt with and do not become larger over time. 

 

While viable seed is deemed uncommon in New Zealand (www.weedbusters.co.nz), the 

arrow bamboo in Sanatorium Reserve is producing prolific seed.  Given its spread into 

new open areas within the site, compared to the stands mapped by Beadel (1986), it is 

possible that some fertile seed is being produced by arrow bamboo at this site which is 

accounting for its spread.  

 

 Willow species 

 

Crack, grey willow and a hybrid willow species were all recorded throughout the site, in 

various densities from scattered trees to small stands.  These species are a high priority 

for control.  Trees should be drilled and injected with herbicide and left in situ to die.  

Felling is not an appropriate control method as broken branches and twig fragments can 

resprout if left on the ground. 

 

 Pine species (black pine, maritime pine, radiata pine and any others) 

 

Pines are scattered throughout the site in various densities, with black pine being the most 

common species within geothermal vegetation.  Pine trees were probably planted adjacent 

to Puarenga Stream, and once matured have provided a seed source for spread throughout 

the site.  Pines are a high priority for control due to their potential spread into the 

geothermal habitats, where they can displace indigenous vegetation.  Seedlings/small 

plants can be hand pulled, while larger trees can be ring barked or felled.  When trees are 

felled, they should be felled away from geothermal vegetation. 

 

 Elephants ears 

 

A patch of elephants ears was found adjacent to the drain alongside the archery club.  

This species should be controlled as it can form dense patches in damp areas. 

 

http://www.weedbusters.co.nz/
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 Phoenix palm 

 

Phoenix palms have been planted in the garden north of the Polynesian Spa. Phoenix 

palms thrive in a variety of habitats and soil types, with seed being spread by birds and 

water. They displace native trees through sheer size, and the growth of seedlings can 

produce an impenetrable, long-lived subcanopy. Sharp spines can cause injury to humans 

and animals. The removal of this species form the reserve is a high priority along with 

monitoring of the site for germination of seed brought in by birds. If possible, track down 

and remove any other seed source (nearby mature phoenix palm trees). 

 

 Yucca 

 

At least three patches of yucca (Yucca sp.) were found (GPS coordinates are provided in 

Appendix 2). These should be a high priority for control while the infestations remain 

relatively small.  

 

 Wattle species (silver wattle, black wattle, Tasmanian blackwood and any others) 

 

Wattle trees are scattered throughout the site in various densities; in some cases forming 

dense stands such as adjacent to Te Ngae Road.  Tasmanian blackwood has been used 

extensively as a hedge screening around the composting plant area.  Wattles are also a 

nitrogen-fixing species and will be changing the fertility of the nutrient poor geothermal 

soils they are invading, possibly resulting in irreversible vegetation change (McQueen et 

al. 2006).   

 

 Common alder 

 

Common alder is found throughout the site, including in the reedland adjacent to Lake 

Rotorua.  This species is highly invasive and should be a high priority for control.  Alder 

is a nitrogen-fixing species and will be changing the fertility of the nutrient-poor 

geothermal soils it is invading, possibly resulting in irreversible vegetation change 

(McQueen et al. 2006).   

 

 Silver birch 

 

Silver birch is scattered throughout the site in low densities, and was recorded growing in 

geothermal vegetation.  This species should be controlled as a high priority as it detracts 

from the geothermal uniqueness of the site, and has the potential to form large stands 

which are considerably taller than the surrounding indigenous vegetation.  

 

 Eucalyptus species 

 

Stands of eucalyptus trees were probably planted in the reserve at some stage, rather than 

establishing naturally.  These trees should be progressively removed from the site to 

restore natural values.  The trees will need to be carefully felled to reduce damage to the 

indigenous vegetation understorey and the waste material removed from the site.  
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 Lombardy poplar 

 

Two large poplars are present in the burnt area and are now possibly dead.  However, 

they should be checked to ensure they are not resprouting.  Large poplar trees can 

establish in vegetation gaps, and are considerably taller than the geothermal vegetation 

they invade.  Any poplar trees found at the site should be controlled.  

 

 Climbing rose 

 

Climbing rose was noted in the central burn area of the site.  This species is a high 

priority for control as it will suppress the growth of indigenous species.  

 

 Ivy 

 

Ivy is a climbing perennial which has the potential to completely cover the forest floor, 

and climb to the tops of the tallest trees, smothering them. It can cause irreversible change 

to the natural vegetation cover by suppressing most plant regeneration.  

 

 Japanese honeysuckle 

 

Japanese honeysuckle was only noted in a few isolated locations.  Because it has the 

potential to spread and smother indigenous vegetation, this species is a high priority for 

control, particularly while it is still present in relatively low densities. 

 

 Strawberry dogwood 

Two strawberry dogwood trees were located within geothermal vegetation (see Figure 3, 

pest plant infestation number 13). Strawberry dogwood grow rapidly, mature quickly, and 

can produce a large number of seeds that are widely dispersed by birds. Controlling this 

species is high priority, along with follow up treatment of any regrowth from the root 

system or seedlings. 

 

 Pampas 

 

Pampas is present in the area around Te Ngae Road and the BMX track, with occasional 

plants noted elsewhere throughout the site.  It has the potential to spread, and thus should 

be controlled.  

 

 Agapanthus 

 

Agapanthus produces prolific seed, can form dense, long-lived infestations, and is tolerant 

of a wide range of conditions. This species was mainly confined to the area around 

Te Ngae Road and the BMX track, where it should be controlled.  If it occurs elsewhere 

these infestations should also be controlled. 

 

 Montbretia 

 

Patches of montbretia were found in both burnt areas.  Montbretia in these areas is a high 

priority for control as it will be preventing indigenous species establishing.  Patches of 

montbretia were also found in other parts of the site, particularly adjacent to Te Ngae 
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Road, and adjacent to the topsoil piles behind the composting plant. These plants should 

also be controlled. 

 

 Bindweed (Calystegia sylvatica) 
 

Small patches of bindweed were noted, particularly around the topsoil piles.  It is also 

likely to present elsewhere in the site.  Bindweed can smother indigenous vegetation and 

should therefore be controlled, particularly whilst the infestations are not that large. 

 

 Broom 

 

Broom is establishing in the burnt area adjacent to Puarenga Stream and should be 

controlled here as it will inhibit the establishment of indigenous species.  Within 

geothermal vegetation, isolated broom plants should be removed where they are present. 

 

 Robinia 

 

Robinia reproduces vigorously by root suckering and stump sprouting to form groves of 

trees interconnected by a common root system, and also seeds heavily every 1-2 years, 

with lesser amounts of seed produced in intervening years.  The large, fragrant flowers 

also compete with native plants for pollinating bees.  Controlling this species at the site is 

a high priority along with follow-up control of any regrowth or seedlings. 

 

 Gorse 

 

Gorse is common in some areas of the site, such as along track margins and in the burn 

area adjacent to Puarenga Stream.  Generally, gorse is not a high priority for control as it 

is eventually out-competed by taller growing indigenous species and is useful as a nurse 

canopy for indigenous forest regeneration.  Gorse should only be controlled in the burn 

areas, open areas, within geothermal vegetation and around any tracks and viewing areas. 

 

 Blackberry 

 

Blackberry is locally common, and in places forms large infestations. Blackberry is likely 

to persist in open areas, such as the burn site adjacent to Puarenga Steam, and should 

therefore be a high priority for control at this site. 

 

 Ornamental cherry 

 

Ornamental cherry seedlings were recorded in low numbers over much of the site.  

Ornamental cherry is a deciduous tree that can form dense stands in open or disturbed 

habitats preventing regeneration of native species.  Seeds are long-lived and widely 

dispersed by birds.  Therefore this species should be controlled.  Ongoing control of 

newly-established seedlings/saplings will be required. 

 

 Tradescantia 

 

Small patches of tradescantia are present in the kānuka scrub adjacent to the mini-golf 

area and near Te Ngae Road under the wattle canopy cover, and control is a high priority.  

Tradescantia is a trailing, perennial groundcover.  It smothers the ground in light to deep 
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shade, preventing the seedlings of native species from establishing, and causes habitats to 

open and be invaded by exotic shrubs and vines.  All remaining stem fragments will 

resprout, so maintaining a strict weed hygiene regime is essential.   

 

 Asiatic knotweed 
 

A very small patch of Asiatic knotweed was found next to the archery club drain area, 

within mown grass. This species forms dense, long-lived thickets which exclude other 

species and prevent indigenous seedlings establishing.  

 

 Japanese walnut 

 

Japanese walnut was recorded north of the BMX track and is a high priority to control. It 

is a wide spreading deciduous hardwood tree which forms tall stands and seeds 

prolifically. It excludes native species and blocks waterways. This species should not be 

allowed to establish on this site.  
 

 Reed sweetgrass 

 

Reed sweetgrass is an aggressive, perennial, mat-forming grass. It is establishing within 

the piles of topsoil. It is high priority for control as it will replace most other species and 

degrade habitat for native flora and fauna very quickly if left uncontrolled. Reed 

sweetgrass sets many long-lived seeds, and rhizomes spread outwards, breaking off and 

rooting in any damp spot, hence care will need to be taken not to spread any plant 

fragments when the topsoil is removed.  
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APPENDIX 5 
 

RECOMMENDED WEED CONTROL TECHNIQUES 
 

Pest Plant Control Method(s) Chemical(s) Application Rate Timing Remarks 

Agapanthus 
(Agapanthus praecox) 

Dig out and dispose off-site - - Year round Recommended for small patches. Only 
if this can be done without posing a 
weed hygiene risk 

Slash foliage close to ground 
and spray stumps 

Metsulfuron
1
 10g metsulfuron + 20ml 

penetrant/L 
Year round  

Knapsack - foliar spray Metsulfuron
1
/ 

Glyphosate 360 mix 
2.5g Met +100ml Gly 
+10ml penetrant /10 litres 
water 

Year round  

Asiatic Knotweed 
(Fallopia japonica) 

Foliar spray Triclopyr 60ml/10 litres water October-April  

Bamboo 
(Pseudosasa japonica, 
Bambusa oldhamii) 

Cut and treat stumps Glyphosate 360 250ml/1 litre water Year round Remove cut canes from site 

Mechanical mulching - - Year round  

Foliar spray  Activated Amitrole
1
 

or 
Haloxyfop  

30ml/1 litre water 
 
150ml/10 litres water 

Year round Use for small plants and regrowth on 
both cut stump and mechanical 
mulching methods.  

Banksia (Banksia 
integrifolia) 

Hand pull seedlings/small plants - - Year round  

Cut and treat stumps Glyphosate gel Paste with glyphosate gel Year round  

Bindweed 
(Calystegia sepium 
×silvatica) 

Cut and treat stumps Glyphosate gel Paste with glyphosate gel October-April Treat stems immediately following 
cutting. 

Knapsack - foliar spray Banvine 120ml Banvine/10L water October-February Pull vines away from non-target 
vegetation before spraying. 

Blackberry  
(Rubus fruticosus) 

Dig out and dispose off-site    Year round Only if this can be done without posing 
a pest plant hygiene risk. 

Cut and treat stems of large 
plants 

Glyphosate gel Paste with glyphosate gel October-March Monitor for regrowth. 
Treat stems immediately following 
cutting. 

Knapsack - foliar spray Triclopyr  60ml/10 litres water December-April Spray when in active growth and full 
leaf.  Avoid non-target vegetation. 

Broom 
(Cytisus scoparius) 

Hand pull seedlings/small plants - - Year round  

Cut and treat stumps Glyphosate gel Paste with glyphosate gel October-April  

                                                 

1
  Metsulfuron and Amitrol are more toxic and take longer to break down in the environment that the other herbicides recommended here. Their use should be kept to a 

minimum in the project area. 
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Pest Plant Control Method(s) Chemical(s) Application Rate Timing Remarks 

 Knapsack - foliar spray Triclopyr 60ml/10 litres water November-
February 

Do not spray if seed pods have turned 
brown. 

Buddleia  (Buddleja davidii) Hand pull seedlings/small plants - - Year round  

Cut and treat stumps Glyphosate gel Paste with glyphosate gel Year round  

Chinese privet (Ligustrum 
sinense) 

Hand pull seedlings/small plants - - Year round  

Cut and treat stumps Glyphosate gel Paste with glyphosate gel October-April  

Climbing dock 
(Rumex saggitattus) 

Dig out tubers and rhizomes.  - - October-March Small sites only. Dispose of at a refuse 
transfer station 

Knapsack - foliar spray Metsulfuron
1 

5g/10 litres water November-
February 

Good as a follow up after digging out. 

Climbing rose 
(Rosa sp.) 

Cut and treat stumps Glyphosate gel Paste with glyphosate gel Year round Recommended. 

Foliar spray Metsulfuron
1 

5g/10 litres water Year round  

Common alder 
(Alnus glutinosa) 

Cut and treat stumps Glyphosate gel Paste with glyphosate gel October-April  

Drill and inject/frill and spray Glyphosate 360 50ml/1 litre water, plus 2 
ml surfactant 

October-April  

Elephants ears 
(Alocasia brisbanensis) 

Hand pull seedlings/small plants - - Year round  

Dig out and dispose off-site  - - Year round Only if this can be done without posing 
a pest plant hygiene risk. 

Slash near ground level and 
treat fresh stumps:  

Metsulfuron
1
/ 

Glyphosate 360 mix 
10g metsulfuron + 100ml 
glyphosate + 10ml 
penetrant/L.5g/10L water 

October-March Monitor for regrowth. 
Spray stumps immediately following 
cutting. 

English ivy  
(Hedera helix) 

Cut stems and treat stumps Glyphosate gel Paste with glyphosate gel November-March Leave foliage in host to die off. 

Knapsack - foliar spray Metsulfuron
1 

5g/10 litres water November-March  

Eucalyptus 
(Eucalyptus sp.) 

Hand pull seedlings/small plants   Year round  

Cut and treat stumps Glyphosate gel Paste with glyphosate gel Year round  

Drill and inject Glyphosate 360 50ml/1 litre water, plus 2 
ml surfactant 

Year round  

Gorse 
(Ulex europaeus) 

Cut and treat stumps Glyphosate gel Paste with glyphosate gel Year round  

Knapsack - foliar spray Triclopyr 60ml/10 litres water October-March  

Japanese honeysuckle 
(Lonicera japonica) 

Knapsack - foliar spray Triclopyr 60ml/10 litres water October-March  

Cut and treat stems Glyphosate gel Paste with glyphosate gel Year round Do not pull vegetation from host plant. 

Japanese spindle tree 
(Euonymus japonicus) 

Hand pull small plants and 
seedlings   

- - Year round  

Cut and paint stump Glyphosate gel Paste with glyphosate gel Year round  
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Pest Plant Control Method(s) Chemical(s) Application Rate Timing Remarks 

Japanese walnut (Juglans 
ailantifolia) 

Hand pull small plants  - - Year round  

Drill and inject or fell close to 
ground and treat stump 

Metsulfuron
1 

5g metsulfuron /L Year round Treat stumps immediately following 
cutting. 

Lombardy poplar 
(Populus nigra ‘Italica’) 

Cut and treat stumps Glyphosate gel Paste with glyphosate gel October-March  

Drill and inject Glyphosate 360 50ml/1 litre water, plus 2 
ml surfactant 

October-March  

Montbretia  
(Crocosmia ×crocosmiiflora) 

Knapsack - foliar spray Glyphosate 360 100ml/10 litres water + 
20ml surfactant 

November-March Only undertake at full leaf stage. Follow-
up control will be necessary. 

Ornamental cherry 
(Prunus sp.) 

Hand pull seedlings/small plants   September-May  

Cut and treat stumps Glyphosate gel Paste with glyphosate gel November-March  

Drill and inject, frill and spray Glyphosate 360 50ml/1 litre water, plus 2 
ml surfactant 

November-March  

Pampas 
(Cortaderia selloana) 

Knapsack - foliar spray Glyphosate 360 200ml/10 litres water October-March 
best results 

Thoroughly cover all foliage. 

Knapsack - foliar spray Haloxyfop 150ml/10 litres water October-March 
best results 

Best if plants are growing amongst non-
target dicots. 

Pine 
(Pinus radiata, P. pinaster, 
P.nigra) 

Hand pull seedlings/small plants - - Year round  

Ring bark or fell larger trees - - Year round  

Drill and inject, frill and spray Glyphosate 360 50ml/1 litre water, plus 2 
ml surfactant 

Year round  

Phoenix palm 
(Phoenix canariensis) 

Hand pull or dig out 
seedlings/small plants.   

- - Year round Sharp spines can cause injury to 
humans 

Fell larger palms and treat 
stumps 

Glyphosate 360 50ml/1 litre water, plus 2 
ml surfactant 

Year round  

Reed sweetgrass 
(Glyceria maxima) 

Knapsack - foliar spray Glyphosate 360 100ml/10 litre water November-March Pull away from non-target species 
before spraying 

Knapsack - foliar spray Haloxyfop 60ml/10 litre water October-April  

Robinia 
(Robinia pseudoacacia) 

Cut and treat stumps Glyphosate gel Paste with glyphosate gel November-March  

Drill and inject, frill and spray Glyphosate 360 50ml/1 litre water, plus 2 
ml surfactant 

November-March  

Silver birch 
(Betula pendula) 

Hand pull seedlings/small plants - - October-April  

Drill and inject or fell and treat 
stumps 

Glyphosate 360 50ml/1 litre water, plus 2 
ml surfactant 

October-April  

Strawberry dogwood 
(Dendrobenthamia capitata) 

Hand pull seedlings/small plants - - Year round  

Cut and treat stumps Glyphosate gel Paste with glyphosate gel September-March  

Drill and inject Glyphosate 360 50ml/1 litre water, plus 2 
ml surfactant 

September-March  

Tradescantia 
(Tradescantia fluminensis) 

Knapsack - foliar spray Triclopyr 60ml/10 litre water  
 

November-March Pull away from non-target species 
before spraying. 
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Pest Plant Control Method(s) Chemical(s) Application Rate Timing Remarks 

Wattle spp. 
(Acacia mearnsii, 
A.verticillata,  A. dealbata, 
A. melanoxylon) 

Hand pull seedlings/small plants - - Year round  

Cut and treat stumps Glyphosate gel Paste with glyphosate gel October-April  

Drill and inject Glyphosate 360 50ml/1 litre water, plus 2 
ml surfactant 

October-April  

Willow 
(Salix fragilis, Salix cinerea, 
Salix sp.) 

Cut and treat stumps Metsulfuron
1 

10g/1 litre water, plus 2 ml 
surfactant 

October-April  

Drill and inject/frill and spray Metsulfuron
1 

10g/1 litre water, plus 2 ml 
surfactant 

October-April Preferred option as leaving the tree 
standing avoids broken twigs/branches 
re-sprouting on ground. 

Yucca 
(Yucca elephantipes) 

Cut and treat stumps Glyphosate gel Paste with glyphosate gel Year round Remove cut vegetation and dispose of 
carefully as stem fragments can regrow. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Rotorua Lakes Council (RLC) commissioned Wildland Consultants Ltd to undertake 

an ecological assessment to underpin the lodgement and statutory processing of the 

resource consent application for upgrading of the Rotorua Wastewater Treatment 

Plant. 

 

It is proposed to upgrade the Treatment Plant and discharge highly treated wastewater 

into Te Arikiroa Thermal Channel (the ‘thermal channel’) after passing through land 

contact beds. Due to the volume of the treated wastewater proposed to be discharged, 

the thermal channel may need to be modified, as described in the application and 

shown in Figure 1.  The following works may be required: 

 

 A new 30 metre section of channel will be constructed northwards from the Land 

Contact Bed outlet structure and cascade to the east-west drain (Zone 1, Node 6-7).  

 A 115 metre section of existing east-west outlet drain will require widening and 

deepening, as well as clearance of regenerating indigenous vegetation located 

along its banks (Zone 2, Node 7-8).  

 A 205 metre section of the Thermal Channel will require some maintenance to 

remove sediment, and localised enlargement, as well as clearance of indigenous 

vegetation located along its banks (Zone 3, Node 8 to CH350).  

 A series of flow diversion bunds to prevent mixing of the discharge and the 

Puarenga Stream flows. (Zone 4, 4.1-4.5. The total length of five proposed bund 

sections is 48 metres. 

 

This ecological assessment addresses the following:  

 

 Evaluation of existing vegetation/indigenous biodiversity and aquatic habitats 

adjacent to Te Arikiroa Thermal Channel and in Lake Rotorua, including the area 

identified as a Significant Natural Area in the Rotorua District Plan. 

 Evaluation of the works proposed and identification of any relevant potential 

effects associated with the works (temporary and permanent) including any 

specific assessment required by the Rotorua District Plan (e.g. Policy 2.3.5.1) and 

the Bay of Plenty Regional Council Regional Natural Resources Plan, e.g. any 

disturbance on aquatic habitats, particularly trout habitats, which are protected. 

 Measures to avoid or mitigate any adverse effects on the vegetation/indigenous 

biodiversity and aquatic habitats. 

 Identification and assessment of any potential positive effects. 
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Figure1: Layout of proposed works and site locations. 
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2. METHODS 
 

 A walk-through field inspection of the project area and adjacent vegetation and 

habitats was undertaken on 19 March 2018.   

 Vegetation and habitats (for plants and fauna) were inspected and mapped using 

high resolution aerial photographs.   

 Lists of observed vascular plants and fauna were compiled. 

 Potential effects were evaluated. 

 Options were discussed and evaluated with the project team. 

 

 

3. BACKGROUND  
 

3.1 Land uses 
 

Rotorua Wastewater Treatment Plant facilities and the proposed outflow via the 

thermal channel are located within the Sanatorium Reserve. The Reserve (77 hectares) 

is administered by Rotorua Lakes Council and lies within Rotorua City, on the 

margins of Lake Rotorua, and includes the areas known as Sulphur Bay and Sulphur 

Point.  The Reserve is bounded by Lake Rotorua to the north, Te Ngae Road to the 

south, and the Puarenga Stream to the east (see Figure 2).  The Reserve also includes 

sports fields (Puarenga Park) and the Polynesian Spa, but these are all well away from 

the project area. A Department of Conservation-administered reserve - Sulphur Point 

Wildlife Sanctuary - is situated adjacent to the Sanatorium Reserve, but is well away 

from the works site.  The part of Lake Rotorua bounded by the Reserve is a Wildlife 

Refuge, administered by the Department of Conservation.   

 

3.2 Reserve history 
 

The Department of Lands and Survey controlled the thermal area from 1895 until 

1916 (Rotorua Township Reserves Management Plan 2006).  In 1916, the Department 

of Tourist and Health Resorts took over, and granted the three year lease for sulphur 

mining of the site.  Part of the site was taken over by the Ministry of Works and 

Development in 1938 for use as a depot, and was subsequently on-sold instead of 

being returned to the reserve as it should have been under the Public Works Act.  

However, part of it was later returned in 1968 and was then leased to the YWCA.   

 

The Sanatorium Reserve, along with the Government Gardens, was vested in the 

District Council in 1983.   

 

Te Ngae Road was upgraded in 1986 to its current position, through part of the 

reserve (Rotorua Township Reserves Management Plan 2006). 

 

3.3 Human disturbance and land uses 
 

Sanatorium Reserve has been modified considerably by human influence.  Two hot 

pools which were used for bathing from 1895 but were bulldozed in 1952, being 
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deemed unsafe for further use.  There is now no visible evidence of where these pools 

were.  The City’s wastewater treatment plant, with an associated composting plant, 

lies roughly in the centre of the reserve, and has occupied this site since the 1930s.  

The wastewater treatment plant site had its reserve status removed in 1932.  Previous 

uses of the reserve include rubbish dumping (more detail is provided below), bathing, 

sulphur mining (166 tons of crude sulphur was extracted in the first few months of a 

three year operation, beginning in 1916), wastewater treatment, roading and sports 

fields development.   

 

Sports fields were developed at Puarenga Park in the 1950s.  Prior to clearance this 

area would likely have been a mixture of geothermal vegetation and wetland.  Various 

sports clubs lease land at the site, including the BMX Club (although they are moving 

to a new location), Rotorua Archery Club, Mid-Island Gymnastics Club, Rotorua 

Smallbore Rifle and Airgun Club, Sulphur City Rod and Custom Club Inc., and the 

Whakarewarewa Rugby Club.  The sports fields are mainly used by the Rotorua 

Junior Football Association (they have not built clubrooms, but apparently an area of 

land has been identified for future construction) (Rotorua Township Reserves 

Management Plan 2006). 

 

Walkways through the reserve, connecting the lakefront with the Redwood trails in 

the Whakarewarewa Forest, were constructed between 1995 and 1997, after seeking 

ecological advice on its placement, and resource consent for its construction.  The 

walkway avoids the main Puarenga delta which, as well as being too dangerous, (due 

to the level of geothermal activity) would disturb wildlife. 

 

A rubbish tip was officially established in the Sanatorium Reserve in early 1959, and 

was officially closed in July 1970, although some timber trade waste was still able to 

be dumped for a longer period of time.  Car bodies and timber waste are some of the 

known materials to have been dumped at the site, although given the era in which it 

operated, it could be assumed that all kinds of industrial and domestic waste was 

dumped here.  The tip operated as a series of trenches, about one metre (four feet) 

deep, which were filled with rubbish, then compacted by bulldozer and covered over 

with at least half a metre of fill (obtained when digging the next trench).  A series of 

fires towards the end of the tip’s life created a public outcry; the fires, starting in 

sawdust, created dense, choking smoke over the City.  The approximate location of 

the tip site is shown in Appendix 4 of Wildland Consultants (2017), although there are 

no exact records of its location and it could actually be larger than shown. It can be 

assumed that substrate beneath the site is still highly contaminated.   

 

There have been many fires at the site over the last 100 or so years.  For example, 

recent fires occurred in November and December 2015.  On 8 November 2015, a large 

fire occurred in the geothermal vegetation in the middle of the site, followed by a 

smaller fire in December (20 December 2015) adjacent to the Puarenga Stream.   
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4. ECOLOGICAL CONTEXT AND SITE HISTORY 
 

4.1 Geology 
 

The Rotorua basin was formed approximately 220,000 years ago by volcanic 

eruptions  centred around Ngongotahā  and these created ground collapse and a 

caldera which was partially in-filled to form Lake Rotorua.  Fifty to 100 metres of 

lake sediments overlie ignimbrite, lava flows, and rhyolite domes.  A number of faults 

are present within the caldera, including Puarenga, Whakarewarewa, Pohaturoa, Roto-

a-Tamaheke, and Ngāpuna (Environment Bay of Plenty 2005).   

 

The proposed works site at Sulphur Bay is mapped as being characterised by alluvial 

and colluvial gravel and sand dominated by pumice clasts, silt, and clay with local 

beds. The sediments are mostly volcaniclastic, with a high proportion of pumice and 

rhyolitic fragments, crystals and glass shards, derived predominantly from ignimbrite 

and fall deposits (Leonard et al. 2010). 

 

4.2 Lake Rotorua 
 

Lake Rotorua is large (80.8 km
2
), and relatively shallow (mean depth 10.8 metres) 

with the City of Rotorua to its southern shoreline.  The lake is of great cultural 

significance to Te Arawa and is important for recreational and tourism (Dada et al. 

2017).  It is ranked as being of National Significance in the Rotorua District Natural 

Heritage and Biodiversity Review 2009, providing important habitat to Threatened 

and At Risk bird species.  These values are particularly important at Sulphur Bay (see 

below).  

 

In 1988, emergent vegetation dominated by Eleocharis sphacelata, Juncus species, 

and raupo was uncommon on the edges of the lake, covering c.1% of the lake margin.  

Submerged macrophytes averaged c.3% cover in the first meter of the littoral zone 

and 19% in the second meter.  Ruppia polycarpa and Myriophyllum triphyllum 

represent the main indigenous submerged marcophytes (Clayton et al. 1989). 

 

Lake Rotorua is considered to be eutrophic (highly productive) caused by excessive 

levels of nitrogen and phosphorus, which have impaired the water quality (Dada et al. 

2017).  

 

4.3 Wider ecological context 
 

The project area is located centrally within the Rotorua Lakes Ecological District, 

which comprises the catchments of the Rotorua lakes system, with Lake Rotorua as 

the main feature.  The landform of the proposed works site is relatively flat and low-

lying, sloping gently from Te Ngae Road to the lakeshore.   

 

Rotorua Lakes Ecological District is a distinctive volcanic landscape of plateaus, 

terraces, and rolling hill country that comprise a matrix of farmland, indigenous 

forest, and exotic plantation forest.  Residential settlement is concentrated on lake 

margins and rural lifestyle properties are common in the Rotorua basin.  Various 

geothermal surface expressions, and related vegetation and habitats, are characteristic 

features of the area. 
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Indigenous forest almost entirely covered Rotorua Lakes Ecological District 

c.700-800 years ago.  Before human occupation, vegetation would have included tall 

forest of rimu (Dacrydium cupressinum), northern rātā (Metrosideros robusta), tawa 

(Beilschmiedia tawa), and kamahi (Weinmannia racemosa).  The original vegetation 

of the reserve would have been a mixture of mānuka, kānuka, geothermal kānuka, 

mingimingi, bracken (Pteridium esculentum) and tūrutu.  Wetland areas would have 

contained raupō (Typha orientalis), Carex geminata, and other indigenous reed and 

sedge species.  Threatened plants characteristic of geothermal areas may have been 

locally present. 

 

Early Māori, during at least 600 years of occupation, cleared and burned more than 

half of the primary forest, leaving a mosaic of indigenous scrub, shrubland, fernland, 

forest remnants (including considerable areas of secondary forest), and cultivated 

land.  Wetlands had not been reduced by drainage, although they may have been 

altered by occasional fires.  Geothermal areas had not been reduced in extent although 

they would also have been affected by fires and human occupation of sites such as 

Whakarewarewa and Ōhinemutu. 

 

Subsequent European occupation has resulted in major depletion of natural features in 

the landscape.  At present, approximately 69,000 hectares of Rotorua Lakes 

Ecological District comprises built-up areas and infrastructure, agricultural and 

horticultural production, plantation forest, and exotic shrubland, leaving 

c.61,000 hectares in indigenous vegetation and lake waters within the Ecological 

District. 

 

4.4 Vegetation history 
 

Geothermal activity at the subject site is within the Rotorua Geothermal Field.  This 

geothermal field lies at the southern end of the Rotorua caldera and covers c.20 km
2
.  

It underlies much of Rotorua City and the southern margin of Lake Rotorua. It occurs 

within the Taupō Volcanic Zone, which contains the most extensive area of 

geothermal and active volcanic activity in New Zealand.  Surface manifestations of 

geothermal activity are scattered throughout the Taupo Volcanic Zone which occurs 

mostly in the Waikato and Bay of Plenty Regions between Ruapehu and Whakaari 

(White Island).  Rotorua Geothermal Field contains c.1,550 individual surface 

features (Cody 2003), with major surface expressions of geothermal activity at 

Whakarewarewa-Arikikapakapa, Government Gardens-Ngāpuna-Sulphur Bay, and 

Kuirau Park-Ōhinemutu.  Sanatorium Reserve forms part of the Government Gardens-

Ngāpuna-Sulphur Bay complex.   

 

The Tarawera eruption in 1886 had a large impact on the reserve, with huge amounts 

of ash and debris being washed down the Puarenga Stream, forming large sand banks 

on both sides of the stream mouth, and these are still present today. 

 

Geothermally-influenced landscapes are dynamic ecosystems that place constraints 

and stress on naturally-occurring vegetation.  Increased heat and lowered pH levels in 

geothermally-active soils influence vegetation composition and structure (Burns and 

Leathwick 1995).  The dominance of geothermal kānuka, mānuka, and mingimingi 

within areas of heated soils suggests that these species have adapted to geothermal 
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environments (Burns and Leathwick 1995).  Geothermal habitats are historically rare 

ecosystem types in New Zealand (Williams et al. 2007).  Since human settlement, 

geothermal ecosystems have been reduced in area and function and are now 

recognised as being high priority for protection.  Geothermal ecosystems also provide 

habitats for threatened species and represent areas of high biodiversity value 

(Holdaway et al. 2012).  Geothermal streamsides, geothermal heated ground, 

geothermal hydrothermally-altered ground (now cool), and fumaroles which are all 

found within the Sanatorium Reserve and near the works site,, are classified as 

‘Threatened Critically Endangered’ ecosystem types (Holdaway et al. 2012). 

 

Geothermal habitats in the Sanatorium Reserve site comprise c.18.2% (i.e. nearly one-

fifth) of  the entire extent of geothermal vegetation remaining in the Bay of Plenty 

Region.  Geothermal habitat in the project area is nationally significant from an 

ecological perspective as it is part of a relatively large and good quality example of 

nationally uncommon geothermal vegetation types (Wildland Consultants 2005a and 

2005b).  Parts of the project area also provide habitat for Threatened and At Risk bird 

species.  The site is also part of the fourth largest geothermal site in the central North 

Island, based on site assessments for inventories of geothermal sites undertaken for 

Bay of Plenty Regional Council (Wildland Consultants 2005a) and Waikato Regional 

Council (Wildland Consultants 2014).  Geotherman features at Sulphur Bay and at 

Ngapuna is also a significant attraction for visitors and local residents.   

 

The Puarenga Stream delta is an area of extensive fumarolic activity.  High gas and 

heat flows through alluvial sands have produced sulphur deposition and cementation.  

Hydrothermal explosions are common and occur relatively frequently.  This area is of 

high importance due to the extent and intensity of fumarolic activity which is found in 

few other places in New Zealand (Rotorua Township Reserves Management Plan 

2006).  It is also particularly dangerous due to high temperatures and instability.   

 

4.5 Geothermal vegetation and habitats within the project area 
 

Geothermal habitats in the Reserve, Sulphur Point, and on the eastern side of the 

Puarenga Stream (Ngapuna), comprise the fourth largest area of geothermal habitat in 

New Zealand (Wildland Consultants 2009).   

 

Sinter flats in Sulphur Bay are very extensive and are geothermally-active.  The sinter 

flats are an integral part of the delta of the Puarenga Stream, with deltaic channels 

across the sinter.  This combination of active geothermal process, sinter flats, and a 

reasonably large and active river delta is a unique feature for a geothermal site in New 

Zealand.  Lake levels also have an important influence as high lake levels, especially 

when combined with high flood flows in the Puarenga Stream, can result in large parts 

of the sinter flats being inundated.  It is the combination of all of these processes that 

has probably contributed to this area having such high values as avifauna habitat, 

i.e. it is maintained as a permanently open habitat by these processes, which suits use 

by certain bird species (see below), some of which have a national-level threat status. 

 

Geothermal vegetation present within the project area has been described in various 

reports, most recently Wildland Consultants (2005), Fitzgerald and Smale (2010), and 

Wildland Consultants (2017).  Natural areas are characterised by geothermal activity, 

including sinter deposits, geothermal streamsides, hot pools and springs, mud pools, 
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geothermal emergent wetland, and fumaroles (steaming vents).  There are also 

extensive areas of unvegetated bare ground due to the geothermal influence, 

particularly towards the northern part of the site.   

 

Much of the vegetation is generally typical of that found many geothermal habitats, 

being a mixture of geothermal kānuka (Kunzea tenuicaulis), kānuka (Kunzea 

robusta), mānuka (Leptospermum scoparium), mingimingi (Leucopogon fasciculatus) 

and tūrutu (Dianella nigra).  Small areas of wetland are dominated by raupō and 

Carex geminata.  The quality of vegetation is generally higher towards the northern 

end of the site, with fewer weeds.  Exotic vegetation dominates the area long Te Ngae 

Road and alongside part of the Puarenga Stream.  Scattered woody pest plants are 

present within the geothermal vegetation, and patches of arrow bamboo (Pseudosasa 

japonica) are scattered throughout the site. Other weeds of ecological concern include 

pampas (Cortaderia selloana), alder (Alnus glutinosa), broom (Cytisus scoparius), 

grey willow (Salix cinerea), crack willow (Salix fragilis), yucca (Yucca sp.), gorse 

(Ulex europaeus), blackberry ((Rubus fruticosus agg.), and silver birch (Betula 

pendula).  There are also planted areas of eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.)  and Tasmanian 

blackwood (Acacia melanoxylon).  

 

4.6 Avifauna at Sulphur Bay 
 

Sulphur Bay was declared a game reserve in 1904, and was made a Wildlife 

Sanctuary in 1967.  The silica flats and lake margin areas are very important habitat 

for birds, with some 62 species being recorded in the area, of which 45 are 

indigenous.  Many species are periodic users, coming in the spring and summer to 

breed, or in the late summer/autumn to moult or over winter (Rotorua Township 

Reserves Management Plan 2006).   

 

Sulphur Bay provides habitat for various threatened and at risk indigenous bird 

species, including black-billed gull (‘Threatened-Nationally Endangered’ in 

Robertson et al. 2017);  Caspian tern, New Zealand dabchick, banded dotterel (all 

‘Threatened-Nationally Vulnerable’); red-billed gull (‘At Risk-Declining’); and black 

shag, little black shag, and little shag (all ‘At Risk-Naturally Uncommon’).  Grey 

duck and white heron (both ‘Threatened-Nationally Critical’) are known to 

occasionally utilise the lake and its margins, but this site is not important for their 

protection.   
 

Sulphur Bay is a particularly important site nationally for red-billed gull, black-billed 

gull, and New Zealand dabchick.  An area of 27 hectares within Sulphur Bay 

including most of the proposed works site,. has been recognised as an Important Area 

for New Zealand seabirds: Site on Land (Site NZ028 Forest and Bird 2016), with the 

two trigger species being black-billed gull and New Zealand dabchick.   Frost and 

Taylor (2018) identified the Rotorua red-billed gull population, and specifically the 

large colony at and adjacent to Sulphur Bay, as the third largest colony in New 

Zealand with 2,277 pairs, making up c.8% of the national population of this species.  

 

4.7 Te Arikiroa Thermal Channel 
 

Dada et al. (2017) describe Te Arikiroa Thermal Channel as a local geothermal 

channel that flows into Lake Rotorua.  From the water treatment facility, it extends 
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northwards approximately 400 metres into Lake Rotorua at Sulphur Bay.  Dada et al. 

found that Te Arikiroa Thermal Channel had generally high levels of E. coli with 

general measures higher than that found in streams that flow into Lake Rotorua, and 

suggest that the actual and potential levels of pathogens present indicate that the water 

is not suitable for recreational use. This report also provides an assessment of metals 

and pH (5.6) in the channel, and indicates high levels for many metals, which reflects 

a geothermal influence on the stream. See Dada et al. (2017) for further information. 

 

4.8 Ecological restoration in Sanatorium Reserve  
 

Various ecological restoration options have been considered in the reserve for many 

years (since the 1980s), and some restoration work has been implemented, albeit 

limited.  Wildland Consultants (2017) provides a comprehensive restoration plan for 

the Reserve, prepared for Rotorua Lakes Council.  This addresses indigenous 

vegetation, weeds, pest animals, and ongoing visitor use of the Reserve, among other 

matters.  

 

 

5. VEGETATION AND HABITAT TYPES 
 

5.1 Sanatorium Reserve - overview 
 

The most recent mapping of geothermal vegetation at the Sanatorium Reserve was 

undertaken by Wildland Consultants (2017).  Most of the site comprises geothermal 

vegetation, sinter, and wet areas.  Sports fields and associated buildings comprise the 

next largest land unit. Vegetation types present at the site were mapped (see Figure 2) 

using a combination of previous mapping of the site (Beadel 1986a&b; Wildland 

Consultants 1996, 2005a, 2005b, 2007, 2010a, 2010b, 2010c and 2011), 2016 aerial 

photographs, and a site visit.   

 

Note that both kānuka and geothermal kānuka are present throughout the reserve, and 

also will be present as hybrids between both species.   

 

Vegetation and habitat type descriptions and a vegetation map for the Sanatorium 

Reserve (from Wildland Consultants 2017) are presented in Appendix 1.  

 

5.2 Vegetation and habitats in vicinity of the subject site  
 

The area to the south of the site is fenced and contains ponds and other infrastructure 

associated with the Wastewater Treatment Plant.   

 

Vegetation and habitat types are mapped in Figure 2, as numbered below, with the 

most ecologically-significant habitats listed first.  Various adjacent features and land 

uses (e.g. the Wastewater Treatment Plant), the Puarenga Stream, Sulphur Bay, and 

Lake Rotorua are also shown in Figure 2.   

 

1. Te Arikiroa Thermal Channel 

 

This area covered by open water varies, but generally flows from an excavated 

channel at the southern end, then through shrubland dominated by Types 3 
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and 5 (see below), and then through geothermally-influenced bare ground until 

it drains into the lake in Sulphur Bay.   

 

The channel takes water draining from the existing Waste Water Treatment 

Plant to the south with a culvert between the treatment area and the excavated 

channel (see culvert in Plate 1).   

 

At the upper bridge the channel on 3 April 2018 was c.180 mm deep and 

c.2.5 metres wide (Plate 2).  Water in the upper reaches is very milky coloured.  

There was no obvious flow at this point.   

 

A side channel joins the main channel c.75 metres west of the eastern section, 

and this channel drains the area of the old dump site.  Upper sections of the 

current channel (with vegetated margins of mostly scrub and shrubland) appear 

to have been excavated (Plate 3).   

 

Below where the two channels meet the drain appears more natural in 

appearance (Plates 4 and 5) but has nevertheless also been subject to previous 

excavation and straightening.  It becomes very shallow and narrow about 

20 metres below the confluence of the two channels, and widens and deepens at 

the walking track bridge where it is c.12 cm deep, and 3.3 metres wide.  Twenty 

metres downstream of the channel is only 4 cm deep and 0.7 metres wide with a 

flow rate of about five seconds per metre.  Below this the channel widens 

(Plate 6) and becomes increasingly shallow as it traverses the open geothermal 

flats.   

 

Geothermal influence is evident along the entire length of the channel, and small 

springs appear to be present along its entire length.  

 

 No significant vascular plants were recorded in the stream channel, while no 

fauna values were evident in the murky water. Potential microbiological values 

are discussed in Section 8, but were not assessed in this project. 

 

 

Plate 1:  Existing culvert near the Wastewater Treatment Plant fence.  The 
culvert drains water from the existing waste water treatment facility. 
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Plate 2:  Bridge over Te Arikiroa Thermal Channel.   
Note the milky colour of the water. 

 

 

Plate 3:  Te Arikiroa Thermal Channel, near where it enters the  
extensive area of geothermally-influenced bare ground.  The  

channel is lined with mingimingi scrub with a few mānuka present. 
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Plate 4:  Te Arikiroa Thermal Channel where it enters the geothermal  
flats.  Abundant evidence of geothermal influence (some now cold  

but historically active).  Scattered mānuka and mingimingi  
(dead and alive) are present on the flats. 

 

 

Plate 5:  Te Arikiroa Thermal Channel, north of the walking track  
bridge.  This channel is colloquially known by local visitors as 

the “Black Stream” due to its colouration.  Note that it becomes  
shallower and narrower to the north. 
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Plate 6: The existing channel becomes broader and shallower to the north as it 
spreads over a wider expanse of geothermal flats.  In high flood events, the 
Puarenga Stream overflows into Lake Rotorua via this part of the channel. 

 

2. Non-vegetated geothermal flats and sediments 

 

Just over half of the Te Arikiroa Thermal Channel passes thorough 

geothermally-influenced non-vegetated bare ground, with sediments deposited 

previously by high lake levels, flooding, and overflows from Te Arikiroa 

Thermal Channel (Plate 7).  This area has abundant evidence of current 

geothermal activity.  A few mud pools are present in the area, although none 

were noted immediately adjacent to the channel.   

 

These flats have only a few scattered mingimingi and mānuka, particularly near 

vegetated margins.  Many of these plants appear unhealthy or recently dead.   

 

Geothermal surface features (Plate 8) are present, some representing past 

activity, although it should be considered that most areas are still geothermally 

active.  Sediments deposited during high lake and river events are abundant in 

the vicinity of the channel.  Inspection of Google Earth imagery shows 

considerable variation in lake levels and stream flows in high flood and drought 

events since 2003.  The image of 17 April 2017 shows a large northern portion 

of the flats covered by high lake levels, with the Puarenga Stream flowing into 

the lake through the lower part (downstream of the bridge on the walking track) 

of the Thermal Channel.  
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Plate 7:  Geothermal influence is commonly evident on the flats.  
Sediments and local erosion are evident from overland flow.  A walking/ 

cycling track passes across the flats.  Occasional dead mingimingi are present. 

 

 

Plate 8:  A mud pool is present to the east of the Te Arikiroa Thermal Channel, 
surrounded by geothermally-influenced bare ground.  Vegetation surrounding 

the non-vegetated flats is scrub dominated by mānuka and mingimingi. 
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A small area of indigenous aquatic herbfield dominated by Limosella lineata 

has been mapped in this area in earlier surveys (Wildland Consultants 2017, see 

Appendix 1) but has not been mapped separately in this assessment.  This 

herbfield was not evident during the current survey, and was probably present 

previously because of higher lake levels (Wildland Consultants 2017).   

 

A few isolated scattered areas of geothermally-influenced bare ground are also 

mapped within this type,  

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

3.  Mānuka-mingimingi scrub and shrubland  

 

This vegetation type is the most extensive and generally represents most of the 

highest quality shrubland at the site. It comprises mānuka-dominant and 

mingimingi-dominant vegetation, and mosaics of these two species (Plates 9-

11).  Occasional geothermal kānuka are also present, ranging in height from one 

to three metres.  Abundant tūrutu (Dianella nigra), bracken (Pteridium 

esculentum), Histiopteris incisa, and Hypolepis distans are present.  Silver birch 

(Betula pendula), alder, pines (Pinus sp.), silver wattle (Acacia dealbata), black 

wattle (Acacia mearnsii), grey willow (Salix cinerea) and crack willow (Salix 

fragilis) are present in places.   

  

 

 

 

Plate 9:  Mānuka-dominant scrub, some of which  
will be affected by the proposed works. 
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Plate 10:  The cover of mingimingi increases downstream alongside the 
Te Arikiroa Thermal Channel.  Fire has previously occurred in this area. 

 

 

Plate 11:  Height and vigour of mingimingi and  mingimingi generally decreases 
towards the northern vegetated boundary, probably as a result of geothermal 

influence. Te Arikiroa Thermal Channel is located toward  
the upper area of bare ground in this photograph. 
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Small local areas of Carex geminata wetland and fernland are present but are 

too small to map separately (Plate 12).  Some areas have been affected by fire, 

e.g. in 2015, particularly in the southeastern corner of the site. These burnt areas 

are more weedy, and most of the areas affected by this fire are mapped as 

Type 5 (see description below) in Figure 2.  

 

Further downstream, the cover of mānuka declines along the Te Arikiroa 

Thermal Channel and it is bounded by mingimingi scrub, up to about three 

metres tall.  Patches of bare ground also increase in extent downstream as the 

cover and height of mingimingi decreases, probably as a result of increasing 

geothermal influence.  Local patches of Histiopteris incisa, Carex geminata, 

broom, and exotic grasses are present. Occasional tūrutu are present. 

 

 

Plate 12:  Small patches of Carex geminata are present  
amongst the mingimingi and mānuka scrub. 

 

4.  Alder/raupō reedland and alder forest  

 

Scattered alder occur over a raupō reedland, adjacent to the lake shore 

(Plate 13).  This type comprises raupō reedland to c.2 metres tall increasing to 

alder forest up to 10 metres tall beyond, with occasional crack willow. These 

areas represent wetland habitats.    
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Plate 13:  Raupō reedland, merging into a small  
area of alder forest behind it.   These are wetland habitats. 

 

5.  Mānuka-mingimingi mixed exotics shrubland 

 

A mosaic of mānuka (1.0 to 2.5 metres tall) scrub and areas of mingimingi with 

occasional gorse, bracken, Histiopteris incisa, geothermal kānuka, blackberry, 

pampas, tūrutu, pampas, and silver birch (Plate 14).  A few local patches of 

Carex geminata are present. The existing upper section of Te Arikiroa Thermal 

Channel flows through this type.  While most of this type was not identified as 

being significant geothermal vegetation and habitat in Wildland Consultants 

(2005) and Fitzgerald and Smale 2010, some degree of geothermal influence is 

clearly evident.  Part of this area was affected by fire in 2015.   

 

6.  (Silver birch)/kānuka-geothermal kānuka-mingimingi scrub  

 

Scattered silver birch, grey willow, and occasional pines are emergent over 

kānuka, geothermal kānuka, mingimingi, and mānuka, which have formed a 

dense scrub cover. Bamboo is potentially expanding into this vegetation type.  

Small patches of blackberry and Carex geminata are present.  Occasional yucca 

was recorded in this type.  Some small areas of geothermally-influenced bare 

ground are present.  

 

7.  Grey willow/blackberry-Histiopteris incisa-bracken treeland 
 

Scattered grey willow to eight metres tall are present over a mixed scrub and 

fernland with areas dominated by blackberry, indigenous fernland.  Scattered 

gorse, broom, and occasional tūrutu are present.   
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Plate 14:  Evidence of a recent fire near the proposed  
works site.  Note the cover of weedy species such as gorse  
and pampas.  The walking/cycling track is present at rear. 

 

8.  Arrow bamboo scrub 
 

This type comprises dense arrow bamboo scrub mostly 3-4 metres tall 

(Plate 15).  

 

 

Plate 15:  Two areas of bamboo-dominant scrub are present. 
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9.  Mown exotic grassland 
 

Mown lawn is dominated by exotic species such as narrow-leaved carpet grass 

(Axonopus fissifolius) and Indian doab (Cynodon dactylis).  Occasional 

Gonocarpus micranthus. Mown mānuka seedlings are present, along with 

abundant rabbit sign (Plates 16 and 17). 

 

 

Plate 16:  Mown grass dominated by Indian doab  
and narrow-leaved carpet grass. 

 

Plate 17:  Wastewater infrastructure is fenced to discourage access.   
Mown grassland is present in the foreground. 
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10.  Pōhue-bindweed-blackberry-mixed exotic herbs vineland 

 

This area is characterised by stockpiles of topsoil with abundant pōhue, 

blackberry, and broad-leaved dock (Rumex obtusifolius).  Euphorbia sp., 

inkweed (Phytolacca octandra), Californian thistle (Cirsium arvense), broad-

leaved fleabane (Erigeron sumatrensis), bindweed (Calystegia lathyris), 

Chinese mugwort (Artemisia verlotiorum), montbretia, fennel (Foeniculum 

vulgare), reed sweetgrass (Glyceria maxima), and rank grasses (especially 

Yorshire fog, browntop and paspalaum), are also present.  There are drains with 

a cover dominated by blackberry, broom, and grey willow (Plate 18).   

 

 

Plate 18:  Stockpiles of topsoil have a diverse cover of exotic  
and some indigenous species including pōhue, Yorkshire fog,  

broadleaved dock, and Californian thistle. 

 

11.   Bare ground (non-geothermal) 

 

Bare ground present as result of human use.  Inorganic debris is present within 

this habitat type, such as rock piles, and old Council infrastructure such as 

picnic tables.  

 

 

6. FLORA 
 

Fifty-three indigenous species and 149 exotic vascular plant species have been 

recorded in the Sanatorium Reserve and are listed in Appendix 2.  Geothermal kānuka 

(classified as At Risk-Naturally Uncommon in de Lange et al. 2013) was the only 

nationally Threatened or At Risk species recorded.  Two species, Hypolepis distans 

and Eleocharis pusilla, are considered to be regionally uncommon (Beadel 2014). 

Caleana minor (Threatened-Nationally Critical) occurred in the area in the early 
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1900s (Wildland Consultants 2009), but has not been found at the site in recent 

surveys and is unlikely to be still present, although it is known from one other 

geothermal habitat in Rotorua City.   

 

The number of exotic species present at the site is high, but most of these are present 

in limited parts of the project area, and there are large tracts of geothermal vegetation 

with only scattered weeds present (see Section 13.1 below).  

 

A list was also compiled of species present in the vicinity of the channel 

(Appendix 3), with a total of 18 indigenous and 30 exotic species.  One species of 

conservation concern as listed in de Lange et al. (2013) is scattered throughout the 

proposed works area: geothermal kānuka (At Risk-Naturally Uncommon).  A few 

small patches of Hypolepis distans were near the proposed footprint, and Eleocharis 

pusilla may potentially be present near the lake edge.  

 

 

7. FAUNA 
 

7.1 Birds 
 

Three bird species classified as ‘Threatened’ by Robertson et al. (2013) are known to 

breed at or near the site: black-billed gull (Larus bulleri; Nationally Critical), banded 

dotterel (Charadrius bicinctus bicinctus; Nationally Vulnerable),  and Caspian tern 

(Hydroprogne caspia; Nationally Vulnerable) (Wildland Consultants 2009: 

Sachtleben 2010).  Four ‘At Risk’ species are known to use the site: New Zealand 

dabchick (Poliocephalus rufopectus; Recovering), little black shag (Phalacrocorax 

sulcirostris; Naturally Uncommon), black shag (Phalacrocorax carbo 

novaehollandiae; Naturally Uncommon), and red-billed gull (Larus novaehollandiae 

scopulinus; Declining) (Wildland Consultants 2009: Sachtleben 2010).   

 

Other not threatened indigenous species that utilise the site are little shag 

(Phalacrocorax melanoleucos brevirostris), New Zealand scaup (Aythya 

novaeseelandiae), pied stilt (Himantopus himantopus leucocephalus), black-backed 

gull (Larus dominicanus dominicanus), pūkeko (Porphyrio melanotus melanotus), 

shining cuckoo (Chrysococcyx lucidus lucidus), welcome swallow (Hirundo neoxena 

neoxena), tūī (Prosthemadera novaeseelandiae novaeseelandiae), korimako (bellbird 

Anthornis melanura melanura), North Island fantail (Rhipidura fuliginosa placabilis), 

and grey warbler (Gerygone igata).  Introduced and naturalised species recorded at 

the site include mallard (Anas platyrhynchos), myna (Acridotheres tristis), blackbird 

(Turdus merula), song thrush (Turdus philomelos), goldfinch (Carduelis carduelis), 

and house sparrow (Passer domesticus) (Wildland Consultants 2009). 

 

7.2 Lizards  
 

The following is from Wildland Consultants (2017).  A targeted survey for reptiles 

was beyond the scope of this project, but the Department of Conservation Bioweb 

Herpetofauna Database records within five kilometres of the Sanitorium Reserve 

include elegant gecko (Naultinus elegans), forest gecko (Mokopirirakau granulatus), 

and ornate skink (Oligosoma ornatum), some of which could be present at the site.  
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Speckled skink (Oligosoma infrapunctatum) is present on Mokoia Island.  All of these 

species are classified as At Risk-Declining by Hitchmough et al. (2016).   

 

7.3 Aquatic fauna 
 

The Puarenga Stream forms the eastern boundary of Sanatorium Reserve.  Freshwater 

invertebrate species recorded in this waterway include kōura (Paranephrops 

planifrons) and freshwater shrimp (Paratya curvirostris).   

 

Freshwater fish species recorded in Lake Rotorua include common smelt (Retropinna 

retropinna), common bully (Gobiomorphus cotidianus), longfin eel (Anguilla 

dieffenbachii), and the introduced rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) and brook 

char (Salvelinus fontinalis).  Longfin eel is classified as At Risk-Declining by 

Goodman et al. (2014).   

 

The stream and the lake edge, are both heavily influenced by geothermal activity and 

are unlikely to provide habitat for freshwater fish, due to the high acidity (Alison 

Lowe, Rotorua Lakes Council, pers. comm.). 

 

7.4 Bats 
 

A bat survey was beyond the scope of this project.  However, long-tailed bats 

(Chalinolobus tuberculatus) have been detected at the Scion campus in Sala Street 

(K. Borkin, Wildland Consultants, pers. comm.) and thus possibly utilise parts of 

Sanatorium Reserve.  Bats require trees with cavities or flaky bark for roosting and 

could therefore possibly roost in the large eucalyptus trees adjacent to the Puarenga 

Stream.  A bat survey should be undertaken before any potential roost trees are 

removed as part of the construction process. 

 

7.5 Terrestrial invertebrates 
 

A terrestrial invertebrate survey was beyond the scope of this project.  Active 

beehives were located within the wastewater treatment plant fence and in the Council 

stockpile area behind the composting plant. 

 

7.6 Pest animals 
 

Rabbits (Oryctolagus cuniculus cuniculus) were commonly seen in grassed areas.  

Possum (Trichosurus vulpecula) sign was present behind the composting plant 

(Wildland Consultants 2017).  Other pest animals likely to utilise the site include cats 

(Felis catus; most likely feral, although some could be domestic), ship rats (Rattus 

rattus), mice (Mus musculus), hedgehogs (Erinaceus europeaeus occidentalis), and 

mustelids (stoats - Mustela ermine; ferrets - M. furo; and weasels - M. nivalis 

vulgaris).  Dama wallaby (Macropus eugenii) sign was not seen, although they could 

occur at the site as it is connected to Whakarewarewa Forest.    
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8. ECOLOGICAL VALUES 
 

The wider site has a broad diversity of vegetation habitat types ranging from 

indigenous scrub types, geothermal wetland, lakeshore margin habitat, stream habitat, 

and geothermally-influenced bare ground.  A key feature at this particular site is that it 

is an active geothermal site with an extensive sinter terrace that is an integral part of 

the delta of the Puarenga Stream.  This combination of features and active processes is 

unique, with nothing similar of this scale present at any other geothermal site in New 

Zealand. 

 

Geothermal habitats are often highly varied, even over small areas due to differences 

in parameters such as soil chemistry, temperature, and age of vegetation, and type and 

age of geothermal activity at the sites.  Variability is an important feature at all larger 

geothermal sites.  While much of the bare vegetated area may have limited vascular 

plants present, the microbiology of these areas are poorly understood.  Most 

microbiological studies in New Zealand have concentrated on geothermal springs 

(e.g. Stott et al. 2012), some of which are present in Te Arikiroa Thermal Channel and 

nearby mud pools and springs.  Microbial values of geothermal bare ground which 

cover much of this site are poorly studied in New Zealand and internationally but may 

also be of as considerable value for ecosystem services and human interest, e.g. the 

Meadow (2012) study in Yellowstone National Park, USA.   

 

Geothermal vegetation and habitats at the subject site is located in a wider site named 

‘Ngapuna’ in various assessments on the significance of geothermal habitats in the 

Bay of Plenty Region (Wildland Consultants 2005, Fitzgerald and Smale 2010).   

Both of these assessments ranked the geothermal vegetation as being of National 

Significance, due to the presence of threatened species at the site, and the site supports 

a substantial area of geothermal vegetation (Fitzgerald and Smale 2010).   

 

The site is part of the fourth largest geothermal site in New Zealand.  Its relatively 

large size is sufficient reason for it to be recognised as being of considerable 

ecological significance.  Four ‘Critically Endangered’ ecosystem types as listed in 

Holdaway et al. (2012) are located at or near the proposed works site.   

 

The site is also identified as a significant natural area (SNA) in the District Plan, and 

was ranked as being of National Significance in the Rotorua District Council natural 

heritage review (Wildland Consultants 2009) due to the presence of a nationally 

uncommon vegetation type (geothermal), the extent of geothermal vegetation present, 

and the presence of threatened fauna.   

 

Ecological values are associated with the geothermal and wildlife habitats.  The most 

significant geothermal habitats are mapped as Types 1-7 in Figure 2.  Ecological 

values of the geothermal habitats are high, and in general the vegetation is of good 

quality.  Geothermal vegetation is of considerable significance as it is a naturally 

uncommon ecosystem type and provides habitat for an At Risk plant species.  Some 

areas dominated by exotic species are of lower ecological value, such as the areas 

dominated by bamboo and alder. 
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The adjacent Wildlife Sanctuary is a breeding site for at least three Threatened and 

four At Risk bird species and is considered to be a highly significant inland site for 

breeding seabirds.   

 

Ecological values at the site have been compromised to some degree by invasion of 

weed species, including woody weed species, particularly silver birch, pine, and 

wattle species, and dense areas of arrow bamboo which exclude all other vegetation.  

These areas have expanded significantly in the last thirty years c.f. Beadel 1986a&b, 

and Wildland Consultants (1996, 2003, 2017).  Other threats to ecological values 

include pest animals, particularly cats which prey on birds, fire, vegetation clearance 

(including formal and informal track clearance), and rubbish dumping.   

 

The Puarenga Stream, which is located to the east of the subject site, is of particular 

cultural importance, as described in Kusabs and Shaw (2008).  The stream has 

considerable geothermal influence, within the stream itself and from large geothermal 

sites adjacent to the stream, most notably Whakarewarewa and Ngapuna.    

 

The proposed overflow from the waste water treatment facility will drain into Lake 

Rotorua.  Lake Rotorua is c.8,061 hectares and is ranked as being a significant natural 

area of National significance due to the presence of threatened fauna and its relatively 

large size.   

 

This site has considerable ecological profile - locally, regionally, and nationally - due 

to its relative large size and its location within an urban area. 

 

 

9. POTENTIAL ECOLOGICAL EFFECTS  
 

Subject to the final engineering assessments, the proposed works have the potential to 

result in adverse ecological effects due to the loss of habitat by construction of a drain 

and bund in a regionally and nationally significant area, resulting in the loss of part of 

a nationally rare vegetation and habitat type, so loss should be avoided or kept to an 

absolute minimum.  

 

The proposed works could involve widening and deepening the thermal channel to 

accommodate increased flows.  A strip of significant indigenous geothermal 

vegetation could also be removed by the subject works, for access to the site, and to 

widen and deepen the channel.  A few plants may also be killed by inundation by 

higher water levels.   

 

Sediment loss may occur as a result of the proposed works and could potentially cover 

geothermal features and vegetation.  Banks alongside the channel may become 

unstable following the subject works and increased water flows. 

 

Construction of short sections of bund adjacent to the Puarenga Stream would result 

in adverse effects due to modification and burial of significant geothermal habitats.  

Bunds will also provide sites for weed establishment and for enhanced predator access 

onto the sinter flats (into very high value avifauna habitat).  
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10. OPPORTUNITIES TO AVOID, MINIMISE, OR MITIGATE 
POTENTIAL ADVERSE EFFECTS 

 

This section outlines ways to avoid or reduce the potential adverse ecological effects 

of works associated with the channel widening and deepening, and the long term 

effects of greater water flows through the channel.  

 

In ecological terms, the best approach would be to leave the existing channel in its 

current state, and to utilise alternative approaches for additional discharges to the lake.  

Ecologically-appropriate alternatives for disposal of increased discharges could 

include the following: 

 

 Discharge to the Puarenga Stream (culturally unacceptable). 

 Discharge into Whakarewarewa Forest. 

 Discharge into a constructed wetland, e.g. between Vaughan Road and Lake 

Rotorua. 

 Use of an additional discharge point(s), west of Te Arikiroa Thermal Channel. 

 

Further engineering evaluation has been undertaken to determine whether flows down 

the Puarenga, at various levels, provide a hydraulic barrier to discharges into the 

thermal channel entering the Puarenga Stream at high lake levels.  The following 

measures are suggested if any sections of bund are to be constructed along the 

Puarenga Stream:   

 

 Keep the loss of geothermal/indigenous habitats to as small an area as possible.   

 Machinery should use existing tracks where possible.  

 As small a digger as possible should be utilised for all works.   

 An ecologist should be present during the physical works, to help identify the best 

approach for access for the works to be carried out, and also ensuring the least 

destructive footprint (including a walk-through with work crews immediately 

prior to construction).  

 Any excavation should be undertaken in such a way that it minimises potential 

effects of sedimentation downstream and also loss of geothermal vegetation.   

 Monitoring of the effects of the construction should be undertaken during and 

after the subject works. 

 Some revegetation may be required in the area disturbed.  This should be reviewed 

by an ecologist immediately after completion of works.  

 Follow-up works (e.g. control of weeds) may be required after the works are 

completed. The site should be assessed at three months, and yearly for five years 

post-construction to provide management guidance.  Weed control may be 

required in perpetuity.     

 

There are also other ecological restoration opportunities in the Sanatorium Reserve, as 

set out in Wildland Consultants (2017).   
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11. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Rotorua Lakes Council is proposing to upgrade the Waste Water Treatment Plant, 

which is located adjacent to Sulphur Bay in Rotorua.  Due to the volume of treated 

wastewater to be discharged, it is proposed to excavate a short section of new channel 

and to remove sediment from Te Arikiroa Thermal Channel.  Five short sections of 

bund may need to be constructed on the edge of the Puarenga Stream, within 

geothermal habitats. 

 

Most of the proposed channel works will occur in significant indigenous vegetation 

and habitats, most notably geothermal habitat, geothermal streamsides, geothermal-

dominant shrublands. These habitats are part of one of the fourth largest geothermal 

site in New Zealand and comprise a unique geothermal-river delta system.  The site is 

also adjacent to the nationally important Lake Rotorua, the culturally significant 

Puarenga Stream, and an important Wildlife Refuge in Sulphur Bay (recognised as 

being regionally and nationally important).  Most of the works will occur in the 

Sanatorium Reserve.  

 

Potential effects include alteration of an active geothermal system and river delta, 

Te Arikiroa Thermal Channel, a geothermal waterway, unvegetated geothermal 

habitat, and indigenous scrub and shrubland dominated by mānuka and mingimingi.  

These geothermal areas are all of very considerable ecological significance, including 

the combination of geothermal processes and a delta system.  Some small areas of 

indigenous fernland and sedgeland are also present.  Mown exotic grassland and 

previously altered landforms at the southern end of the proposed works are not 

significant. 

 

Measures to address potential adverse effects include minimising the removal of 

geothermal vegetation and the modification or loss of geothermal habitats.   

 

If the works proceed as proposed, the following will need to be addressed: 

 

 Immediately prior to any works, an ecologist familiar with the ecological values at 

the site, particularly geothermal habitat, should walk through the site with the 

crew about to undertake the works and identify the areas to be used to access and 

undertake the works in a manner to keep any damage to a minimum.  

 

 The works site should be monitored and advice provided (by an ecologist) on 

management of any effects of the works at immediately following the works.   

 

 Follow-up works (e.g. planting control of weeds) will be required after the works 

are complete. The site should be monitored to assess ongoing requirements.     
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APPENDIX 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 

VEGETATION AND HABITATS IN 
SANATORIUM RESERVE - 

EXTRACT FROM WILDLAND  
CONSULTANTS (2017) 
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The following descriptions are from Wildland Consultants (2017). 

 

1. Kānuka dominant forest (c.1.43 ha) 
 

Several emergent pine (Pinus sp.) trees to seven metres in height occur over kānuka 

forest.  Geothermal kānuka is present in the understorey, along with tūrutu and 

mingimingi.  Tradescantia (Tradescantia fluminensis) is present alongside informal 

vehicle tracks.  Silver birch is occasional. There is also an exotic-dominant narrow 

strip adjacent to the golf course access way, which includes two specimen trees 

(Sequoia sp.), silver birch, ornamental cherry (Prunus sp.), blackberry, and willow 

(Salix sp.) species.  

 

2.  Mingimingi-geothermal kānuka scrub (c.1.97 ha) 
 

Mingimingi scrub with geothermal kānuka up to three meters tall.  Tūrutu is common 

in the understorey, although there are also extensive areas of bare geothermally-

influenced ground beneath.  

 

3.  Mingimingi-mānuka scrub (c.11.11 ha) 
 

This vegetation type is the most extensive at the site.  The canopy is dominated by 

mingimingi and mānuka.  Abundant tūrutu, bracken, Histiopteris incisa and 

Hypolepis distans are present, along with occasional geothermal kānuka.  Silver birch, 

alder (Alnus glutinosa), pines, silver wattle, black wattle, grey willow, and crack) are 

emergent in places.  Small patches of dense arrow bamboo occur throughout this type. 

 

4. Mānuka-kānuka-mingimingi shrubland (c.1.06 ha) 
 

This type comprises mixed shrubland mainly dominated by mānuka, but also with 

small areas where mingimingi, kānuka, and geothermal kānuka are dominant.  Tūrutu 

is common in the understorey. 

 

5. Mingimingi-mānuka seedlings (c.2.06 ha) 

 

A previously burnt area that is characterised by burnt dead standing trees and shrubs 

(including several very tall poplar trees), with a ground cover of humus, and mānuka 

and mingimingi seedlings.  Occasional weed species are present including a patch of 

montbretia (Crocosmia ×crocosmiiflora), climbing rose (Rosa sp.) and blackberry. 

Other weeds, including arrow bamboo, are also likely to be present in this area.  

 

6.  Limosella lineata herbfield (c.0.02 ha) 

 

Low turfs dominated by Limosella lineata occur along the lake margin.  Glossostigma 

elatinoides is locally common with some arrow grass.  A very small patch of 

herbfield around Juncus edgariae includes Eleocharis pusilla, Lilaeopsis novae-

zelandiae, Isolepsis distigmatosa, and Myriophyllum propinquum.  
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Plate 1: Limosella lineata herbfield on the lake edge, adjacent to raupō. 

 

 

7.  (Alder)/raupō reedland (c.0.08 ha) 

 

Scattered alder occur over a raupō reedland, adjacent to the lake shore. 

 

8.  Carex geminata dominant sedgeland (c.0.10 ha) 

 

Carex geminata to c.1 metre tall forms the dominant cover in a sedgeland with 

occasional alder on margins.  There are local patches of Yorkshire fog (Holcus 

lanatus) and lotus (Lotus pedunculatus).  One patch of montbretia occurs on the 

margins. 
 

9.  (Silver birch)/kānuka-geothermal kānuka-mingimingi scrub (c.3.93 ha) 

 

Scattered silver birch, grey willow and occasional pines are emergent over kānuka, 

geothermal kānuka, and mingimingi which form a dense scrub cover.  

 

10.  Bracken-mingimingi-tūrutu fernland (c.0.04 ha) 

 

An area of fernland dominated by bracken, with scattered mingimingi and tūrutu 

present. 

 

11.  Kānuka-grey willow-crack willow-arrow bamboo/broom-blackberry forest 

(c.0.74 ha) 

 

This area is dominated by kānuka with small stands of crack willow and grey willow, 

and small but dense patches of arrow bamboo.  Broom and blackberry are locally 

common.  Other common species include pines, silver birch, and wattles.  
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12. Non-vegetated raw-soilfield and geothermal water (c.16.75 ha) 

 

Heated bare soils, sinter, geothermally-influenced streams and pools, and mud pools.  

 

13. Mixed indigenous and exotic shrubland (c.0.87 ha) 

 

The vegetation alongside the Puarenga Stream is variable, but is characterised by 

exotic trees to approximately seven metres tall, including alder, willow, silver birch, 

ornamental cherry and eucalyptus over gorse, broom, blackberry, tūrutu, mānuka, 

bracken and Carex geminata.  Some fairly large patches of Carex geminata-dominant 

sedgeland to c.1 m tall occur alongside the stream, with occasional grey willow and 

alder on sedgeland margins.  An area of raupō reedland occurs within this type, with 

Carex geminata, kānuka, Histiopteris incisa and broom on the margins.  Occasional 

ornamental cherry saplings also occur here. 

 

14. Tasmanian blackwood-blackberry-pampas shrubland (c.3.89 ha) 

 

Tasmanian blackwood to 10 m tall is dominant along the edge of Te Ngae Road, with 

an understorey of taupata (Coprosma repens), tūrutu, and Tasmanian blackwood 

seedlings.  Tradescantia  is present in large patches, otherwise leaf litter dominates the 

ground cover.  Nearest the road margin, there are several, presumably planted, tōtara 

(Podocarpus totara) and rewarewa (Knightia excelsa) trees up to 5 m tall.  Occasional 

planted akeake (Dodonaea viscosa) is also present.  Other species present include 

blackberry, gorse, and exotic conifers.  Ivy (Hedera helix) is present on the ground 

towards the western side of this type.  Patches of arrow bamboo occur towards the 

Te Ngae Road edge and the margin of the geothermal vegetation.  Away from the 

road edge, the vegetation is dominated by blackberry, with Japanese honeysuckle 

(Lonicera japonica) also present.  Willows, black wattle, silver wattle, and pampas 

(Cortaderia selloana) are interspersed throughout, along with dense patches of arrow 

bamboo and Oldham’s bamboo (Bambusa oldhamii).  A gravel storage area is 

adjacent to the disused BMX tracks, and includes a bank covered in kikuyu grass 

(Cenchrus clandestinus).  

 

15. Eucalyptus forest (c.3.24 ha) 

 

Large eucalyptus trees to 15 m tall form a canopy, with occasional pines to 12 m high 

over a low understorey of gorse, blackberry, tūrutu, mingimingi, bracken, kānuka and 

eucalyptus seedlings.  Occasional  harakeke (flax; Phormium tenax) and ornamental 

cherry are also present.  Part of this type was burnt recently, but this has not affected 

the eucalyptus trees.  In small patches, where eucalyptus trees are not present, the 

vegetation is of lower stature and comprises gorse seedlings, occasional mingimingi 

seedlings, and broom.  A patch of blackberry covers an area of approximately 20 m 

by 10 m.  Patches of other weed species such as montbretia also occur in this 

vegetation type.  Occasional whekī (Dicksonia squarrosa) and pines are present near 

the sports fields.  

 

At the entrance of the main path into this area, several large maritime pine (Pinus 

pinaster) are beginning to collapse.  The understorey here comprises rank exotic 
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grasses and scattered to dense broom, blackberry and bracken, along with areas of 

dense bracken fernland. 

 

16. Exotic treeland (c.0.65 ha) 

 

Behind the Sudima Hotel, large planted trees of alder and silver birch to seven metres 

tall are present over mown exotic grass.   

 

Planted trees of ginkgo (Ginkgo biloba), silk tree (Albizia julibrissin) and 

Leucadendron sp. occur in the Polynesian Spa carpark area. 

 

17. Arrow bamboo scrub (c.1.82 ha) 

 

Arrow bamboo forms extremely dense patches to up to four metres in height.  

Occasional alder and silver wattle are emergent above the bamboo canopy.   

 

18. Kahikatea-rhododendron-silver birch plantings (c.0.5 ha) 

 

Along the edge of Te Ngae Road, planted kahikatea (Dacrycarpus dacrydioides), 

rhododendron (Rhododendron spp.), silver birch, and cabbage tree (Cordyline 

australis) up to 6-8 metres tall occur over tūrutu, water fern (Histiopteris incisa), 

Hypolepis distans, with local whekī and silver fern (Cyathea dealbata).  Mānuka and 

mingimingi also occur in places, where the vegetation is denser and close to the 

geothermal feature.  Occasional kamahi is present (probably planted), along with 

planted kōhūhū (Pittosporum tenuifolium). 

 

19. Gravel carparks, roads, and buildings (c.4.29 ha) 

 

Gravel carparks, roads, and buildings are present in the northern and southern parts of 

the site. Planted specimen/shade trees around the rugby clubrooms include alder, 

plane (Platanus sp.), and robinia (Robinia pseudoacacia).   

 

20. Topsoil storage area (c.1.71 ha) 

 

This area is characterised by stockpiles of topsoil with an associated herbaceous weed 

flora, including broad-leaved dock (Rumex obtusifolius), Euphorbia sp., inkweed 

(Phytolacca octandra), Californian thistle (Cirsium arvense), broad-leaved fleabane 

(Erigeron sumatrensis), bindweed (Calystegia lathyris), Chinese mugwort (Artemisia 

verlotiorum), montbretia, fennel (Foeniculum vulgare), reed sweetgrass (Glyceria 

maxima), and rank grasses.  There are several drains, alongside which the vegetation 

is dominated by blackberry, broom and grey willow.  Pine (mainly black pine (Pinus 

nigra) although other pine species may also be present), silver birch and willow trees 

are common on the margins of this type, comprising up to 40% of the vegetation 

cover.  A row of planted Tasmanian blackwood occurs adjacent to the composting 

plant fence.  Arrow bamboo is locally common here also.  

 

Other inorganic debris is also present within this habitat type, such as rock piles, and 

old council parks infrastructure such as picnic tables.  
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21. Exotic grasses grassland (sports fields) (c.14.22 ha) 

 

The sports fields are predominately exotic grasses, although mānuka and mingimingi 

seedlings (mown) create up to 80% of the cover close to the geothermal vegetation 

margins. Scattered exotic trees have been planted on the fields including alder, plane, 

and robinia, and a small group of tōtara trees have been planted near the Puarenga 

Park geothermal feature.   

 

22. BMX track (c.1.54 ha) 

 

A constructed BMX track and an abandoned BMX track occur in this area.  Planting 

of harakeke has occurred within the track area, and at least one large grey willow is 

also present.  The remainder of the site is covered in rank grassland that is 

periodically cut.  

 

23.  Planted garden and lawn (c.0.21 ha) 

 

A planted garden compromising various specimen trees including phoenix palm 

(Phoenix canariensis), various rhododendrons, and other exotic species, such as 

oleander (Nerium oleander).  Ornamental cherry, Japanese spindle tree (Euonymus 

japonicas) and arrow bamboo are also common throughout.  Mulch covers the 

ground.  Areas within this type, particularly towards the road edge, are kept as lawn, 

with occasional specimen trees present.  
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APPENDIX 2 

 
VASCULAR PLANT SPECIES RECORDED IN 

SANATORIUM RESERVE 2017 FROM 
WILDLAND CONSULTANTS (2017) 

 

Key 

 

P  Planted. 

N  Naturalised from planting. 

*  Recorded by Beadel 1986, not found during current survey. 

**  Recorded as found by C. Ecroyd in Beadel 1986, not found during current survey. 

 

 

INDIGENOUS SPECIES 
  
Gymnosperms  

  
Dacrycarpus dacrydioides (P) kahikatea 

Podocarpus totara var. totara (P) tōtara 

  

Monocot. trees and shrubs  
  

Cordyline australis (P)  tī kōuka, cabbage tree 

  

Dicot. trees and shrubs  
  

Coprosma repens (P, N)  taupata  

Coprosma robusta (P) karamū, kāramuramu 

Dodonaea viscosa (P) akeake 

Knightia excelsa (P) rewarewa 

Kunzea tenuicaulis geothermal kānuka  

Kunzea robusta kānuka  

Leptospermum scoparium agg. mānuka  

Leucopogon fasciculatus mingimingi 

Metrosideros excelsa pōhutukawa  

Pittosporum eugenioides (P) tarata; lemonwood 

Pittosporum tenuifolium (P)  kōhūhū, rautāhiri, rautāwhiri 

Pseudopanax arboreus whauwhaupaku, puahou, five finger 

Solanum lacinatum  

Sophora sp. (P)  kōwhai  

Weinmannia racemosa kāmahi 

  

Dicot. lianes  
  

Calystegia sepium subsp. roseata pōhue 

Muehlenbeckia australis puka 
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Ferns  
  

Blechnum novae-zelandiae kiokio 

Cyathea dealbata ponga, silver fern 

Dicksonia fibrosa whekī-ponga, kurīpākā 

Dicksonia squarrosa whekī  

Histiopteris incisa mātātā, water fern 

Hypolepis distans  

Paesia scaberula mātātā  

Pteridium esculentum rārahu, bracken 

Pyrrosia eleagnifolia leather-leaf fern 

  

Orchids 
 

Microtis unifolia agg.* 

Thelymitra sp.* 

 
Grasses  
  

Austroderia fulvida  toetoe 

Lachnagrostis filiformis  

  

Sedges  
  

Carex geminata agg. rautahi 

Carex secta* pūrei, makura, pūreirei, pūrekireki, pūkio 

Carex sinclairii   

Cyperus ustulatus f. ustulatus toetoe upoko-tangata 

Eleocharis acuta spike sedge 

Eleocharis pusilla   

Isolepis distigmatosa  

Isolepis prolifera 

Schoenoplectus tabernaemontani*     kāpūngāwhā  

  

Rushes  
  

Juncus edgariae  wi, wīwī 

Juncus pallidus* wi, wīwī 

  

Monocot. herbs (other than orchids, grasses, sedges, and rushes) 
  

Dianella nigra tūrutu  

Phormium tenax harakeke, flax 

Triglochin striata arrow grass 

Typha orientalis raupō  

  

Dicot. herbs (other than composites)  
  

Glossostigma elatinoides  

Gonocarpus micranthus piripiri 
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Hydrocotyle heteromeria  

Lilaeopsis novae-zelandiae  

Limosella lineata mudwort 

Myriophyllum propinquum  

Persicaria decipiens  tutunawai 

 
 
NATURALISED AND EXOTIC SPECIES 
  

Gymnosperms  
  

Chamaecyparis lawsoniana Lawson’s cypress 

Cupressus sp. cypress 

Pinus nigra  black pine 

Pinus pinaster maritime pine 

Pinus radiata radiata pine 

Pinus sp. pine 

Sequoia sempervirens coast redwood 

  

Monocot. trees and shrubs  
  

Alocasia brisbanensis  elephants ears 

Phoenix canariensis phoenix palm 

Yucca sp. yucca 

  

Dicot. trees and shrubs  
  

Acacia dealbata silver wattle 

Acacia mearnsii black wattle 

 Acacia melanoxylon Tasmanian blackwood 

Acacia verticillata prickly Moses 

Acer sp.  

Albizia julibrissin silk tree 

Alnus glutinosa common alder 

Banksia integrifolia banksia 

Betula pendula silver birch 

Buddleja davidii buddleia 

Chamaecytisus palmensis tree lucerne 

Cytisus scoparius broom 

Dendrobenthamia capitata strawberry dogwood 

Eucalyptus sp. Eucalyptus 

Euonymus japonicus Japanese spindleberry 

Hydrangea macrophylla* hydrangea 

Juglans ailantifolia Japanese walnut  

Ligustrum sinense Chinese privet 

Lupinus arboreus lupin 

Malus ×domestica apple 

Nerium oleander oleander  

Philadelphus intectus* mock orange 

Platanus ×acerifolia London plane 
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Populus nigra 'Italica' Lombardy poplar 

Prunus persica peach, nectarine 

Prunus sp. ornamental cherry 

Rhododendron sp.  rhododendron 

Robinia pseudoacacia false acacia, black locust, robinia 

Rosa sp. climbing rose 

Rubus sp. (R. fruticosus agg.) blackberry 

Salix cinerea grey willow 

Salix fragilis crack willow 

Salix sp. willow 

Tamarix ramosissima** tamarisk  

Ulex europaeus gorse 

  

Dicot. lianes  
  

Calystegia silvatica greater bindweed 

Calystegia sepium × C. silvatica  

Hedera helix ivy 

Lonicera japonica Japanese honeysuckle 

Rumex sagittatus climbing dock 

  

Grasses  
  

Agrostis capillaris browntop 

Agrostis stolonifera creeping bent 

Anthoxanthum odoratum sweet vernal 

Arrhenatherum elatius subsp. elatius  tall oat grass 

Axonopus fissifolius  narrow-leaved carpet grass 

Bambusa oldhamii Oldham’s bamboo 

Bromus willdenowii prairie grass 

Cenchrus clandestinus  kikuyu grass 

Cenchrus macrourus*  African feather grass  

Cortaderia selloana pampas  

Cynodon dactylon Indian doab 

Dactylis glomerata cocksfoot 

Eleusine indica crowfoot grass 

Eragrostis brownii bay grass 

Glyceria maxima reed sweetgrass 

Holcus lanatus Yorkshire fog 

Lolium perenne rye grass 

Paspalum dilatatum paspalum 

Paspalum distichum Mercer grass 

Poa annua annual poa 

Pseudosasa japonica  arrow bamboo 

Schedonorus arundinaceus  tall fescue 

Setaria gracilis  knot-root bristle grass 

Setaria pumila  yellow bristle grass 
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Sedges  
  

Carex ovalis* oval sedge 

Cyperus congestus purple umbrella sedge 

Cyperus eragrostis umbrella sedge 

  

Rushes  
  

Juncus acuminatus sharp-fruited rush 

Juncus articulatus jointed rush 

Juncus bufonius var. bufonius toad rush 

Juncus effusus var. effusus soft rush, leafless rush 

Juncus tenuis var. tenuis track rush 

  

Monocot. herbs (other than orchids, grasses, sedges, and rushes) 
  

Agapanthus praecox agapanthus 

Crocosmia ×crocosmiiflora montbretia 

Sisyrinchium "blue"  

Tradescantia fluminensis tradescantia 

  

Composite herbs  
  

Achillea millefolium yarrow 

Artemisia verlotiorum Chinese mugwort 

Bellis perennis lawn daisy 

Bidens frondosa beggars’ ticks 

Cirsium arvense Californian thistle 

Cirsium vulgare Scotch thistle 

Crepis capillaris hawksbeard  

Erechtites hieraciifolia American fireweed 

Erigeron sumatrensis  broad-leaved fleabane 

Gamochaeta calviceps silky cudweed 

Gamochaeta coarctata  purple cudweed 

Hypochaeris radicata catsear 

Jacobaea vulgaris* ragwort 

Lactuca serriola prickly lettuce 

Leontodon taraxacoides  hawkbit 

Matricaria discoidea  rayless chamomile 

Senecio bipinnatisectus Australian fireweed 

Senecio vulgaris groundsel 

Sonchus asper prickly puha 

  

Dicot. herbs (other than composites)  
  

Amaranthus powellii redroot 

Aphanes arvenis parsley piert 

Brassica sp.  

Centaurium erythraea centaury 

Cerastium fontanum subsp. vulgare mouse-ear chickweed 
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Chenopodium album fathen 

Chenopodium murale nettle-leaved fathen 

Chenopodium pumilio  clammy goosefoot 

Digitalis purpurea foxglove 

Epilobium ciliatum tall willow herb 

Euphorbia lathyris caper spurge 

Euphorbia peplus milkweed 

Foeniculum vulgare fennel 

Linaria purpurea purple linaria 

Lotus pedunculatus lotus 

Lotus suaveolens hairy birdsfoot trefoil 

Lycopus europaeus  gypsywort 

Lythrum hyssopifolia hyssop loosestrife 

Modiola caroliniana creeping mallow 

Myosotis sp. forget-me-not 

Oenothera stricta evening primrose 

Persicaria capitata*  pink-head knotweed 

Phytolacca americana pokeweed 

Phytolacca octandra inkweed 

Plantago lanceolata narrow-leaved plantain 

Plantago major broad-leaved plantain 

Polygonum arenastrum small-leaved wireweed 

Polygonum aviculare wireweed 

Portulaca oleracea wild portulaca 

Prunella vulgaris selfheal 

Ranunculus repens creeping buttercup 

Ranunculus sardous hairy buttercup 

Rumex acetosella  sheep’s sorrel 

Rumex obtusifolius broad-leaved dock 

Sagina procumbens pearlwort 

Silene gallica catchfly 

Solanum nigrum black nightshade 

Solanum tuberosum potato 

Stachys arvensis staggerweed 

Trifolium pratense red clover 

Trifolium repens white clover 

Verbascum virgatum moth mullein 

Verbena bonariensis purple-top 

Viola tricolor 
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APPENDIX 3 
 
 

VASCULAR PLANT SPECIES RECORDED IN VICINITY 
OF THE PROPOSED WORKS ON TE ARIKIROA CHANNEL, 

RECORDED MARCH 2018 
 

 

* Not listed in Wildland Consultants 2017 - see Appendix 1. 

 

 

INDIGENOUS SPECIES 
  
  

Dicot. trees and shrubs  
  

Coprosma robusta (P) karamū, kāramuramu 

Kunzea tenuicaulis geothermal kānuka  

Kunzea robusta kānuka  

Leptospermum scoparium agg. mānuka  

Leucopogon fasciculatus mingimingi 

Solanum lacinatum  

 

  

Dicot. lianes  
  

Calystegia sepium subsp. roseata pōhue 

Muehlenbeckia australis puka 

 

Ferns  
 

Histiopteris incisa mātātā, water fern 

Hypolepis distans  

Paesia scaberula mātātā  

Pteridium esculentum rārahu, bracken 

  

 

Sedges  
  

Carex geminata agg. rautahi 

  

Rushes  
  

Juncus edgariae  wi, wīwī 

 

Monocot. herbs (other than orchids, grasses, sedges, and rushes) 
  

Dianella nigra tūrutu  

Typha orientalis raupō  
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Dicot. herbs (other than composites)  
  

Gonocarpus micranthus piripiri 

Persicaria decipiens  tutunawai 

 
 
NATURALISED AND EXOTIC SPECIES 
  

Gymnosperms  
  

Pinus radiata radiata pine 

  

Monocot. trees and shrubs  
  

Yucca sp. yucca 

  

Dicot. trees and shrubs  
  

Acacia dealbata silver wattle 

Acacia mearnsii black wattle 

Acacia melanoxylon Tasmanian blackwood 

Alnus glutinosa common alder 

Betula pendula silver birch 

Cytisus scoparius broom 

Eucalyptus sp. Eucalyptus 

Ligustrum sinense Chinese privet 

Prunus sp. ornamental cherry 

Rubus sp. (R. fruticosus agg.) blackberry 

Salix cinerea grey willow 

Ulex europaeus gorse 

  

Dicot. lianes  
  

Calystegia silvatica greater bindweed 

Calystegia sepium × C. silvatica  

  

Grasses  
  

Agrostis capillaris browntop 

Agrostis stolonifera creeping bent 

Anthoxanthum odoratum sweet vernal 

Axonopus fissifolius  narrow-leaved carpet grass 

Cortaderia selloana pampas  

Cynodon dactylon Indian doab 

Eragrostis brownii bay grass 

Holcus lanatus  Yorkshire fog 

Paspalum dilatatum paspalum 

 

Pseudosasa japonica  arrow bamboo 
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Setaria gracilis  knot-root bristle grass 

 
Rushes 
Juncus bufonius var. bufonius toad rush 

Juncus effusus var. effusus soft rush, leafless rush 

Juncus tenuis var. tenuis track rush 

 
Composite herbs 
Achillea millefolium yarrow 

Erigeron sumatrensis*  broad-leaved fleabane 

Gamochaeta coarctata  purple cudweed 

Hypochaeris radicata catsear 

  

Dicot. herbs (other than composites)  
  

Anagallis arvensis* scarlet pimpernel 

Modiola caroliniana creeping mallow 

Phytolacca octandra inkweed 

Ranunculus repens creeping buttercup 

Rumex obtusifolius broad-leaved dock 
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APPENDIX 4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 

APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF 
TIP SITE - FROM WILDLAND 

CONSULTANTS (2017) 
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